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. Introduction

, ...
The two hundredth agriiversary-of the Anierican,

declaration of separation trom the ,government ofr 1 ' t,

England has'-stimulated millions .f word of senti-
rctent, analysis, nostalgia, and 'expetation. 'Mt.liCh of
this i.,erbal- and pi/4orial outpouring has been kind
of patriot it: bre ,st-beating: Mbst of it has been rhetoric.
'. Several year .; ago the leadership ofPlii Delta Kappa

announced i "determination to offer a' significant . .

4 contributions,t,i) th.el?icentenirial,celebration in a-series
of arith.oritative7statements.abOustmajoi facets OtAmer-

. ican educaticin that would deserve the attention of
,

serious :scholars in education, serve The needs' of
neophytes, iinthe.profession, arid survive..as an Inipor-

. taut petihanent contribution,o the educational' litera-
'.ture. .

.-

The 'Board- Of Directors and staff of Phi Delta Kappa,
theiBoard,Of'Gov:ernOrs of thesPhi Delta Kappa Edrica-

, tional toundationyand4he Project '76 iniplementation
Committee all Made important, contributions tb stile I ':

creation of the Bicentennial Activities Program, of I

which this Set of books is only one of seven-,riotable I.

projects. The entire program has been made possible I.,
by the 14al contributions of dedicated Kapans wbb 1 1

volunteered,,as Minutemen, Pairiots,,and Bell Ringers . ,
according to the size, of their donations .arid ,by..the

. .
, suppqrt of -the Educational- -Foundation, based* on-the

,generous, bequest of George Reavfs. The purpose'. of ,
;the Foundation, as statedat its ieptipn, is -to contrib-
ute to abetter understanding of the edricat.iye process
and the -relation .of education to:hurnan-welia're. These
five volumes `S:hOuls.l serve that purpose well.

A number of persons should l*recognized:fortheir

4.
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. contributions to; the success of this enterpirise, The
Board of Governors. of the Foundation, .under the
leadership- of Gordon _Swanson, persesvered.in the early
plan ing stages to insure that the effort would be
ma e. Other members of the board during-this period
wer Edgar. Dale, Bessie dabbard, Arliss Roaden,

.H0 and Soule,_ Bill Turney, and Ted Gordon,. *now
-deceased.

The Project '76 implerneniation Committee, which
wrestled successfully with the myriad details of *plan-
ning, financing, and publicizing the seven activities,
included David 'Clark, JaCk.Frymier, James Walden,
Forbis Jordan, and.' Ted -Gordon..

The Board' of Directors of Phi Delta Kappa, 1976
to 1978, include President 'Bill L. Turney, President-
Elect Gerald ,Leisthuck, Vice PrgsidentS William K.
PostOn, Rex. K. Reckewey, ,aridRay Tobiason and
District liepresentatiyes Gerard L. Berry, Jerome G.
KbpP, James York; Cecil K. Phillips,, on Paris, 'Philip
G. geissner, and Carrel Anderson. .

Thema'or cont i utarof fivep4rsp_e_c_iv_es
of Arnerican;edUcation..are of c urse the;authors. They
'have 'found time in busy' _pro essional sChedUlgs to

le manuscripts,:both
*0 tliiks to say *about
ante they have said
aline contribution.
'fitting contribution

years ,of national
e articulated ideas

prodUcesubstaritialand mi
Cholarly and,readable. Th,
ducation that are worth s yin
em well. They have mad a

t the literature, helping =tom
t the celebration. of t,W9 hu
fr dom. More inipoOaritly, th
SO :asic to the MaintenanCe o that freedom that they

'should be .read' and -heeded as ,valued guideline's for
the years-. ahead; hopetuI y at, least, another two
hundred."

vi

" "Rose
.xecutive Secretary/.

i,D,elta Kappa
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This work is a reflectio,o of .both concein,andhope.

and cultural
is that a confluence of technbrOgical

and culttiral forceswhat Charles Beard once called .
tC secular driftsis turning America into a. joyless,,
aimless, cynical, fragmenteu, and .endlessly conten-,
trous.sciety.

The hope. is that thechestUn our past and what is ,`
emerging-as signs, of responskble impatience, from the .
'young can come together in formulatiom of humaif
realities and possibilities, which will bring purpose, '
greater equity,-and a tlev,.sense of community to the
1-tumari- adventUrein thi5 nation and beyond. '

This, then, is an essay in norTative moral and-
political speculation; even though its instrumental:,
focus is education. Most of my writings in political '
5eierice aild_gOvernmerit over the years have not been
theoretically oriented. However,.political theory, read
under the inspired, tutelage of Cole and Sir
Alfred Zimmery at Oxford just prior to Worlds War

was my first intellectual Jove.. I was struck then,
. as I continue', to be struck,, by the. inseparability of
moral, political, and educatiotnal thought. From Plato
and Aristotle through Augustine, Aquinas, Comenius,
Locke, Rousseau, Pestalozzb and Froebel; to Dewey,
and Whitehead, speculations about edueation have
been.linked to questions of what constitutes the good
life and the goasociety. Delinitions.pf, what in fact

`'cOnstitute5, th, gdod: life or the good society are and,
always have 1 ee,n culturally contextual.., This essay,

4
is, .no exceptio . It i5 addrbssed to American5, who'
will live out t acades.of_the Prokimate future. The
only eternal ve ity I'know is'that-h3iman-14ings search
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Preface

for the good even as they ciOntinue .to furnb,le with
shifting definitions and a ith changing manifestations
of evil.

The .con-struclion of an essay addressed: althiS-one.
is, to common themes in .the liveS of ,large, numbeig-

,of -human being is, inevitably', plagOd by.-tricks,-of
the mina: Perceptions of reality -oscillate with- mood
and focal. distance. Sweeping, sometintes,,dire,,genet-
alizationsabOut "the American.,people:or."thehuirian
condition" trip overroots of divergerit.reality or 13torri,=-
ise. Overarching Kie",v.of-"tikepublic ir6rest"-clissolve
into wisps,as... 'public" js disaggregatorintO its
tribal tliversities. Apocalyptic prediCtions, Ni1/4$14).'EtZ.
star the 'prophetic.ego- in so many, of us, lose their,,

in...the--pers,pec:tive ofan 'etern4 of ',Chic ken
Littler OppositeS Seem. as .plausible .today as they did

Tfo Dickens: the,best of times; the worsuf tithes; hoino
siplemy, i*-presently -dooppd, 'horno sapiensat least

orsWe.dule;Anietica
. is.leadingthe decline of theTWestJ...kinericais,marikk,na's:

last,- best hope; the distant Aroar is an avalAnche of
d6olition, the distant roar is the joyful' turning of-,
thetici6huran beings-are 4,,CruMmy lot, human beings
are only slightly lowef than the angels, The very
ecl ticis of our culttire, subjects the writer 'to a

e of Phitosopha:al, religious; and ricitional
t compete-to" refract his views of -reality.

Perversities lurinyin, the eelogy Of composition:
Mac:6 of this essay as.yyrittenpver summer yaation
in .the. lake regiOn .Of estern Maine-----far from: tire:-
crowds terlsions,And-ll di,ines of tlie.city.

-1,Vef.,,i.:;hastened;fimmucl again
lo etji indulgences .4 Jury"; ,-'` .';

, So.the in.d Wats its options and Spins its "dontits.
. It is steadied o because' majOt.,:S.igris arict:portehf

refuse to dliappear.,..gcycirid -the. tricks -of '-tlernind.,
and the ,felicities §Sniner are dark and looming

slaves that seem, .to....move With the Inexorability, of
the seasons. Two hundred years after its founding,

,..
. -

. !
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Preface
..:

the American -nation is fretful and fragmented/. Cynical
about ,pblitics,, distressedtb.y inflation, bored by work
or anguished by its "absence, 'niggled by the strictures

.
and frustrations imposed by bureaucracies and tech-

. nologies, enervated- by the psychic binds and .ego,,
.; struggles:o*f intimacies, fearful, of domestic. crime -and' .

foreigReconomic-entalnglernents, weary of,Ithestriden,
cies.of social justice, large segments- of the 'American,
Population seatch.simultaneously for psychic shelters

,andfor void filling novelties.and diversions. But there.
is 1)0 hiding . place,. and, as Santayana pointed* out
decades ago,_ most novelties arid' diversions Win out
io..be a "treadmill of bitter amusements." Boredom
IS an endemic disease.- . 7

Meanwhile, smaller ,segments. of theaAmerica-n
,ciety,srnaller but still. numeroui,ffncl theinselves
living lives of either. quiet.or n.oisY .desperation: ghetto
blacks and Hispanic Ameiticans; First Americans, the
rural poor, unemployed youth, aggrieved Women,
offenders forgotten -cad people. Neglect and -discrimi-

. nation have made many of these Subculturesi either
.catatonic or violent. .

In short, for multitudes of Americans, the '"p,ursuit
of happiness -is a h011ow, almost Aoacirig-phraSe;No-
compelling social or ei en personalidea or ideal seems
dapal?le of filling the psychic void. ,

This is happening, furthermore, on an,earthsliffgsed
vv itfi" interdependencies and -threatened' by a malevo-
lent combination of Multiple resource explOitations,
Balkanized power claims, and existentialm,iseries, At
least Americans 'have. the privilege of being bared
vithOut -suffering the ravages of ubiquitous hurtger.

and ,diseasI6'.
If these 'conditions are real, and I believe thein to

be, and if they are .unhappy and dangerous,.:aild:, I
believ e-thernto be, whatinstrumentsareat our d:isixisal
to begin the process 'of turning .things around' arid'

things together? How -carrthe sullenness -that.
so. much of humaitexistence,even among the

.0:1k

,
a

I-

xv
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.xti 'Preface
.

affltientbe dissipated? Are there ideas or ideals that
are capable of commanding. loyalty:.? These` ate-th'e
essential l:oq-Ferns that motivate/he ,construCtion -of
this 'essay.

i. hope th4f that 1 have written- will be witlely,
discussed and .will result in.,pluralistfc and practical
responsesresponses _beyond those that have already
stimulated-andinformethhis.essay . For, intelleCtually,
I am a pluralist; temperamentally;an ameliorist and
incrementalist. Mi. faithis in education, in persuasion,
in diverse and creative responses to commonly per-
ceivedrieeds, and in thIpolitical'andsociatinstitutions
and processes that encourage these .phenomena. :I
distrust both violent and utopian approaChes to the
achievement of humane ends..It isstrue tha persistent,
palpable ;injustices in this nation have.so etimes led
me into considerations of revolutionary hange. But ..
fear of a poison far deadlier, than the s tingand_
I. heliee shrinking,_MjusticPs nf_a_free__S:ociet-Y--Ae
nonantidotal poisdn. of nncontained autocratic
powerhas stopped me, and continues to. stop. me,
from .giving in to the seductivities of replution and

' simplistic ideology:
In this essay, my definition of "educational sYslein

includes but goes far beyond our format school's,
colleges, and uniyersities. In 'fact, one of ,my, -hopes
4 that:by ,reminding.readers of the wealth of educativs,
ititruinents a% ailable-to- society-outside the traditional
ethicationarestabliShment, there 'may be Some chance

:/
,

-3 of focusing and.amPWing-the functionS of the latter
hile extending and enhancing the w.ork,"of the tradi...

..tional: core. In any_ case,. I choose to run, _the..risk: of
definitional, amplitude rather than' .donninga,
tional vest.too tight for ,conceptuarbreathing.

EduCation and learning are related-but they are not
synonym6ns. The educational system, formal and
informal, is meant to stimulate leaping. But an:enor-
mous amount -of learnilakes p*e;throligh.
ual reading, obser% ation,,p er interaction, and p' oval

5,,t"iNi A t,
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filland'erzo-T. In in t;11-that-follows, indb,:dual
inig. might_.concei% b he a satisfactory s o te. for: .

/ t e- e el pmenta tasks of education. Piet no er, way,,
edikatio)44.1. *stein- could motiN:ate ntinimus,

,
learning' in.t .e form. of lifelong, self d eiopinent,
muchmuch ,of follows would he. nt. Yt rs :the
soeyijnei ability of the exiting ectii itiorial7syste
tdisch _ge.this.-functiOn Atigfactoti that manda s
the: co firming improvement ;of th natipn's 'ed. ca-

. services.. '
final prelirninary: I use th- word "existential'

I its ,descriptive,. not in its p osophical sense.
qt.,Purposes ttinto, ba,ic and "instrumental'

deqc),0 senience t' dignify. -the three funda-.
mental educational purposes po'stidated In the first
"A"haPe

-

V
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The Bedrock eat

1
cross, the United, 'Stafs,as it ante s. its
century as a sorreignnalLgu, numb
people c. find t mselVes IncreasiiiglY.'

abut the purposes of educatptht: Puptfs and
qu stior2 aguelv'Aity they studyt-What t
Parents wonder hat.their xes,

are actually pu Cha,s inet ran
public execu Ives, legi

the various b,ancte

ird

lased.
tudents.

y study.)
ndtuition4
esponsible

al 'syste
evariOusleye
,es, and

,ems f:eduOtionatc
both practtaT and.P o-

tistifications_dt,
.hief stafeVallool d cm;
,principals; colleg- d'un71-

and' theirarlous 'as. iaty:us,
.extilairkikhat their duca opal,

about an 4( in ways as'stre
anthropiC patrons. and., Provi som9,
rice that the political and :eindiforiat

calatifig
their ch

ators, a
'a

Arnerica s ccnp
ithems elves _plague
and equity, They

sophicaI defini
-tional Antere&
superintend ts
varsity ad rust rator
search fo rhetork:
enterprises are a
political and ph
internal reasst

ex CO
ithAjr,o

earch fo
ons

at t
utio

(

harassments sso(aated wit"). modern educational ad=
*,e worth .en'during. and,.

Aeachvistrautitatizeby-redtiCtionS:7in-force and. bud,
get-stringencies,..searchlorAvay sbeyOndthe. stridencles,
of 'collective 'bargalnifig 'to .conviUce others of their
.essemtillity. And ref lectint and refracting 'all of .this

.$erplexity , jou nalists. and educational reformers, con=
vey ,a generals ease of .educational iniltfise to a langr

...publics..

,



The Purposes of Education

In the al;`sei'ice of any compreherisiVe.rationa'le;Wnd
sensing vaguely that the problems of, education may

.he nothing more than the shattered mirror of a larger
sociai disintegration, peOple tend to settle for natrotv
goals"th three Rs, '"job training"; torl traditional

ietetic"the "arts," .useful skills; or for
banalities"self-fulfillitrent,", "the 'Whole man." M

' increasing n bef of concerned citizens, however, are
res 'tive Writ this tired thetoric: They sense that- the
troiibled och this natiOilhas entered calls for.a people

effec vely educated; in both the arts of living and
the p itical 051. a free society as to ,preClude,
imm lire escapes from reatity. Theysense that edu-
cati n broadly conceived is ,the ,most impressive

1- in rurnent at.the nation's disposalfOr fighting openly/I
w at Camus Once called the death. instinct in our
times"for ing the persapaland social maturity
needed "to seethe the blessing of,liberty to ourselves
and_p_m_postetily.

13,tit even as they 11-rfrik these Yong thoughts, rnAny.
Aryfericans suffer the, doubts articulated .more than a,
century arid a half ago by William WOrdsWorth
phis Prelude:, . . . ,

How- littN tilose-formalities, tp, which .

With oyeeWeentng trust atone wegive ,

'-The naril. of Education, have to do
With real ensesfeeling and jut s., .>

; r' . ,...
,

Fo tunately , educat10, today co tes something
far r che'r and more diverse than the, d ntr/Y of the ;
ac''ad mies of WordsWorth's d y. Th u atyonal sys- .
tern inight.be defined as t t co mati iiiof social

.
. , irit tutions and facilities at are presu ed to have.. ,

. 4 ajor purpos;es the d C4very . and inFulcation of
. kilo .lefte and %alues and tl) developmeRt of human

,Skil fltiopti ds. Then the resources a the nation's, C`"i , ,
dis oKal" for . t ese purl)

the
are 'botik diverse :.an

7 su st6tial: fa Hies, li . s, rbass ni edia, journals,
bo, ks, platters, tapes, ches and ynagdgues,' ay-

-

`:

.s
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The' Bedrock Real it ies 3

care cdnters:rnedital clinics, 1w.e'lfare set's. ces, research
institutes, industries, union;, agric_ultur 1 and civic
associationsthese in additio.n orir s hools, col-
leges, and unix ersilies. All such instrunie is can and
often du function as organic parts of the con mporary
educational system.

But w hat cliarge to be laid upon this Jooseand
IWs, efse,C.ongeries? To right all wrongs? To-agree upon

a'single tioly grail? To "de-school' the society? To

prepare people for the shocks of an unknow able future?

Thecharge inust, I' believe, be related to a funda-'

mental examination of the bedrock biological 'and

ultural3realities of-litimaii life in late tw entietb-century.

America. I,t. must involve the postulation and facilita-

tion of new and multiple approaches to the enrichment

of indis.idual. lives and to enhanced social justice.

, For Ainericans, living ,iii the last quarter of 'the

tpentiefh centuxy , ss hat are the bedrock realities of

human existence? Barring natural,ge rhan-made catas- e
trof)hes, axe -they not. three? "

First:most Americans horn in the latter half of the

twentieth century , if they take es en reasonable cafe

'OE thunisels es, w ill 'is e substantially beyond the bih14-,

calh. arotted years of three-score, and ten. 'Medical'

breakthrOughsespecialls in the treatr6entsof heart

disease, cancer, and sizace-Lare beginning to extend

' eXpectations of'life w ell bey ond the actuarial pialeau

that has maintained ,for most of this century in the

It'estern world. How er bilef this Candle may seem
\s hen s. iewied bls the ey e of eternity'', a life span of
so. enty -f e to eight): years ins oh es a massive 650,000
to 700,000 hpurs of being, which is a lot of hours
although not necessarily a lot of being. Even tf
is, dedm.ted, soinething close ,to a half-million waking
h6tirs ss ill be experienced by most Americans over
.their life span. Ailthough the details of existence for
the indis idual unpredictable and highly ariegated,
one existential/Proposition can be made with a proba-
bility. approaching certittkde, ofery one w ill experience

I.
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4 The Purposes of Education

changesmost of them highly predictablein ph> si-
cal capabilities and psychological attitudes in the
process of, maturing and aging. This is the bedrock
reality of the stages of development.

For adrilt Americans, a second existential proposi-
tion v. ill hat e' substantial Unit ersal ity: waking hours
Ni.ift be spent in shifting combinations of personal
acid famil> copilig, work, and free-self `activities. Over
sixty ears of "adult life, as the days aid roll,
these re'petitiN e preocopations along with sleep will
constitute for most people the bedrock realityof the
existential wheel.

Third, each per.stin will live out stages of. develop,
molt and spin an existential wlae,e1 within the context
of a series of political, economic, and-social systems.
These .SN stems NS ill determine to great extent who will

a
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The Bedrock Beahtles 5

be employ ed; how goods and serN ices will be distrib-
uted,. the rate of inflation; the availability of health,
educational, and recreational ser% ices; the noxiousness
or felicity of urban life; the degree and stability of
international order; and a host of other conditions
that will direCt1), affect the quality .of individual lives.
This is the bedrock reality of the enveloping polity.

What if the diNerse institutions and instruments that
cthistitute our educational *stem should consciously
address these bedrock realities r ith the following basic
purposes in mind:

to help persons anticipate, and increase their
capacity for creative .engagements with, major
predictable changes -= physical and . psychologi-
calin their stages of development;

to help persons in their concentric communities
to cope, to work, and to use their free time in

s that minimize neurotic anxiety.and boredom
and that maximize inner fulfillment and joyful

. reciprocities;
to help persons to learn the arts of Affecting .the

enveloping polity in order to promote justice arid,,",.'7
to secure the blessings of liberty for others =:as.
well as for themselves.

, -
=

For anN-one who begins such speculations, as I1'fi,
from a familial and cultural background in *democrafie;-'
political theor and liberal Protestantism, such sum-
,niar formulations of basic educational purposes bring
inure initial comfort than closer examination affords.

-Ea :h of the three prOpositions skims over some of
history's toughest philosophical issues:

What is the good life? .

Has reason the power to lead toward the approxi-
mation of the good life?

I- --When "goods" conflict, what justfifies the choice
of one against others?

cept in preoccupations with, perceived..erisis,:'.
.

Irr
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The Purposes of Edueittum'

are persons, doomed to discontent? (Or, On the
other I-aid:are discontents about to dissolve in
the sedations and euphdrias of experimental phar-
macolo* ?) 0

Dues the tiense and\re;alit> of community emerge
as an escape from individual fears of loneliness
and estrangement, or from a natural --'gregkari-

.)ousuess.
In Yeats's terms, is there an irreconcilable

competition between "perfection of work" and
"perfection of life"?

In the tensions between equalit> and quality, what4 be and the status of the obsen er can determine
an optimized admixture of the two? 4

How much of human happiness is genetically
conditioned?

If justice is equity who determines it? On the
other hand, if justice is -the interest of the stroll-

-I ger" and if liberty isthe right of the 'strong to
do what they will, who except the strong needs:'
either justice or liberty?

ti

That this essa> refranis-from an explication of its
three existential proposition's in relation to these and
similar philosophical dilemmas is,hot to denigrate such
inquiry . It is to return to the image of focal distance.
(Professor E. E. Sdiattsc.:Imeider-once said that if a
hill examined '%% ith a mictoscope, it disappears.)
It is alsd to repair to a personal .beliet that however
utti sterious the uni' erne, and 'm ax er liopeul or tragic
the ,ultimate human condition may be sub specie

. peti-yititati8, the quality of existential being and the
togtis...and beim% fors of social insatutions are in some
ineasure malleable.

hbpe, as against um, ibeiding fate"is'grouifid
in moettlian whim although. 'fdlte6 in the f
Of ultiihate V6,11), $. 'For example, the humari condition
v as irnproed, Moil> estimation, with the1 invention
of modern anesthetic's. But why the absence of pain

,

hI r*-4
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The Bedrock BealltieN 17',is generally better than the presence of pain is an
e identiary problem, and involves a value preference,
capable 6f rational elaboration but not of rational proof.
In the resolution of social conflicts, I believe with
Winston Churchill that law-jaw is better than war-

ar,".although once again the ultimate justification
for- this position is a matter of value preference that'
rests, on multiple observations of consequences. If
someone asks by violence, carnage, fear, hysteria,
and trauma are worse than their absence or opposite,
my answer must be, I have Witnessed both, and under
most ch-cumstances the latter appear to be more com-
patible ith human dignity and fulfillmentat least
for the many than are the former. Why htiman dignity
and fulfillment are Narth the trouble evolves commit-
ments of faith and affection beyond rationality. i

These assumptions and value preferenCes lead, for
purposes of this essay, to interconnected propositions:
There is more misery in the world than .need be, and
education broadly conceived can do something about
this condition. The internals ation of the idea that

dynaniic. The belief th,a the educational system /
the quality of life can be im oved contains a powerful

broadly conceived cons itutes a `maj r, agent of drne- //
lioration giN es that (Iv amic an tristr.lmental focus."

.
II May be argued at any definition of the educa-

tional sy stem so br d As to include social institution
and facilities ,bev nd .those associated with for
schooling is too. omplex for clinical analysis or th ra-

a peutic utility . ut many .compelling ifenialg of this , ,
argument ha been made. Since Plato (and p ha. .

before), mos political and educational theori s ( e- , -

.quent1). tVy. have been the same) have p tul ted
_ educational prbgrams' and sy stems far beyon st ools,

classtoom, and laboratories. The educatio of ilato'S
Guardfans, for .example, included years f iddle-

. ma gement': experience. 'In the aly,cl of the
.Ro> an Republic, the chief education -envy was,

the school but the,home, t-11 Yo Inger spoke
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Education and the 'Stages of
Development

4

othing in human experience is more certain
than that people \grow, age, and die. Froth the
Greek riddle of theofour-, two-, and three-legged

animal, through Shakespeare's sevages of man and
Kierkegaard's "stages on Iffe's way, to the most recent
ins estigations into the. psycholdgy and physiology of -

growth and aging, observers ha-cit noticed regularities
in the unfolding transitions of human lives.

In the twentieth century, major credit for opening
up important aspects of the life-cycle to both systema-
tic observation and intuitive speculation must go to
Carl G. Jung, Charlotte Baler; ,and Erik Erikson.
jung's early essay on "The Stages- of Life" is a classic

. in the field. Biihler's empirical work in Ausftria, begin-
ning in the 1930's, was central to the evolvtioil of
the concept. Erikson's writings, and his farnot s course
on the human life cycle at Harvard; brought one of
the century's most sensitive and creative ps hoan-
alytic minds to bear upon the repetitive reali es of
human existence. In recent years, a number of tai; nted
Antierican psy chologists, sociologists, medical s ien-
tists, and educators have joined Erikson in addres ing
empirical, analytical, and intuitive aspects of ht} an
growth and aging. The specialized field of the cdg
the develop-tient of the 'young, of course, has 'sha
as its master the great Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget
While many, American psychologists have been con-

N00 /9
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R) The Purposes of Education

cerned with cognitive changes over the years- of ma-
turity , a growing number of beha ioral scientists have
addressed the stages of de elopment as a psychophy

()lying far more than shifts in cognitive

There is little mystery to the belatedness of the
attention that wientists and humanists haVe giN en to,
stuqies of the ,human life cycle. tti-ktil the twentieth
ceitury, biblically allotted spans, of life were Only
for a hardy 'few. Part of the traditional ,veneration of
the old was a 'function of their scarcity. However,
in the technologically athanced parts of the Western
world, since the turn of the twentieth century., life
'expectanc\ has virtually doubled. Even if the toll of
childhood diseases is discounted, life expectancy has
increased substtmtially. This dramatic shift is a partial
fulfillment of , Bernard Shaw's prediction -that an as-
smiled long span of years was the precondition,of
human beings taking life seriously. That Jong span
of years, assuming an absence. of holocailsk;'is now,
with us:,

,
Although a number of alternative schemata exist

for delineating the human stages of geNelopment, the
Eriksonian model is a iiseful archetype.,

In Oildhobd and Society,' Erikson poSits .eight
"stages of man," four in the period before puberty,
four including and followicg puberty. He believes
that each stage is marked by d(Rpeting ps) chological,
responses ti), the interplay Of the phy sisal orgamism,
the irldix iclual 'ego 1,as the organizer of experience),
and the urrounding, environments He his eight,
.stages:

. . reBasic trust vs. mistrust (oral states) ..
Autonomy vs. shame' and doubt (anal stages)
Initiative vs: guilt (piegenital state) ',.,

Industry vs. inferiority (prepuberty)
Identity vs. role confusion (adolescence) Y

Intimacy vs. isolation (young adulthood)-

4)

.
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41466;

Generativitv,Vis. stagnation (mature adulthood)
. ,

Ego integrity vs. despair.(old age)

-',Eriks.nril's rich mind recp,gnizes the ambiguities of
language and the °arbitrariness of categories: But as
Robert Coles has pointed out in his intellectual bio-

. , graph , of Erikson, the kreat psychoanalyst believes
that the teritatiN e coherenceof his point of view has'
stitilifyitin.;stinti.dating further thqught.

As EfiksoA would be the first to assert, the science
life -cycle deN eloprnent has. been questioned; \Ind

4. same of his \disciples have suggested alternative
tnis. And tioi to critics 'haN, expressed doubts
any 'tight- t),,pc»g),, t e Passage of pat-tic lar
y=ears, or e en to he general idea.of life-cycle linea itA
can, be proNed, variable are itidividual makeups';`

cti tute botind, 4-ancl intermittent are
congeries of expefiences p timing 'human stress;
persi4ent the Ps Choi° al manifestations of idiosyn
cratic Child -mod 'en genetic factors.

The post 'ion of these critics 'seems to me extreme.
Granted N, ar at ons in the prise timing of biological
clocks.and'exterhally. determined life adjustments, and

%. of indiNitiar reactions to both; most people in. twen-
tieth-ceiitur Aineric gtow, Mature, and age according
to roughly standard 'carenda`lts, and 'an oVerwhelming
majorit} of Americari adults appear to face fighly,
similar psychological stresses as they onftont recur-
ring cries_of' identity and expectation; In any case,'
precision inditingtiishing specific stages of develop -
meet is not germane to 'the main thrust of this essay
on educational purposes. TsNoderivatiye propositions,
however, are:

1) The (want), of earls nurture, mightily, affects the
future organism .and personality;

2) number ;of highly predis:tilble life-cycle adjust-
limits of the sort identified by Erikson are trail-
ma is for 14rge numbers cif people.

's-
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The Purposes of Education

If appropriate educational experiences could be
designed to increase the capacity of parents, older

siblings, day -care personnel, social wqrjcers, visiting
,'nurses, and teachers Co understand and foloster condi-
tions faVorable to the 'healthy development of infants
and children, a vast amount of humhn misqy might
ultithately be alleviated. And if various parts of the
educational system at ,appropriate times and places,
and with a variety of pedagogic techniques, increased
the capacity, of people to has, e creative engagements
with the most predictable traumas of the postpuberty
stags of deN elopment, the sum total of human happi-

might be substantially enhanced.

Educa,gon and Early, Nurture .

der briefly some o6he educational implica-
tion proposition one: t at the quality of early
nurture iglitily affects t e ft ture organism and per-

, sona i lie following gat e tseappear to be widely
agree upon a\Torii\psy chologis s and pediatricians:

--t-The, genetic code from both parents and the
. prenatal diet, drug habits, and health conditions

of mothers can have important effects on the

..
.ren

intellectual, emotional, and pygical development
of child

_

Frequent-demonstrations of-affection by adults
and . various forms of . play (including activity- ,
invoWing ininistresses) are important to an in-
fant's cognitive a9d affective growth. .

---,Child: neglect obi the one hand, or excessively
punitive reactions by adults to infant behavior
on the other, can have traumatic effects for the
victims.

Encouraging children to fantasize can have a
positive effect on their later capacity to be creative,

ocialize, and to dial with stresi.,
child's ego emergei,The capacity of parents

\
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Edocation'and the Stages of Developent t 13

to, create a nurture midground between anarch)
and repression is a positive force toward assuring
a socially responsible and self - reliant. adult.'

A nest child in the house can cause jealousy among
those M, hose affections and attention patterns are

ereby changed.
--Bot the separation and divorce of parent's, o.n

the on hand, and prolonged open warfare be
tween husband and wife on the 'Mher, tend to
have a disruptive effect on a child's emotional
inteagrity and to produr emotional:scar tissue for
the .future.

The cognitive capacity of childien'emerges in set-
stages, and unless pedagogy is aware of these ;
stages, teaching,can be either wasted or damaging.

Each of these,propOsitions is subject to definitional
and descriptive disagreeinents among expert's, but they
are supported by a high degree of professional consen-
sus. Each, containing seed's for a rich garden .of
learning, could find its way into various school, col-
lege, and professional curricula, as well as into adult,
education of all kinds. Yet .the learning must focus
on those who set the environment within which the
child develops particularly- parents but including
older siblings and an extensive range of those presently
performing custodial and pedagogic functions for the
young.

An important instrumental purpose of education may -
therefore be stated in the following terms: to assist
those responsible for the birth or nuuring of children
in understanding the agents and coriditiong of optimal
child development.

A moment's reflection, however, suggests the pres-
ence of a -troublesome initial assumption underlying
this statement of instrumental purpose: that those who
transmit life or assume the burdens of nurture under-
stand the solehmity of the responsibility and -are
committed to making sacrifices and to undergoing

0
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14 The Purposes of, Edu'eation.

behavio'f' modifications in- the interests of a child's
healthy maturation. This image of a near-universal

'baptismal consecration bears little resemblance to
known biological and social' rpolity : that most children
koborn simply because sex is compulsively pleasura-
f)le, that the cry ing, the. mess, and the safety surveil- a
lances of early childhood are in many cases for"Thany
parents (especiIly mothers) a relentless burden; that

e conditiQn of a child's sound growth may mean
adult sacrifices of confinements, foregone pleasures,
and marital tensions that, for many, can be all but
unbearable, that many day-care workers and nursery-
school teachers find is lex ision a tireless 'baby-Sitter-
that relie.es theril of the 'strains and the tedium of
pedagogical intervention.

For parents, of course, there are extraordinary
compensations. the erotic rewards of being suckled,
the parental joys of celebrating together the stages
or infant maturation, the ego rewards and nuzzling
intimacies of infant dependency and trust, the infec-
'tid'usness of irrepressible glee, the absolutely core and, .

,lasting psy chic rewards to adults of 'loving ancl4Deing
19.0 by another human being, the temple satigactine
of earrysing out ancestral consecr4lins. But without
a strong sense of obligation and of devotional Priority,
appropriate attention by ,telex ant adults to the earliest
years of the stages of development of their charges
is fitful at best. And if the mores of, a society leatr,
as those 'in America presently do, toward self-ind 1

gehce and immediate gratification, the degree of fit-
fulness increases'exponentiallY.

It is essential,-therefore, to consider an iducational.
sy stein fur -early childhood, that assumes and tolerates .,
intermittencies and differing intensities in,adult com-
mitment. Fortunately, four contemporary social &ends
are hcsiping to point the way: family 'planning, the
%%omen's liberation moxement, the clay -care and nurS-
ery-School movements, and the rediscovery' of, the
social utility of older citizens.

I
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With the advent of a variety of effe-ctiN e techniques
of birth control, couples can, for the first time in human
history , maky_rational choices about whether or not
to have children, and, if so, "how many and when.
These choices giN e parents an opportunity to relate.
child bearing to the improNement of child develop-
dint.

"Women's 1,iberation" in the minds of traditionalists
is more a part of the problem than a part of the solution.
Children, it is argued, are increasingly neglected be-
cause mothers want to be "freed" from housework
including child rearing. But this line of argument is
far from the necessary logic of the women's liberation
movement. A, more felicitous projection' is a world
in %ill ich men and women are brought up in the

_ 'assumption that child rearing and general housework
are mutual. enterprises, that the plan spells the woman,
and Nice ersa, in handling the drudgery and protective
surveillances of childhoodas well as the cooking,
cleaning, shopping, aytd bed-making. The restructur-
ing of traditiona ..d&isions .of labOr and role assign-:
ments is compatible with evolving images of human
dignity, opening up the possibility that both parents
will have been educated, and experienced in sound
piinciples of child rearing.

All of this, of course, involves 'child nurture in the
evenings and on the weekends. But if both parents
work, who looks after the child during the day? Many
European countries are far ahead of the United States
in providing day -care and nursery-school opportu-
nities for then children of working parents. Even so,
a large number of day -care centers and nursery schools:
exist in America: an estimated 20,000 of the former
and 50,000 of the latter. 'Furthermore, there are more
than 60,000 licensed day -care homes and countless
informal arrangements for neighborhood' l`kiddie
pools" of various ,sorts and sizes. ConservatiVel
something like two million young childr'en spend parts
of each day. with parental surrogates. Looking ahead,

4
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16 , The Purposes of Education

the studied des elopment of educational opportunities
hind materials in the field of child Tearing for, these
parental surrogates could has e an important and
tar> impact op the education of the Aildren them -
selv es. As kibbutz experience has' demonstrated,- for
example, expert led group experiences can hate a
healthy socializing effect on children and can:contrib-
utesubstantiall>t* to. their capacity for cooperation as
adults.

: A considerlable extension of da>-care and nursery-
school opportiMities for .the children Of working
parents is, of course, a matter of social priorities. But
than> NN a> -stations can exist between a comprehensive
national 'policy and the present kaleidoscope of federal
programS and local public'ana'private services heavily
biased toward the interests of the affluent. One of
these w ay- stations might well be the mobilization of
older citizens in the cause of childhood edification
and of child rearing generally . Schools of education

.arid schools of human development could well provide
extension services for training and retraining refired
people to pkepare them for a variety of .educative tasks
associated with child rearing. On a volunteer or part-
time basis, older citizens so trained could move back!
into Mainstream of usefillness. A triple social good
would result: for the relieved parent, for the served
child, and for the sense of worth of the older citizen,

These, then, are examples of ways in which the
concept of life stages can serve as 4 focus for specula=
tions about educational purposes; infancy and early
Childhood. are criticaN>, important stages in the life
cycle. The cliché is precise: "As th,e twig is bent . .

Curricular changes in schools 'and collegeS, as well
. as new outreach programs to educate those who edu-,

cate the young, might do much to improve the life
chances of, children. Family planning, the women's
liberation movement, the day-care and nursery-school
,movements, aid the rediscovery of the social utility
of older people are modern trends that show promise

32
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1

-of stimulating educational attention to sound child
development. To these must; of course,, be added the
hope, that, for many, traditional family' commitments
and satisfactions will maintain or resume their histOiic
importance.

Some Educational Implications of Life-Cycle
Anxieties

. Turning to the edu &tional ianplie:ations of Erikipon's
work on adolescent and adult Stags of development,
three, examp may suffice to suligest the richness
of the p.. ill es. .

,

A
it

All ie major dents of thes'nfe cycle identify
adolescenceespecially late adolescenceas a partic-
ularly troublesome'- period for everyone concerned.
This perception conforms, of course, to the common
experience of most Americans in this century. Such
cultural and temporal qualifications are important, for
the traumas of adolescence appear to be muted in
situations where the need of families, and cif the
economy generally, for adolescent services is 'Patent

sr:,(and pressing,(for example, agriculture, fishing). In
the late twentieth century itii the United States, most
young. people in their teens are urban dwellers, are
consumers rather than produces of goods and 'services,
are barely tolerated in the labor market, and are highly
dependent On those they are psychologically indreasL
ingly ready, (even eager). to quit. .

During the 1960s, a vast literature emerged attempt;fing to illuminate the giddy behavior' and gothic
anxieties of Anaerican adolekentsiri sluding tome
significant essaysby Erikson himself., In retrospect,
the Russian roulette of the Vietnarri draftwas heavily
responsible for what Erikson has called the "intensi-
fied adolescence". of the 1960s. Even without the

c.peculiar anxieties prompted by the war; American
young people %N. ould have undergone the trauma, cA. 4
attermated adolescence. And the) imhealthy reality
continues.lAlthodgh street crime and major-Monies.

k ..
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perpetrated by the young 4ntinue to climb disturb-
ingly, rn6c1) of th6 physical violence associated with
the campus activities of the 1960s has subsided.
Unfortunately, manifestations of psychic violence
including psychic flagellationcontinue ominbusly.,
Seemingly unable to cope with the ego bruises/ of
intimacy, all too many, young people wander airnissly
in a limbo of contentiousness, self-pity, dr fixes,
and shrugging detachment. They deN'elop Paustian
compulsions for experiencing everything, /but in a
non-Faustian time( frame of immediacy. There is ,irony
in y outh.attempfing to stuff all experience, no matter
how exotic and bizarre, into the tiny time capstilfr,
of lute adolescence when, for the first time in human
history,, they have six or ,severr decades in front of
them. Why has this happened?

Plausible explimations abound:
the peaking of an unpiecedente adolescent age

cohort produced bx the post- odd War II baby
boom;7
physical maturity occurei earlier but adult roles
furtheY 'Postponed, leaving adolescents in an at-
tenuated psychic and functional limbo;

the breakdown ingtimmonly held systems of moral
and aesthetic N',alues, a breakdown that deprives
young people, among other things, Of accepted

. %bench marks for judging the "outrageousness" of
deviations;.

--anxieties attendant u on the dissolution of tradi-
tional functions of, And obligations within, the
family;

the "os, er-6mpleted ess f f o society, the sense that
the system is' too po derou and cynical to accom-
modate idealistic and creative modifications, by
the young;

folloiing he assassination of the
two Kennedys and of M rtin Luther ,King; Jr.,
in the 1960s; cynicism f Ilowing Watergate in
the 1970s;

3 4
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the sense, not d a ove,,,,of not being ded by
the economy xce t in menial and de d- nd jobs;

the macabre of reality e anating- from
TV, and the deadening passivity induced hyi

. watching TV; , /
the fragmentation of the psyche resulting from

the barrage. of stimuli u leashed by wanton tech-
nologies of sound and- motion;

the absence of positive, role- odels that contain
both adventure and security;

the anxiety of constantly f cing a myriad of
lackluster options;

=the kno vledge-rich, action-poor biases of the pre-
sent ed cational system, especially in the last two
years igh school;

and, fo he poor and discriminated against, the
oppress ve recognition of class and caste and
of being the victims of loaded dice. .

All of these dissonances are today superimposed
_upon the normal strains of adolescent adjustment: the

onset of puberty, t e painful winnowing of childhood
compulsions, the rowing resentment toward parental
authority, the searph. for self, the anxiety of loneliness
in the matrix of g4oup conformity. .

In this unsettled context, would not an appropriate
instrumental educational purpose be to help adoles-
cents, and those who interact with them, to understand
the reisons for attenuated adolescent traumas, and to
explore ways of dealing creatively with those realities
that exacerbate inqitable adolescent anxieties?

There are mornEints when such a postulation must
seem a chimera, for the forces adversely affecti g
American adolescents come clOse,to describing a m n-
tage of the odern world. The tragedy of adolesc ce,
may well' b in fact, the tragedy of an epoch. Fur er-
more, mail steps that might be taken to ameyorate
the plight of the 'adolescent (for example ear y job
opportunities) might well rim afoul of tilt-Nested
interests too entrenched for negotiation.

3 5
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/ But nee . g in, t ere are pc itiv 'e

/ port tits i pos abilities. hange to /-
/take pll /1

t organ' ion of at
Jprovid/ i ag: of the uture,far)

/' , adolescents, rojection than are to attct s.
Secondary chbols a e inereasin step to
reform the content 9 the twelfth to pr vide
career-t. ated and/ her activit es an role-
model contacts likel to brighten scent percep-
tions and options. atergate elide i. a triumph for
the American consti uti nal system Campaign fund-
ing has become mor d mocratized,, and a variety of

, consumer interests ve been '.protected against well- .

entrenched industria privilege and bureaucratic iner-
k

tia. Millions of you g, people have rediscovered the
beauty and the sancti y of nature, and through ',"prob-
lem-solving high sc ool and college classes, a few
have actually participated creatively in findin solu-
tions to local ecoldgical insults. Perhaps most r assur-
ing of all,\ nailiions of adolekents- seem to eather

. the storms of this tro 'bled stage without any
obvious effects -than a light queasiness from passing
turbulence. In fact, th heightening of the adolescent,
trauma by current cultu al forces seems in many cases,
to strengthen the will of some young ople to create,
not simply new semi-isolated commu cities but new
life-styles, new loyalties, new relation hips, and new

of psychic independence N 'Rhin existing
communities.

These signs of promise do not, however, mean that
all is well. The conditions of modern adolescence noted
earlier are widespread. Parents; teachers; curricular
superb isors, counselors; governmental, economic, and
religious leaders; recreational directors; police; doc-
tors; social workers; media programmers; and other
interactors with ouch have every reason, separately
an jointly, to c eate and undertake educational pro-
gra s. and experiences. that address t ' e traumas in

--$
the adolescent s age of the America ife cycle. And
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St r, pt. 1)o, elopent

ing joung eople themsel% es as f ill ¢ tners
is task ma ,be More therapeutic f r th n, and

ately for society, than any singl ren dy dis-
vered _or in 'ented along the way.
Students f the life cycle are -gei ral agreed

another ex i.cal phase of human d r velo ment in
contem p ry Amefican cultural s ttin Erikson
it the s ge of "mature adulthood "; ahler ref
it as the 'climai# rum." It hit mos people i
forties and fiftitig and is marked by phys cal
changes:' in women, by menopause; in me hair
loss, in both sexes, by weakening of the eye chol-
ogically,, the stage has a variety of mani a tations.
Erikson refers' to the polar conditions as nerativity"
vs. "stagnation." For those who are apa e of creative
engagements with the stresses of mi le age, it can
be a period of maximum accomplish erit and produc-
tivity . For too many pdople, it is a period of depression
and drift. A favorite topic of women's magazines and
of soap operas, the stereotypes of middle age have
become part. of the cultural landscape:

the bored housewife, children grown, neurotic
about the 'ot flashes of menopause;

the slowed down businessman who suddenly re-
alizes that e will never make vice president of
the eompan,- and that the rest of his working life
will be a. su cession of inane repetitions;
anity-panics in both sexes as paunches began

to protrude mid the will to contain them recedes;
a sudden sens of mortality and existential futility,

often accompanied by graceless chasing after
sexual reassurances;,drinking more and enjoying it less;

lingering with the horror of the morning mirror;
an ineffable 'eltschmertz, loneliness, and sense

that "I'm, no damn good."

To pretend that there are educational solutions to,
all these debilitating manifestations of middle age is
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docation and the Sitage, of 1)e%eIoylment

/the strigses of middle age be developed and o ',erect?
High school and college currticula vould cer inly be
adjusted to accommodate /course' and mod des spe-

,

cifically addressed to rc.il mat rs. One dividend of
deN elopments at this le:el mi t well V heightened
enders a ndinq, by ad )lkScen, .and yn/ing. adults o
paren 1 behm, for am. of ways in wh ih y bung peopl
cord help ease rath than exacerb e parental anxi
ties/ .' The majot, educational inter ention° howeveri,
must come ju.t pr/ior to And during the climacterum
'itself. Formal, highly directed educational oefferings '

by extension ivisions of colleges and universities;
informal semi cars ganized by 'churches and syna-'
gogues, women's c ubs and service clubs, industrie
and unions2 -all of these could well be fostered with
thiseducaponal purpose in,mind. A few experiments .

tire already under way . It is, however, highly, probable
that, fors many 'middle-aged adults, the traumas of the

, climacterum produce the very kinds of anxiety that
are least negotiable in formal, group-learning environ-
ments: The threats of psychic exposure' are simply
too painful; even the motivation and energy needed
to "get to class" may not b available.

Special' attention, they ore, must be given 'to the
superior education of th people who are ;mostlikely
to be/in positions to help those who need help through ''.
the ivildernesses of this penultimate life stage' espe-
cially doctors, visiting nurses, psychiatrists educa-
tiupal counselori, social workers, lawyers, and clergy,
Both preservice and, especially, iriservice training
should be available that would helps the capacity of
these ,professional's to understand the diagnostics;
prognostics, and therapeutics t,'Lolf the predictable . ;
stresses of the-climacterum. In ad ition, both TV and
audiotapes and videotapes offer xtraordinary oppori
tunitiqs for4eaching those sufferr lg the peculiar trau-
mas of middle ageand N% ith the benign lack of threat
that home-oriented telecommunications provide. Fin-
ally, books, and.articles thathbeyond the banalities

.
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of pseudobehm ral science and' the easy euphorias
of presctiptive y chic and religious, cons ersions will
contioxe to ply an important ''educational rolefor

/helpers as w I as for th"ose needing help (they are
fi.eqUently t e same). t

Finally, ere is' the largely tin xplored frontiev of
ducation old age. Seneca's ap orism is a statement

otthe ob is. "Old age and happiness are frequently
. ; stranger here is no set, time for the onset of old

age, 4 ou h it is often'associated with retirement
. from e lab r market. The signs are easilyid.entifiable:.

the eath illnessllness of a relative qr close
fri id of ap roximately the same age; an increasein

-ac es and p ins; the tendency`of others to mumble
t eir w ords and of publishers of phone books to reduce

e type sire
And then for all too, many comes the running of

a gauntlet. In increasing numbers, contemporaries
1..anish, The structure of meaning associated witli.one's
work suddenly disappears1 Depreciated income pr,e-
dudes much of the fun- of retirement.'One's spouse
de clops a terminal illness and then disappears forever,
leak ingwdesperate oid until the calluses of e4stential
indifference form their benign Munkness. Children,
caught up. in, their own. affairs, call and write less'
frequeritlN One's own health degenerates in Slipped
cogs and discs. The association with other elderly
people often in impersonal institutional settings is a
depre'ssnit. As long as sight an hearing fast, television
is boa; a godsend and a bore. Pain,. at least, is a
distrsc
be a bi
in .the-

It is
can o
old a
threm
logic
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ion from loneliness. Death turns -out 'not to
d fellow after all. One day The loneliness Olds
'ndlessly creative plasma.oftht universe.
idle to pretend that 'eduCational interventions
ercome all of the vicissitudes of old age. But
e does not have to be as doleful as the above
dy implies. Even ifas is unlikely--geronto-
I medicine fails to progress, and even if social'
es with respect' to the, relationship, of the aged
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to the jOb market remain archaic, a wide variety of
educational endeavors could still materially dispel
some of the gloom associated with advanced years.
Among other things, elirl ier studies purporting to prove
the ine% itable- decline of learning capacities as a resuk
of aging ha% ? bizen largely discredited. Lifelong edu-
cation caNnow bp reasonably expected tabe consonant-
with long-life education.

intoagain
the i,ertion of modules about aging

into secondary and postsecondafy curricula might at
least increase the understanding of young people and
young adtilts, and help them to help older relatives
and neigh,bois over the bumps of -advancing Yeats,

'diets,

long-range effects _of hatinful drugs, unbalanced
'diets, and pl-q sic21 laziness during the first three-quar-
--ters of the cycle on the auality of existence during
the last quarter is a continuing theme that should be
,featured, first, during the years of formal schooling,
but repeated through a variety of educative agencies.
As William James one pOinted out, the drunk may
argue that "Allis one won't count," but, .alas, "the
molecules count it and revenge takes its worst toll,
not iri,the,forn of shortened life, but as prolonged
"misery . Studies conducted at the University of Califor-
nia at Los Angeles Iby Lester Isreslow indicate a clear
relationship between good health habits and increased
longevity. "The daily habits of people," .Dr. Breslow

-)1 claiMs, "has e a great deal more to do with what makes
them .ick and when they die than all theirifluences
of meal:pine."

The most important educational contributions to old
age, as it is lived, .must be made as in the case of
the climacterum-) just-lpsi orfo,,akd during the phase
itself. In one sense the capacity to enjoy creative
.engagements ,with the stresses of old'age is a ftindion
of 'a person's entire 'previous life. viewed as `,educa-
tion:" NeVertheless, a ariety of educational. opportu-
nities and materials could be aimed at the predictable
needs of the Aging just before and after retirement

41
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.

begins. Some industries, unions, and professional
organizations already...provide various forms of pre-

., ..and postfetirement. assistance. Fat- more Could be
done. Colleges and link. ersities hake a special obliga-
tion and oppOrtunity to use surplus dormitory spaces
And slack' pedagogical plants to meet the aried learn-.
ing need's and possibilities of the aed. Medical per;
sonnfl, clergy , and social workers need to find ways
of using their opportunities for inters entions to instruct
their older 'clients in the hazards and coping-skills
that are related to getting along in years.

The instrumental purpose in such education should,
not be to obliterate. all trauma associated with growing
tilder. It should be to maximize for an- appreciable
and increasing percentage of elderly the chance that

4:7 they will reflect the hoary Chinese ir; Yeats's Lapis'
Lazuli:

'

. . . their eyes,
Their ancient, glittering eyes areay.

_
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Coping

arring catastrophes, fbr the sixty or so years of
their' adult existence, most Americans will live
out each week *engaged in a series of highly

, repetitive activities. The mix of these activities- will.
shift Nyith time and obligation, but for most people
at least half of the.-I68 'hours in each week will be
spent in either sleep or in the. often mean and petty
business of existential coping. Education may not have
much influence on the, quality of sleep, but it could
have an impressive effect on the quality of existential
copingincluding sleeplessness.

By existential coping, I refer to performing those
biological functions, completing those logistical_ tasks,
and %resfling with those psychic dissonances that's
accompany the very fact of being alive in a functioning
sense. Patently ,,existential coping is no issue for the
comatose.

Most adult AmericanS spend a substantial part of
each week in the following kinds of activities: prepar-
ing food, eating it, and cleaning up afterwards; brush-
ing teeth; going to the toilet; washing bodies and
clothe, shopping, repairing machines (or having them
repaired), pay ing balancing accounts; banking;
going to, or worrying about the need to go to, Ilo'ctors,
dentists, and lawyers; filling but, insurance and tax
forms; fulfilling mandatory, expected, or hoped-for
roles vis-a-vis spouses, children, other relatives and
intimates, the community, and the law; parrying the
anguishes of self-image, illness, nuclear threats, and

4 3
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relationships « ith ers and ith the uni.erse. These
th.ings go on whe one is emplo.ed or not, retired
or not, married single) The constitute for' most
people the ve-Py stuff of mundane existence.

Parts of the claily routine are ps.chically neutral,
e. en pleasurable.For sonic people, chores like shop-
ping and cooking are not chores at all, -but a real
delight. For all too 'many, too much of the time,
him ex er, the coping Negment of the existential wheel
is sullen, frustrating, and anxiety ridden: On some'
day s it is ,m..r.liciating: glasses are misplaced, the car
LL on't start, the dog dirties the rug,. the earachZ gets

Orse, aciounts on't balance, the express line at both
the bank and the supermaiket turns out to be the slow
line, the motor . ehicledepartment returns the auto
registratioil form fur additional information, the spouse

cantankerou.s, the kids quarrelsome, the weather
lugubrious.

In the earl., 1950s, two commission reports on the
subject appeared under the title Life Adjustment for
Youth. The phrase .4's unfortunate, the contents often
nai' e or complacent. But the reports rested on an
important premise. that educatiOn should make some
useful contribution to the recurring realities of adult
existence. When sla. es bore the brunt of logistical
(Toping, as they did in ancient Greece, Plato and
Aristotle could afford to address theireducational
theories to the more etc.. ated aspects of human con-
sciousness: to leisure and statecraft. In' twentieth -
century America, education has failed to prepare most
oung people and adults to master the day-to-day

coping problems of life.
It seems °in it.ins that no combination of educational

programs made a. ailable through family tutelage, new
curricula in schools, or colleges, adult eNtension and
counseling ser. ices, the mass media, or otherwise, will
Make existential coping euphoric. The cussedness of
inanimate objects and the ariations, corn olutions, and
contentious chemistries of psyches set an outer limit

4
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.
to amel ioratix e tinkering. There are, nevertheless, fot
areas .of existential coping that probably lend them-
sel es to substantial impro ement through appropriate
educationimprox ement in increasing the capacity
of the individual to substitute a degree of mastery
for the slogging frustrations and nagging anxieties that
becloud so much of 'existence. The four areas are:
illness,, personal and farriil logistics, psychological
misOderstandings, and file search for Meaning. The
educational s% stein is dotted with longstanding efforts
as -well as promisAig experiments touching on most
of these areas. Yet effective educational preparation
for existential coping is still inadequate as judged by
the evidences of frustration, estrangement, psychic
kOlence, and anguish that combine to depress so much
of American life. ,

Illness
For something that -is impossible to -define, good

health for most Americans is'still,an inescapable issue.
In a superficial_ sense, gOod health is the absence of
physical aches, pains, and discomforts, and'the -Con-

sciousne.SS of adequate energy- and of unimpaired
senses. But soni:e_people who "feel fine"-may be dying
of an insidious malady; others who test normal may
have N, ague phlegms that make them miserable. Anyone
whO has chased 'hypoglycemia or various psychoso-
matic illnesses around their el usiKe courses recognizes
the reality of the latter, point. Looking ahead, compu-
ter- assisted diagnostics and therapy based on chemical
fine-tuning may come to reduce such discomforts to
a min imumAleantirrie, these miseries, along with more
obl, lolls and testable illnesses, will take an enormous
toll. Americans ,are now spending more than $100
billion -a year on health services and supplies. For
the elderly, illness is a major concern and a ubiquitous
topic of conversation.

,

Increased nowledge about the nature of illness and
the t onditions of good health may not, of course,
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actua ly result in. chang 1 human beim ior. One'great
frust ation. in the ivedic. I profession s the propensity `
of p, tients to; ignore & .tors' orders. Warnings of the
Surgeon General are I 'lured by tei s of millions of
smokers. Taking nonet ical drugs, getting.drunk, and
slay ing fat hors ex er axing on key human organs
are often the self -ad linistered 'therapies for life's
uubearables, and are not easily monitored and abjured
by pallid superegos. Lk ing in large cities is probably
prejudicial to phy sisal well-being, but no massive
exodtis is evident (or, for many people, possible).
Fats and carbon, drates are important ingredients of
a balanced diet, but they can be phy siologically vicious
l hen predominantand predominant they are i,n the
American menu. Regillar exercise in moderation is
knox n plus in the creation and maintenance of bodi
health, but millions of Aniericans folloW the plate
Alexander Woollcott in his practice, when feeling like
exercise, of ly ing down until the feeling goes away.
And, alas, in the deep recesses of some psyChes are
Lompuls ions to and flagellation, or insatiable hungers
for pit) and attei4ion c9nmanded by sickness, that
defy Aristotelian Poi- such people ate both sick
and well at the .same time, and the sicker they get,.
'the "wellet" they feel. Thew are, of course, genetic
and ens irournental factors that may produce dread
illnesses ex en in those Who have treated their bodies
like temples.

Simply ing people health information -- through
schools, books, articles, or public-service adyertis-
ingwal obs iously never automatically change their
health"habits and conditions. But to doubt an immedi,
ate millenium is not to deny the possibility of progress.
The educational *stem broadly conceived should -hive .

as one of its essential instrumental purposes the,im-
provement of health. Educatio,n can contribute through
the ad\ ancedAraining of liioscientists, medical person-
nel, public health specialists, and environmental engi-
neers. Possibly more important; education, by ad-
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dressing the broader lay population, can work on the
internalization of the pathological consequences of.
repetith e insults to the human systerneven though
many people N ill take no heed. On a cost /benefit basis,
.billions spent hum enth e medicine and health edu-
cation .woulcrciobably do far more for the sense and
reality of physical well-being of Americans of all ages
than the same amount spent on direct medical care.
Surely , the ultimate goal of public policy should be
to reduce the need for medical care by promoting
and underwriting preventive medicine.

Health is a basic human concern and, at all stages
of the life cycle, e. ery possible facet of the educational
sy stem must be Mx oked in its improvement. For better
or worse, by ,precept or example, the family is the
fundamental health educator.' Schools are doing a good
deal through courses (often state-required) and mod-:
tiles in personal health care, and through physical
education olasses and sports. A variety of privately
and community - sponsored recreational programs and
_play_grounds, and for many young people, summer
camps, are useful educative instruments. Occupational
safety and health has been a vital concern of many
.inclustries and unions, and is the subject of important
federal legislation. District inNes, social worker's, and,
clergy can be and frequently are important health
educators. Even more should he done by all of these
instruments ,and agents. And far ,more attention to
Making health education and physical education at-
tractive to the students of our colleges and universities
is needed. It is poor life preparation to spend all day
with a book, stereo, radio, or television set.

The new frontiers of health education, however,
involve the health professions themselyes and the use
of the mass mediaincluding especially cable TV and
ideotapes or itleoplatters. One of the shortcomings

of modern medicine in the United States is the absence
of effective two-way vertical communication linking
research to clinical practice, and horizontal communi-

.e 4 7
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cation by which successful practice in one clinic or
region can be adapted to similar medical needs in
other\elinics or regions. Also serious is the uneven
use &If technology in diagnosing and treating illness.
These are not insuperable hiatuses. They are suscepti-
ble to multiple .educational approaches by medical
schools, communications researchers, information-re-

.. trieval experts, and media specialists. At some time
in the future, tw 0-way telecommunications in the home
may offer remarkable opportunities for improving
health care in underser\ ed rural areas and overcrowded
urban centers.

Because hpalth is an important probleM among older
people, all pait of the educative system should give_
special attention to the health habits of those in their

. . fifties and.eaxly sixties. The root motivation to prolong
life tends to increase its intensity during this peribd..
Bodies abused directly or insidiously Over decades
begin to manifest isolated protests. At this poiht, the
body is still regenerative enough so that changes in
ha-bits may have a felicitous effect on the corroding

« attenuation's of old.age. Medical persopnel.can, if they
will, become key educators for 'this age cohort. But
they will need the reinforcement,o.f all the educative
instruments and personnel that have the, capacity to'
influence adult perceptions and behaviors, including
the purveyors of the homilies of early ,schooling. In
all this, it is -wise to remember the insight of Cyril

.0: Houle that "nobody is interested in health but
everybody is interested in illness."

Personal and Family 4ogisties
Except, perhaps, for those expertly trained in both

accountancy and rootOrcycle
nary logistics associated with living in a complex,
technological, bureaucratic society are frequently baf-.
fl ing and maddening. Education does little to help.
Some. argue that this is as it should be. But if the
Catch-22s of logistical coping are both. time-consOrn-

I 4 8
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,
.

ing and anxiety -producing, why should the educational
i sy stern not accept as a legitimate purpose a heighten d

logistical efficiency for all people? If pedagogically
well organized, education for logistical coping should
not consume substantial time. Some of it could take
place as written and laboratory exercises tied to amore
general and theoretical learning some of it cou d be
facilitated 13). speakers brought ;into schools an col-
leges or, through TV, into the .home Some of it is

;,.

, as simple as a visit to a public library or a pos card
to the U.S. Government Printing-Office. .

For anyone old enough to have experienced over
seN eral y ears the frustrations associated with logi tical
coping, exaInples come readily if unhappily to ind.

First of all, there are the myriad irritations asso iated
with personal and family acc unts: justifying bank
statements, computing interes rates, filling o it tax .

forms, monitoring insurance aims and pay vents,
negotiating ciredit, making in estments, const ucting
a reasonable personal or fami y financial plan Mini- ,

calculators have taken over ome of the ari hmetic
drudgery. Yet without some e ucation in the i inimal
tidiness of record keeping, s_ me introductio to fine
priht, some supervised coping exercises, Or some
knoxledge 9f u here to obtain reasonably- disinterested
exnert advice, millions of people ark driven to distrac-
tion by the mundane mathematics of daily life. General
courses in ,math are almost beside the point unless

:they include a considerable number of applied exer-
cises. Many schools and colleges do offer good courses
in business Mathematics and useful Modules in the
finances of home management, but they tend to reach
only A 'fraction of the students. Personal and family
accounts are, part of all American adult lives. The
chores cannot be molded. Through appropriate train -
ing, much of the attendant anxiety and frustration,
might be escaped,

What is true of accounts is also true- of consumer
econornics. Cfarap,aratix_eAbopping takes time, and for

4...D
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some temperft nts and income levels it is a colossal
bore. For those living close to the margin, forced into
unemployment, or suffering the ravages of inflation,
however, a knowledge of weights and measures, sea-
spnal bargains, and label-reading may make a powerful
difference in the standard of living. Beyond shopping,
some educational exposure to, say, the ten most _fre-
quent malfunctions of automobile engines and televi-
siOn setssy mptoms, remedies, and if beyond practi-
c I repair at horrie, the probable fair cost of their,being
fi. edmight well save the American consuther from
fr istrations and rip-offs. Knowledge of Nlat to look
fo in making large purchases (a car, real estate, major
iiisurance policies, a college education) :."should be
available in educational forms beyond the prejudices
o neighbors and the sales line of those with vested
.interests. Again, in scattered examples, 'high school.
cbllege,-and 'adult education ssluts,es do focus on, these
Or related matters, but again, they touch only a tiny
proportion of the popiilation.

PersOnal and family law constitutes another area
of PopularIgnorance that deserves educational
nation. The issue is not whether to turn everyone into
a "do-it-yourself" lawyer. To the contrary, the issue,

'I

in pait, is td help people judge when they need expert
legal opinion and help.iEveryone. should have at leaSt
a rudimentary understanding of his legal rights , as
a citizen, 4,torts and contracts., of marriage law and

t probate law, of liability and its limits, and, especially,
some insights into changing concepts of property. In
acomplex, largely urban society, a knowledge ofthe
legal matrix tof personal and'social existence should
be an important instrumental purpose of the &Idea-

. tional system.
With few exceptions, educational attention to the

. .
legal aspects of existential coping for the lay rson
has been, until recently, a desert. Fortunately, in recent
years, 'some law schools, bar associations, privateyears,

and federal agencies have become cata-

-
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lysts of scholastic, collegiate', apd adult edticatibn
curricular and modular developments in this important
area.' For the future citizen, substituting material in
usable law for social studies courses devoted to draw-
ing,' seventeenth-centun Indian trails would be, in
my'estimatiOn, a great forward step.

PsychologicarMisunderstandings
In spite of centuries'of religious and philosophical

_speculation and literary explication and analogy, and
.in spite of the illuminations of Freud and his more
recent modifiers and antagonists, the inner life of
people is,still an enigma. Even the term "inner life"

embarr ssingh frizz.. fa; among other things, it
connotes psychological dualism thaf may be non-
dense.' Co ceivably, the root properties of "human
nature" they neNer be known. A perverse "Heisenberg
-uncertainty n, ay, place the itio. rkings. of the
human mind b6'bi'id the` aiialy'tic -even analogic,
capacities of the human mind. We may never learn,
for example, how we:learn. We may have to settle
for 'scientific 'shadows on the wall of Plato'S cave
mercurial shadows of language that "tell" ds that the
mind is simply a bizarre congeries of partly pro-
grammed, partly random chemical interactions playing
on the memory cells of an organic computer. .Such
formulations may have heuristic, pragmatic,
inanipulable consequences for both educa.tion and
psychiatry, fnit as explanations of ultimate reality they
are pn a 'par with primitive myths of creation and
are. possibly 'well below Jungian and Oriental postli-
lates about the playful and diffusive creativity of the
"universal unconscious."

Again, however, for purposes of this essay "focal
distance' is important. Over several decades, the

_psychologists and related behavioral scientists ,have
deN eltiped taxonomies, -described recurring patterns
of..behaior, and constructed clinical experiments that
substantially increase our. knowledge about human
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perceptions, motivations, anxieties, and aggressions./
The emerging theories, popularized and often corrupt-
ed in the process,- have already had a perceptible
influence on the Ante'rican culture. In many quarters,
for example, a raging "What a colossal bastard!" has
been transmuted into the shrug "So Joe is having an
ego-trip"; "My God, Jane is bitchy' this morning!"
into "It must be that time of the month"; "Johnny
has suddenly become a monster," into "Johnny's new
brother just came home from the hospital."

The current propensity for lay psychologizing, how-
ex, er much of a rational surrogate for Christian charity,
may -be unnerving the society's search for norms of
behavior. Yet norms, among other tllings,', are nee ed
to shore up the identities and alleviate the mise
of the ;eery people whose manifest insecurities are
being explained and forgiven. To understand all is
to forgive all. But if forgiveness leads to too high
a Aolerance for unsocial and antisocial behavior, de-

corkwiences ate predictable. Sat6it's occupaz
tiOn may be willful cruelty, but recreational:.his
anarchy,

WhateN er the danger that heightened understanding
may lead to an unhealthy "Permissiveness," such a
sequitur is by no means inevitable:, It, violates' one
of psychology's most important\ concepts: the human
psyche's need for structure. the onsequence of igno-
eance.about human psychology s a worldy f endless
hurts, anxieties, and snarls. For 'Dung people to grow
up, and for adults to 'grostv old, .vv thout understanding
that loneliness begins in the discreteness of birth and.1
the fear of death; that all psyc es are insecure and
are as sensitive as an eyelash; hat children;,who at; an''early , age are deprived of .arents can becom
sfUtierers; that, prolonged fears is brutalizing;,
human exuality .has ramificat ons f
groin, tlt at moods tend to be c.:y1 .lical;

tha
r beyond th
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insults of intimacywhat R..13 Laing calls "Psych. ,

binds"are the "cheap shots" of injured egos; th it
.74
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prolonged discrimination tends to rob people of the
er> confidence the need to pros e the discriiminators
wrong; that in-groups strive to maintainlurf, out-
groups to penetrate it'; that man> behas iOral feedback
loops are obser able and potentially liberatiligto be
ignorant of such pS>chological insight is to invite
the dangers, misdries, and terror's of the unexamined
life. .1

No aspect of psychological tension needs more
careful and ensit's e exploration than ,the intimacies
of family life. N arriage, child-parent, and sibling
relatiqinships are t e oldest known coqstant in human
histoi>. The discords of intimacy constitute the basic
drama of the Book of Genesis,Similar discords inforin
-the themes of Greek tragedy, the Portfolios of S4ke- '
speare, the novels of DoStoyevsky, and the essays of
Freud. The inability' of humans to cope satisfactorily .

with thOse close to them may Well be a root cause
for aggre's.sions committed against, those living at
greater distance.

,
-.Must.of the dissonance of intimate fainily relation-

ships was muted in the past byllocial and legal
conventions that caused those victimized either" to
conform or to suffer punishment. Harsh-as the punish -,
ments were, especially on women and children, they
provided 'a frameWork 'of ,discipline and a- system of
manners that, in turn and in some, measure, shielded

individual from the more brutal aspects of the '
ego onslaughts in family life. Because physiCal ar d
legal escape fur the injured wis often difficult
impossible, great numbers of hurnarts learned to gr
calluses 01, er their wounded egos and to cultivate bl
stereotypic responses,to insults,hurled.

Tweritieth-century mores have "liberated" indNidu-
ats in a variety of ways. They can sulk in front of
the TV rather than in front of eac other. They can
get out and away by car and Oa e. They c n get :
a quick, divorce. :The)i can tune up the radio in order
to tune out the family jangle. Thy can sear h sant,
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nonfamily peers for ,conW,lation by telephone. Like
their eternity of ave-Aors, they can "busy" themselves
as a form of e9eape...1;nfottunately, node of these
modern com enie.nces dins one Olt to cure the basic
anguish. Even when they ,soothe ,superficially, they .
tend to exacerbate the ultimate pain of existence: the
desperate sense of estrangement and lonelinesS.,

That twentieth- century mortals have not. found
totally satisfactory answers to the tensions, and hilits.
of intimacy is not surprising. Getting along with those
closet to us is, and always has been, mankind's most
basic behaN for 1 conundrum. And.yet the perversity

rsists that iif cries to the psyche are sometimes prods
to artisiic creation and political leadership:

It is possible that the contemporary liberation for
spouses and for the y ming, after the first disintegrating
deeades, may lead td a new maturity and a new
commitment to the family ,communiiy. The basis may

be tactfurlevelirtg with one another, working at opti-:
mizing,conflicting claims, finding activities that can
be collectively, pursued, recognizing the essentiality,
.of spaces hi togetherness, and..rediscovering mag-

. .4 nifig.:ent ps.yc:hic diN idends of love and shared concern.
Families of the future may find a new and enriching
taliljty that can bless all the 6ys of the extended

decades of their liveS.It is possible that the rediscovery
and redonstit4tion of family relationships is the golden
key perhang the only golden key that ultimately
catioperi the door to-the larger world mankind seems
to seek: individual freedom within the bounds of a
fri 'endly,comm unity.

The-educational system has rich resources availa le
to increase the indiN idual's understddi of ,hu an
psychology systematic courses dnd modules in the
behavioral sciences, hilosophy, the fine arts, nd
religion, indk ideal and group cdunselingonforrn4ive
jnitrnals; and great literature in all'of its fprmseSp,e-
cially, perhapS, drama, poetry, prdse fiction, bic-
graphy, autobtogeraphy, and essays..

.
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. .z No part of the educational system iS irrelevant in
the pun ey ing of pSy chological truths. In tins of

fating the anxieties and containing the cruelties
of human existence, no instrumental purpose has a.
%her priority...,

,

The Search for Meaning .

For centurits, the Judeo- Christian tradition brought
to millions ofpeople inlithe Western world, a set of
beliefs and principles fliat pro: ided both a cosmic
orientation, and moral purpose. Even ,though many
people still .hold to the conceptual /ikons of these
Theological traditions and an even larger-number find
intermittent solace and inspiration in the words and

es of st darian prophets and saints,' religions faith
in late t:ientieth-century America is a waning phe-
nomenon. Pounded out of shape by twentieth-century
w ars and depressions, dwarfed by the mind-boggling

--rex elations of modern astrophy sics, eroded by the
ft* realism and cy.nici;An of contemporary philosophy,

chology,, and literature, the Judeb-Christian tradi-.
tion continues a long -retreat that began with the
Coperi livan re\ ;Ant ion. That so many adherents remain
is a tribute to the pow er of religious insight, imagery,
and poetry to nourish and inform mankind's instinct
'for orientation.

r It is the frustration of that instinig for orientation
by cold drafts a agnosticism, atheism, and existen-

postulations of absurdity that marks` the basic
coping problem for many human beings in late twen-

. tieth-c&tury 'America. If life is senseless on an aging
planet in a meaningless and possibly dying universea,
human fate is not tragic. It is not even absurd. It
is simply, and in, the most devastating psychological
terms, inconsequential. That the pounding egos of the
human race firid it difficult to accept such a possibility
is not strange. What is strange is tfiata scientific age
should be so certain ain't the alisence of meaning
on the basis of such. skimpy evidence. For,.with all
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of the mythic character, of traditional theology, it is
surely conceivable that the religiously. sensitive mind
may be tapping' a source and dimension of reality
quite incapable of inN estigation by scientific empiri-
cism and analytit! reductionism. There are a sufficient
number of friendl), signs in existence (love, compas-
sion, a sense of injustice, conimitment to principle,
beauty, art, music, the delights of intellectual discov-
ery )..to make the notion of complete absurdity itself
completely absurd.

Furthermore, the inner 'peace that comes from disci-
plined meditation, the increasing eN idence of thought
transferences:the heightened probability of conscious
existence in other galaxies and planetary systems, all
raise .at least the possibility that the universe is far
friendlier than the "faitfiless coldness of the times"
Presently.conseys. The search for a sense of belonging
in man's uniyersal home is not an inconsequential
educational task. It is,..on the: contrary, an ultimate
condition for reestablishing for ' ast numbers of people
a sense of hope and purpose in life. .

' A4

.Generalized Problein Solving,
. One of the great fallacies of traditional schooling

has been th6 assumption that Indwledge, skills, and
wisdorii aye all cut frbm the same pedagsbgic cloth.
Too many people who acquire knowledge, 4n the sense
of recogniling phenomena and calling them by names
-may halve no capacity whateNer to apply such informa-

. tion4or see its relationship to anything else. A persOn
may know that swimming is manipulating arms and
legs in such a way. as to propel a person through
water. He may even Have seen slOw-nicition instruc-.
tioril films on swimming. But it is a far cry from
the ingestion of this form of, knowledge to actual and
successful performance. Similarly, a knowledge of the
possible consequances of behmior may not be enough
to conjure gentleness in thetace of acute provocation.

Elma Lewis has put' it' "Most people [are] . .

just underdeveloped. You have to put a lot of work

J0
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in on yourself. ,; James Coleman has called most
contemporary, education for y outh "knowledge-rich
and action-poor." It is probable that machine-graded
objective tests and the bland passivity, of TV watching
and radio listening, as well as the attenuations of
adblescent dependency , haN, e exacerbated the educa-
tiOnal tendency to substitute a knowledge of isolated
impressions and facts for a working knowledge of
relationships, consequences, and skills. "Process," all
too often, has been an educational buzz-word without
kinetic or analytic implications for the learner.

To paraphrase the most ,fundamental Of Dewey's
aphorisms, one learns to cope by coping, one learns
problem soling by solving problems. Effective and
efficient problem solving is, in many areas, specific
and is basted upon the farnfliarities of repetitive con-
frontations. But beyond, there seems to be a general-. ized capacity for problem solvinga trained predis-
positidn, an inner confidencethat can substantially
facilitate a person's capacity for creative enagements
with obstacles and dilemmas of variots kinds. In a.

world disposed Uncritically toward, moral relativity,
ohe perscii's solution, may, of course, be the essence

another person's problem. Sensitive moral inqui&
leads to the conclusion that there are high-level as
well' as low-level solutions to problems. There may
indeed be philosophic'al wisdoni., in the graffiti found
On a wall at,Stanford University: "Pragmatism doesn't
work!".

But whateNer the deeper philosophiCal problems
associated with educational p'urposes addressed to
increasing theIndividual's capacity to solve problems"
there is prima facie eNidence that the ability to demon-.

strate mastery of something is essential to a heightened
self-image, and that the confidence needed to attack
problems is inexorably tied to such a self-image. Such
eN, idence, is presumably why David Riesman believes
.thatIthe educational system must insist.that each child
demonstrate mastery. of something (anything!) diffi-
cult. Demonstrated mastery is.the precondition of that

4
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degree of self-confidence needed for 'more generalized
. problem soh ing. Whatever the coping dilem of

existence, the ult nate human freedom is the capacity
to adjust the rill d or adjust external reality to mitiga e
or transcend an. iety or pain. Surely a major instru-
mental purpose of education ,,is, by appropriate exer-
cises, to dqvelop this capacity to the fullest. Up to
now, our 'educational system has been slow in (level-.
oping the inner confidence and the instrument kills
associated v ith a generalized capacity for prob e
solving. . .

Pedagogic techniques to achieve these ends are
know n. The encouragement of play- and especially of
fantasy arhong small children;., informal appren-
ticeShips allowing the young to work with patents ...

or older siblings in finding tie solution to home or
tray el problems, scholastic assignments and endea-
vorscurricular and extracurricularthat call upon
the capacity of pupils for creative coping; for adoles-

. cents and adults, group leadership experiences such
as those associated with Outward Bound. Almost all

a'tiedutonal offerings can be given an activity -twist.
The success of computer -aided instruction and other
forms of programmed learning is due in no small
measure to the problem-soh ing frame of mind they
stimulate in the learner.

Besides, its patent utility, a generalized problem-
'wit ing capacity can pay impressive psychic dividends.
Fevv psychic experiences can Match the exuberant joy
of vv hat psy chologists refer to as the "aim!'" phenome-
nonthe inner delight of persons of all ageS when
the\ recognize that, as a result of persistent human
obsi\ ation and effort, a puzzle htf§ been. solved.

If all parts of the educational- system should take
seriously the instrumental purpose of increasing the
individual's capacity to master the existential coping
conundrums that surround him, the days v.ptild be
brighter and the nights more restful for an over -,whelming majority of human beings.

r 0
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0 f the half-milliou hours of conscious existence,
fe\\ er than 90,000 hoursless than one-fifth
of the totalwill be spent "on the job," that

is, \\ orking for paid remuneration. And unless there
are substantial- shifts in public policy', even these .

proportions Ni ill obtain for only two thirds or less of
the adult population bet.\\ een the ages of eighteen
.:itid sixty--fi\ c. The remainder will study, keep house,
live on .w0fare, be unemployed, or be retired.

Yet must expectations of 'education are Centered on
preparation-for work. The three Rs have-been justified
as the fundamental building blocks for future- em-
ploy ability.. Vocational education is a major and grow-
inaksalient in both secondary and community college
eduction. Since the founding of Harvard College in
1636, education for the PrOfessions has been a doith-
nant purpose of colleges and universities. In recent
y,,e'ars, a call for "career education". has .infused the
thinking of educational leaders at all levels. Au in-
creasing number of liberal arts colleges are placing,
special emphasis on their contribution to the future
job-readiness of their students. Mot parents continue
to assume that N% hate\ er in\ estment they make in the IL

education of their children should pay dividends hi
the farm of jobs. anc , t e more investment, the better:
.should be the jobs for eir offspring.

Frirthermore, certain crit icsl)f higher education have.
'raised the unsettling question of who needs ,college

0 43
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if most jobs can be performed b, those %1 ithout
c(;1 ge degree. .

%Unfortunately the relationship of education to the
o-%% rld of %%s-Ark is fraught k% ith conceptual and defini-

tional problems. Quite apart fr!mh %%hy less than 20
Pert ent of the %%aking hours of most adults between
ages tk% clay' and thlity recek e preemhient attention
by educators, any discussion of education and work
soon stumbles 0% erissues'of semantics. For example,
are the %%ords "job," "work,- "career," "tabor," and
"employ ment- ,sy non mous? Philosophers and so-
c ial essay ists hake long exercised nice discriminations
in this scihantjt jungland not without reason. 'When
the question "Do y on enjoy %our work?" is followed
by the answer (accompanied by a shrug) "'Well, it's
a job," most listeners sense that "work- and "job".
are not sy pony mous. Thomas F. Green equates "job"
roughly %k ith paid employ ment, "labor" with spiri-
tually unrekkarding necessary actik'ity whether paid
or unpaid, and "work". with spiritually satisfying,
purp4ive activity, paid or unpaid. In these terms, a
.persons "job-la/Bid be making commercial, displays,
his "labor" could be mowing the lawn, and his "%
could be landscape arid portrait painting.

1.2k en if ohe accepts the commonsense notion that
education for \k ork is education to prepare someone
to earn a liking. conceptual and definitional problems
still abound. They are not resolved by the arbitrary
atcgories embloy etl by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Is the \k ork of xhousewife^"paid" or "unpaid"?When
a farmer's tweIxe-y ear-old son works in the fields or
the milking sheds and is, fed and housed by his parents,
is he "earning a living"? When a widowed mother
is given Aid to Dependent Children allowances by
the grAernhient, is she being "paid" for the "work"
iif raising ounpfters, or is'her deceased husband being
indirectly and posthumously, ."paid" for work he did
NN, bite he k as 'alive? If someone- trained as a profes-
sional engineer ends up drib ing a truck, is he "fully

uv
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employed" e en,.though "earning a flying"?
These questio iis are not raised out of academic

preciousness.. Their answers has e. impressive 'conse-
quences for those %%ho decide that one of the major
purposes of education is t94 epare people for "work."
But, first, some obser% titit s art.,. in order about the
present and, probable real, ties of the American "job
market." defined, as ,the sum of persons in the society
employed for pay or activel s7eking such employ-
ment.

The Job Market'
11.

The irons tit the present economic:era is-that; wheir
educational purposes are being re*duci1 in many minds
to ."training for jobs;" the econonty cannot provide
enough jobs to absorb a substantial proportion df the
people so trained. And at a time when higher education
is 'still expected to prepare people for "interesting"
jobs. the realization is grOwing that most .jobs in a
highly rationalized, di% ision-of-labor technology are
not, and probabr cannot be made, _vibrantly interest-
ing to -those who hold them.

When jobs are short, most people understandably
concentrate their concern on the adult family bread-
%% inner who -loes his or her job. Catastrophic ,as
unemplo,, ment ma% be in terms of status and self-
image tote head, of a famil , he/she 'is not the only
one to stiffer in an economic s,,stemthat largely shapes
a persons definition of self according to occupational

. criteria. As women's rights become increasingly in-
ternalized as a social norm, housewives will suffer
from the unaailabgit, of paid jo s outside the house.
If present tFends cohlinue; gerierati ns of young peOple
will 'reach matutit) with anywher from 20 percent
to, -10 percent of their cohort linable o find paid jobs.
In .the mid-1970s unemployment I-, es for, youth are
almost three. times the rate for `ad Its. Among those
who are Nth young and black or of ,Mexican, Puerto
Rican, or American Indian descent', the rate of unem-
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ploy Inca exceeds 40 percent--Tk times the national
adult rate. .

At the other end of the life ,cycle are uncounted
millions of older people ho would take jobs if they
could find them. The, ha e been relegated by social
and legal lttereoty pes and regulations to the ash can
of . es the proportion of older people increases
And they like longer, as their health provides them
.ith additional margins of energy, and as inflation
continue. the kressures for rearranging remunerative
.o.rkiopiNirtunities to include the elderly may grow
expatelitially.

\\late er the .ir ties Of a mixed. economy, a social
s Item HI, he "uselessness" on large segments
of y ming and old, and that subje-cts a substantial
propoiNon of adult breach\ inners' to ego scourges
according to the agaries of tfconomic °cycles, that
system surely an abomination.

Underemployment
But something more insidious seems to be emerging:

,an economy in w,hich the distress associated with high
unemPloy meat is more than matched by "underem-
,plOt.ment"bk a mass ie disenchantment with the
ego.rewards.of paid jobs that are dull, repetitive, and
,spiritually unfulfilling. Close to 80 percent of all fobs
in the American economy can be learned in three weeks
or fess by someone. with a high school diploma. As
a larger and larger percentage of youth go on to mime
form of postsecondary educationt the risk of disen-
chantment w, ith the existing world of jobseven When
they are mailable, is likely to increase substantially.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics put:it thug in their.
1974 bulletin _Occupational Manpower and' Training
Needs: "Looking to the futurE, the qoestion arises
as to .\\, hether the increasing educational attainment
of the population m, ill continue to match the increase
in the inkinber of jobs Offering satisfactory employment
for those with higher edujation qualifications." But

4
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the traumas in e more than those who will goon
to postsecondary education. -Why should high school
'gradttates ux e\ en dropouts find spiritual satisfaction
in occupations and labors rationalized for drones?

The educational implications of uncleremploy meta
would be easier to identify if there existed a clearer
set of data about job satisfaction in are United States.--_
Most polls on job satisfaction oh, er the past feint decades
halve been remarkably consistent: 'most (70.to 80 per-.
cent) of those-employed ha\ c indicated that they-ate
either "satitified- or-faiity well satisfied" with their
jobs. Blacks, other minorities, and women rate their
reactions considerably, low er. A number Of in-depth
studies by psy chologists and sociologists, on the other
hand, reveal a w idespread disenchantment with the
impersonalit\ , forced pace, Autinizatism, and dead-
endedness of many types of employ meat. Such disen-
chantment appears strongest among the li4iting.

These dkergent conclusions do not necessarily 'con-
flict. Respondents may well have layers of psycholb-
gical 'response that are \ ariously tapped by the cas-
ualness or the in-depth intensity of particular surve)-
research techniques. InterN iewers may lead respondent
reactions by the phrasing of questions or by subtle
grimaces. Much may depend on the mood of those
queried. For example, for many people there are
moments w hen the routine' less and repetitiN e character
of employment is enormously consoling and reassur-
ing, especially when contrasted with conjectures about
unemployment, on the One hand or anxiety-filled
discretionary responsibilities on the other. (Foreman
have fiN e times the ulcer rate of their assembly-line
workers.) On other occasions or at other, levels of
psychic probing, people may become (or be diade),
conscious of unfulfillments in their lives, including
the lack of challenge d Lcitement in the way they
earn their living.

There is a way of resolving the ambigtlities in survey
research results and case-study i*vestigations. Two

6 or
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statements, one normative and one descriptive, have
substantial validity.. First, most jobs. in the highly
rationalized economy of America do not come close
to tapping the full potential of the persons who occupy
them. Second,. since 1969,. adults under 'age thirty,
perhaps stimulated by the counter- culture of the 1960s,
indicate job(djssatisfaction in proportions significantly
higher than tlYolder age cohorts. Peter Berger touches
the essential issue when he notes that society inculcates
an expeaation of meaningfulness in work a promise
of intrinsic rew and and self-fulfillment. But most work
situations cannot meet this expecttion, and so-ciety
does little to prepare its members for meaninglessness
in their pursuits:,,

The logic of these' realities for education depends
on the nature of assumptions about the human condi-.
tion, the malleability of state-supported capitalism,
and the promise of competitive social systems. If the
disutility of jobs is assumecelf to be man's fate, the
educational system should patently use its good offices
to prepare y oung people for the anguish of dull,, painful
pursuits. If, however, state-supported capitalism is
isewed as the major culprit in depriving those em-

ploy ed of *on-the-job :`meaning," then education pre-
sumably should educate the present and potential
'Iteaders of the political economy to redesign the system,.
or, if that appears to be tile, to replQce the system,
But, if all conceiN able comf)eting social systems appear
to be locked into a similar under-utilization of human
potential in the World of paid work (and they appear
to be), revolution (at least for this purpose) becomes.
meaningless, and we have come full circle to Adam's
fall.

There is, however, a further issue. The exterfq and
internal props for 'translating the need to work into

qua economic gfkm, th ork ethic haN ebecome weakened
in the United, States. The 'counter-culture, Of course,
rejects the very value premises of the work ethic.
Hierarchical discipline in industry and commerce has

e% A0'4
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been chastened by union power and by the human-
relations-in-industry mot ernents. The terrors of unem-
ployment hate been tempered by unemployment
compensation, food stamps, and welfare payments.
The intrinsic desirability of economic growth has been
challenged by those who frar the consequence of

anton resource consumptia. Status sensitivities and
prev ious caste discriminations have caused whole
ethnic and nationality populatkons to eschew certain
types of menial Isla necessary jobs, O. to put minimal
energy in the performing of such jobs.

Cass4ndras in our midst claim that the consequences
of all tI ese things are clear: economic productivity
as, wel as product and service quality will slump,
inflati n ill become ramp t in a slovenly society,
the g neral standard of liv ng will deteriorate, the
slackening of psychic imp atives and externally de-
fined standards ill under line indiv idual and species
potential.

The Challenge to Public Policy -

This mine field of anomalies and somber possibil-
ities cannot be wished away. Full employment
defined as jobs a% ailable for all those able and willing
to workis patently achievable. But until recently
the con% entional wisdom has been that a policy salient

'" that moves even, close to full employment will run
afoul of rocketing inflation and punitive controls quite
incompatible with the American tradition of personal
and economic freedoms. Not only has this.economic
orthodoxy been challenged in recent years, but also
the alternative extreme is grim indeed. For, if govekr-
ment does. not work constructively on the policy
problems of high unemployment, there is nothing in
the history of capitalism to suggest that human re-
sources will be fully and stably employed over long
periods. This is true even if business were able to
amass the investment capital it so desperately needs
for sustained growth. And this analysis' leaves out,,
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of course, the possible effects of a ibrantl, expanding
economy on the qualit and viability of the human

ironment.
Quite dead), a loug continuation of high rates of

unemploment among with and the able aged is ,an..
explosiN eand in the long run i'maccpptablesociat
and political condition.

Steering through the shoals of these and related
dilemmas ill be as serfous' a test of the creativity
and resilienc> of the American,potit as Oan be imag-

-Ailed. It is, .probable that no single economic plan
Lan be designed to qtrcome the economiC paradoxes.
That en clop the nation (and the world). W.fiat can
and must be done is to de elop prograihs and proce-
dures' whose effect it Will be to

increase the rate of job creation in both the priiate
and the public, sectors the point where inflation
and controls become unacceptable trade -offs; that
point nra well be far closer to true full employ-
ment than Cassandras believe;

induce increased worker productivity ag a buffer
against inflation (to sa> nothing of state and local
defaults and bankruptcies);

pro' ide for outh and-,for the able and interested
elderl a combinatiim of educational chances and
public serN ice, job opporttmi4s that can improve
their sense of usefulness while helping to over-*
come the nation's tragic 4ficit of unmet social
neeils. urban blight, inadequate health care, sparse
recreational facilities, crime, infant neglect; .edu-
cational depriN ation, environmental ,pollution.,

On this final point, I believe that no more important
ins estment in the future of this country can be con-
cep, ed than making ax ailable to qualified unemployed
and underemplo) ed on lig and old, a series of teaching
and tutoring opportunities, paid for in cash or in
deferred educational fellowships. This .arrangement
W,0111d enable them _to 'assist qualified professionals

0 0
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in irapro% ing the learning 'skills o the culturally and.
educationally deprived in our idst. Not the least
benefit from such a policy woo d be that increased
educational serviced are economic goods which 'do
not pollute atmospheres or pOison Water. ._ * '

4 -

Attitudes Toward Work
Is the availability of jobs enough? Is there not a

need to begin to change the basic orientation of people
toward the` work segment of the existential wheel?

, Is not one of the instrumental purposes of eduCation,
using Professor Green's formulation, to enhance and
extend .the notion of the dignity of "work" ,and to
help reduce to an irreducible minimum the indignity
of ."jobs" and the drudgery of "labor"? If so, then
the educational system must direct people's attention
to exploring alternative ways of approximating the
condilions implicit, in this formulation of instrumental
purpose. ..

, .

How, for example, can education help ,to destroy,
the invidiousness of distinctions that currently obtain
among various forms and levels of purposive activity?
Learning is work. Child. rearing is work. Coping,
transmuted from "labor" into a sense of mastery, is

work. Some of the most satisfying aspects of the world
of the free self involve work. The creative involvement
of people in the form 'anti substance of the enveloping
polity is work. Purposive activity ,(either socially re-
cognized or aesthetically satisfying to the individual)
performed at levels of high standard's of competence
is for most people an enormously rewarding psychic
experience. Pride in perfQrmance should therefore be
a root instrumental pOpose of educationan objective
that is important to the successful carrying out of jobs,
but that also supports And rewards all aspects of waking
existence. ..

The way work performance is measured, contributes
to the ,tone and quality of a social. order. American
education has not set a good example. It has been.

0 . ,!
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,enctimbered with an enormous- index of rank orders.
Ioward the e p end of measured- fac,hieyement :or

whate ,er the motiNational imperatives of the
competition, he scramble is often vicious. Toward
the-bottom :ead.;-people can be disfigured, often for
life, with the scar tissue of statistically determined
"inferiority." To suggest that these offensive results
of measurement can be entirely obviated by criteria-
referencedexaminations, only changes in the structure
of society; is to wish away one of-the most intractable..
aspects of human experience. Results on criteria-,
referenced examinations are ego-satisfying 'until they
become known by others. When known by others,,
comparisonsinvidious Pr notare virtually compul-
sive. A9.known results on criteria-based examillations,.
can destroy a self-image at the same time that they
rank-opder competitors. Incidentall?,, communism
does no better: the Soviet Union'has one Ofthe toughest

. competitive examination systems in the world; China
rank-orders applicants for university admission ac-
cording to-their manifestations- of Maoist loyalty, but
it rank- orders nonetheless.

HoW to devise an educational strategy for increasing
pride in performanCe without producing a dog-eat-dog
competition among the able and hopelessness among
the.,slov is a matter of continuing social ,priority:
Despite all the difficulties, arid perversities noted
'above, it is still prObable that recently devised criteria-
based or competency-based examinations are friendlier
to an elevated self-image for the majority than are
traditional grading curves.'

. , Basic Skills and Continuing Education
If enhancing the dignity of work is a major .inStrur.

'mental purpose of education, it is riot the only purpose
in this segment of the existential wheel. Surely, one-
major social justifiCation for formal schooling is its
training of the young in those basic skills of language
and pQmputation essential to gainful employment and
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Work 5:3 -

othqr purpositeactik its. ,Those who emphasize mas
'ter. of the, basic skills as, the major instrumental
purpose of education rest their case on the essential?ty
of the three Rs in virtuall). Ai aspects and functions
of human life, most espeCiall in earning a living..
The most frequent complaint le. eled by the economic

,c(numunit b parents generally against the mod-
educAtional sy stem is the alleged ,sagging perfor;

mance in training >Dung people to spell, to compute,
, to read, and to... rite with e. en minimal competency.

The`e&seritialit of these skills in the..orlds of coping
0 and of the. free self is quite as ,impressive as is their

reTe.anc to, the world of work..- .In many cases, their
s rele.ance tiitkeA. oild pf ..ork is secOndar.. Jot-related

nlotit=ations fnr mastering basic skirts may be some -.
..hat muted, in It

are
market where many of -the

available` joh. are .dull; plead end, 4K1 -frequently
undemanding:eedless 4o say, the more cornplex---the
jobs aspired to andlfh grekiter, the

the
for future

. occupational and free-selfoptions, the greater the need
for basic -s = 1 mastery. ,

-4 To th' point, 4.e ,concentxated. on attitudinal
and basic-tkill, in.str iental pfirposes of '.education,

, N is' a-..4.%. the world,, of twori,c--,especially -among the
dung. There are a seri s of other work-related instru

mental purposes o educat on tlia0nyolve persons'at
various stages of e\eelopmc wide .;ariety of

a

agents and institutions in S Oticational,ent4er-. A
prise'. Oiie purptise is skin pr&gpation for particular =-:'

occupations and profesions.' me 1)f this education,
takes place in schools, colleges irergitieS, and pro-
prietary educational enterprises.. such of iltakes,place
through apprentice'shitps and other forms of inservice
training. The best Of this kind of 'education goe§.13eybnd

narrow definitions 2' job nd introduces stu-
dents to larger issues of ifie;, re aniships . of the.
Individual to machines. tS peers, t supervision, to-
the oranization as a whole, to consun rs and clients.

., The truth is that the world' of jabs, fo most people,
.

t -7
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in. 01. es a N ariet of relationships which, if properly
understood, cab assist i iiduarg in finding reward-
ing aspects of -w heirin heir -jobs" and their "labors."

49` One instrumental purpo4- of education then is to help
people find satisfaction in those personal relationships
that adhere to even the most repetitive and, menial
of occupational functions. At more athanced, levelg,
especially in the learned professions, further, learning .

can help to update knowledge and skills- in subject
areas that are rapidly changing. Continuing education
is especially important in view of the rel4censing
regulations being imposed on selected professions by
state. legislatures.

An additional instrumental PUrpose.of the eduA-
tional sy stem, broadly conceived, is to prepaie..indi-
N iduals foi new jobs. )3ored , Iselichantment, or .

A unemploy merit may pr a person to seek out new
'Nskills and new I it uppOrtunities. Facilitatin

cess is i , tart not on y o e aspirants ut also .
to the so 'ety at 14rge. For if preoccupation with

. sect , simple tlinid1Ity, or lack of transitional "mid-
es" lock unhappy people into their unrewarding

jobs, perforthance is bound to fall as morale sinks
Or as the W orker bumps the bottom of the psychic
pit. - .. , ..

In a ,previous chapter we touched on the need%to
educate the,Older Worker fOr retirement. This important/
instrumental purpose. of 'education awrely needs up.-
derscoring at this point.

The Mo4 Essential Instrumental Purposes
Basic skills training and continuing education,

important as the are, pale When comPared, to the
txx o most essential instrumental purposes of education
1 , is-a-vis the .s.oirld of work; 1)..to educate people to i
see their lives as a whole, that is to see the world
of jobs in relationship to all other aspects of their
waking hours, aid 2) .to educate those who are in ,
a position to ,affect or exercise leadership (and that

00
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includes- most of us) to engineer or cattily ze experi-
ments in persunaliiing ark) deroutinizing the w orld
of work.'

s to the first, th'e Projections'of the life cY cle indicate
thatlraost people w ill ein.1 four to fike times as many.
of their w aking, hours outside paid employment as
in it. In.this light; it is absurd to contend that educifion
should focus largely ,on preparing young people. for
actix ities that will clo-mjnate only a quarter or a fifth
of. their uniscrons. eistence. And to make "gainful
occupatio6" dictate social s.tatlis and one's Self-image
is a dog-wagging operation of massive ,perversity and
sullen eonsequence:Lestthis Sew seems to undermine,
the struggle,pf . (mien and minorities for occupational
equality , let me add that jobs paid for in traditional

as xi, ill,Foittinue.to be elements in-people's calcula-
tions of personal and social esteem.

.There is a 'related point' of some importance.. As
income differentialsoamong xarious kindg of jobs
narrow, and---carioug. hinds of payment including
psychic rewards Tecompense people for their work
as distinct 'Horn merely jobs,,the worth orindividuals
will, it may be hoped, be'computed increasingly on
a nonoccupat ional balls. Since education is an integral
=part' of sal\ ation by works, why should not the term
"unemployed eventuallyeventually be dropped from the lexicon
of the .Werican democrac,.. except as applied to the
few hopeles;ly lazy. The question "What ,do you do
for a living?" could then be transmuted into "What
do you do for a life?" v`Where do,you work ?" into
"Where do you flinction?" Such symbolic changes
in our society \ill not come readily .1 Bilt4he claims
of human dignity mandate educational,efforts in these
directions,.

Meantime, much experimenting. can be done to
adjust the ,content, the context, and the''scheduling
of jobs with a iew. to narrowing.the gap between
"fobs" and "work" and to.minirAjzing the ennui of
"labor."' Industry, here and abroad, has been experi-

.
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menting ith the reorganization of assembly-line
functions, attempting to find "complete tasks" in

h i ch groups of %% orkers participate in the ratio I-

ization of work assignments. Other indii4ries and
hite-collar enterprises; public and private, are exper-

imenting %% ith flexible schedulingallowing employ-
ees choice-about when during the -day they wish
to. be on the job. Under this scheme, early risers might

ork from 7:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.; late risers from
10:00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Fi%c hours of schedule overlap

(mid all(m for ssential contacts. Still other firms
and agencies are exploring a forty -hour, four-day week
(four day s of ten hours a day);, thereby providing
V orkers the flexibilities of a three-day' weekend. Still
,other enterprises gi\e workers incentives to move

ithin the plant, to master a variety of jobs, to,gain
knowledge about, and a sense of identity -with, the-
enterprise. Increasingly, employ ers of blue-collar and
1, h i te-L'ollar orkers are providing inservice educa-
tional oPportunitiespartially .or totally paid for by,
managementto enable employees to improve their
Chances for umNard and lateral occupational Mobility,
to increase their general abilities, knowledge, and

in simply to break the lockstep of job mOrtotony.
all of these %Mures are attempts to find answers

to a risinglide of dismay as peopleespecially young
peoplerebel against the dehumanizing aspects of
employ mint in a highly bureaucratized and techno-
logical economic system. In spite of valiant experi-
ments in rerationalizing job actiN ities to make them
conform more nearly to the claims for greater meaning,
the in(Aement is meager. Surely, an important instru-

edmi_ational.purpose is to increase the attention
of scholars, students, and practitioners. to inadequacies
in the %N,Orld of work, with expectation of Moving
toys and Kant's imperative that people be treated as

` ends not as means.
There may, of course, be limits to the rerationaiiza-

tion of jobs. Some work for all ,people, atIcl much
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of it for most people, may continue to be drudgery:'.
innerAcceptance of this possibility., building defenses

against sullenness, taking pride in doing even menial
jobs well, finding refreshment and opportunity for

/
ser% ice to others in personal contacts and in on-the-job
breaCs, taking ad% antage of ins.ervice training oppor-
tunities these are-directions to be studied and fol- ,'

lowed by those concerned with "career education." /v '
Job-related skills and attitudes of these kinds can shape

/
-

morale, influence producti% ity , and condition rates of
turnover. They can make or break an indi% idual's inne
sense of worth. ,

And, if it should be pro% en that most people are
to be stuck most of their lives in jobs that are- not
substantially self-fulfilling, then the need increases
dramaticall% fur education to address the remaining
segment of the 'existential wheel: the world of the
free self.

a I
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The Eree Self

he pursuit of happiness" is one of the ,most
enigmatic phrases in the Declaration of
Independence. Is it a Jeffersonian literary con-

ceit without substantive meaning? Is it a muddle-
headed notion, happiness being, according to some,
a b\- product, not itself an object of pursuit? Or is
it a phrasesigularly inspiredconnoting a feller-
tous inner. condition achieved b> purposive activity?
If the last is the case, and I believe it to be, such
a condition is not likely to be realized through the
passi\ ities and diversions that characterize modern
America.

The pursuit of happiness is an u ending pilgrimage
throughout t-conscious e 'sten e. 'arl> chapter sug-
gested that one can pursue In t )iness in work and
in coping. Perhaps the ideal is )it condition in which
lines of demarcation dividing Vsork, coping, and free
self are obliterated, and each ndi ideal considers all
acti, it> as a maze of explorat _trails through which
happiness .ma> be pursued. owever much can be
clone to reduce monoton> and frustration in the worlds
O work 4nd coping, it remains that w itho .t a ibrant,
energizing world of the free self, life will ck its
most piquant flavor.

Historically most people have been so preoccupied.
andlto erbudened with labor and with coping. that
they ha'e had little time for the world of the free
self, for the part of the existential w heel that permits

choice of experiences to delight or to satisfy the

74 59
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oluntar sense of obligation. E. en today, man) peo- -
ple find themsek es so laden with jobs, chores, health
problems, or Tamil. duties that the lime little time
to cultivate the free self. The waking hours of the
mothers of oung children, for example, are still
cluttered w ith coping. 'Compulsive persong, like the
shark that dies if it rests, pursue their frenetic tasks
from sunrise to midnight, acquiring money they will
never learn to spend for an. enjoyment whatsoever.
But these are the exceptions.

Most Americans suffer' not an absence of free tint,
but a serious incapacity to use a large amount of it
effectix el . This opinion is, of course, a value judg-

ss s o t i Zit e i is
'Who is to sax that w orkers watching telex ision at home
are less happy than rich patrons in theopera house?
Isolated iii. idious distinctiQns, - however, are not the
issue. The issue is' the pattern of activities (passivities ?.)
that .constitute the world of the free self for 'most
Americans the .desensitizing and dehumanizing
character of the diversions that pummel us.

For decades Americans have been experiencing a
series of frightening escalations: an escalation of k-ol-
ume in the w orld of sound, of violence in life which
is reflected (and perhaps fomented) by the mass
media, of risk in sports spectaculars, and of hard
pornography in books, magazines, and movies. As
Saturday &lieu has pointed out editorialt, the net
result of these neural onslaughts has been not only
an increase in .iolinice and crime but also a massive
btutAlization of our sensibilities. Entertainment based
sold. on "kicks leads ultimately to the encour-
agemott of the demonic and the grotesque, to a
corrosix e boredtim for those x ho have seen or heard
e. er thing. Dr. Estelle H. Ramey has called boredom
the most prevalent American disease."

Furthermore, TV addiction and other recreational
pas-six ities among the Noting appear to have other
untoward effects. The have been cited as possible

73
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contributo to the startling decrease in both %erbal
and mathen itical scholastic aptitude and achieNement
scores as 1 easured by the major national testing
agencies. C reful students of the influence of televi-
sion on the American culture are beginning to identify

en, more unhappy consequences. a lessening of
ieweirs",:,atte ti-on' span; a debasing, of social and

cultural s alit s to the extent that sensitivity to even
iolence and lose are narcotized; . a propensity to

respond to th stimuli of the moment; a false sense
of the possibiities of direct democracy , and a con-
comitant disenchantment \A, ith the pblitical process
(heaNy TV s ieWers, according to Michael Robinson,
-a-re more apt tn be turned off by politics than light

iewers). These consequences ha% e implications far
beyond the free self, but they also mightily influence
the nature and condition of the world of the free self.

If all of the violence, the speed, the noise, the
sensations for kicks, the mindless options for new
forms and intensities of stimuli, if they brought a
heightenjd sense of joy --F-of -inner satisfactionto
most people, they rilIght be condoned. But psy chologi-
cally .they tend to leas e people jangled and fretful:
They create a frantic search fOr quick fixes to boredom
and loneliness and e d up stimulating both..

A projection of tin klaxon ecology into the long
haute is as dispiritin a venture as the h man mind
can conjure. Alcohol a id drugs then becom the ,only
sakAtio agalust the co d blasts cyf nothingn or the
enervating stimuli ,of el q:tronic prods.

Surely, the education, l system has no high r func-
tion than to help people to have creatk e enga ements
with tfie.Norld of the free self. For if they I of
the free self is appropriately cultivated, ifs felicitous
dmixture of plat fulness, concentration, and socializ-

n can affect, infect, and .help to liberate the Worlds
of work and coping. The free self then becomes not
a mere segment;(1f existence but a quality of existence.

iThe educatonal sy stem knows far more about the

t '";
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pursnit of happiness, about s to enhance the x%vrld
of the 'free self, than is_generall understood. If our
human wheritai ice), pondered card -1111\ , it seems dear
tlat lasting inner satisfaction comes from four sources:
reating and Lppreciating beauty , enhancing pli steal

satisfactions, perfoi ming obligations of sen ice, and
itensif ing intellectual and emotional disco\ er . Ed-
ucation at its best is the key to each one of these.
worlds of satisfaction-,---of; happiness.

Creating and Appreciating Beauty
One of the most reassuring of all human realities
the arit. of aesthetic express' ions and appreciations

that re%% ard the searching human spirit. One of the
most sobering of all hrunan realities is the complexit
and the rant> of those preparations and conteRts that
permit trill% rich and lasting aesthetic satisfaction.
Education for creating and appreciating beaut is a
highl complex endea% or. It is rarel treated as such,
Ihereb leading to the inadequac of most education
that purports to increase the intensit and duration
ol aesthetic! and sensual rewards.

One Must begin, of course, %% ith the extraordinar
range of aesthetic preferences. Those x, ho like Raphael
rad> like Deli. NIoart-lo% ers often find electronic
musk baffling. Baroque architecture offends func-
tionalists. Yeats and Pound ,wrotc.poetr for-different
ears. Lo% ers of Shaw ina find Pinter an enigma.
Gameineat nauseates the tender-lixered. Water skiers

/artd fishermen find their spiritual refreshments' in.
conflict. 'Hunters and bird-lo% er9 have different defi-
.nitions of joy.

One high inction of education is to enrich aesthetic
smpathies and tastes. This ma> not alter preferences,
Jut it %% illwxtendffYerceptions, human understandings,
And rewarding discourse.

Within an> particular pattern of aesthetic ,prefer-
ences. howe. er,:education has a profound role in
deepening aiiindiN iduars undo tanding of the condi-

,
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tions of lasting satisfaction. Most Aniericans, for ex-
ample, %%ould echo Homer's lonely confession, "Dear
to us e% er is the Banquet, and the harp, and the dance,
and changes in raiment, and the %%ixrin bath, and

m
love,

and sleep." But e% en such eleentIl delights can be
easily spoOd or their satisfactions minimized by
ariables of pace, of spacing, of degrees of satiation,

of contextual discord. The poInt deserveS' elaboration.
If one judges by the historic themes and grace notes

of poetry and prose, as well as by, contemporary
e% idence, human beings find enormoth, aesthetic satis-
factions in the elemental beauties ()Filature. Homer's
"rosy -fingered dawn," the psalmist who lifted his
"ey es unto the hills," Shakespeare's "bank where the
wild thy me blows, "Wordsworth's "lonely as a cloud,"
Shelley's "blythe spyt," Yeats' "bee-loud glade,';'
Masefield's lonely sea and the sky "these are poeticc
references that are familiar to the English-speakin
%%orld. But % irtually eery written aqd orallang_ua
in e% ery epoch and on e%ery inhabited piece of the
earth's surface contains ,expressions of .awe, wonder,
and delight induced by the beauties of nature. I have
-been pri% ileged in my work to travel widely. I already
knew in exquisite detail what struck the spacemen
so vi% icily from the vantage point of the moon: how
incredibly beautiful the world is. I have seen pink
on the glaciers of New Zealand's southern Alps; a.
blood red sun setting behind the dunes of the Libyan
desert, the blue of the midnight moon on the snows
of Kilimanjaro, a furtive mist edging the purple wilds
of the Scottish moors; a montage of rocks, shells, and
sea flowers in the tide pools' of County Cork; the
bounding swivel of an African impala; the defiant'
majesty of the Hindu Kush; Canaria geese in all their
mottled glory swimming" their tidy file through the
marshes of Kezar Lake in.western Maine. . .

In each case, the aesthetic satisfaction was a function
in no small measure of the solitae or the particular
companionship that helped fix the context' of the

r-,
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appreciation. A dozen kinds of intrusions or disso-
nances \\ wild ha\ e. for me, curbed or destroy ed the
cesta;). a human quarrel, a loud radio, a noisy truck
or motor bike, a rifle shot, a factors pall of smoke,
a half-dozen discarded beer cans, raucous laughter,
a roadside ad\ ertisement, the smell) effluent of ayaper
Mill. On the other hand, time and agaiii the beauty
could ha\ e been enhanced by greater kno\\ ledge:
historical associations, geological, astronomical, ocea-
nographicind botanical nomenclature and principles;
apt literary and religious allusions from the. recesses
of memyr). I am con\ inced that dedicated and knowl-
edgeable bird \\ ateliers clerk e far more from forest
meanderings than I do. NIA \\ ife, \\ ho is on a first -naive
basis \\ ith trees and flowers, increases the sense of
belonging aril the delights of discriminating percep-
tions of those who walk or ride with her.' This is
not tt6 say that natural beauty is satisfying Only tb
the learned. It is :to sa) that the aesthetic satisfactions
related to natural beaut) ,can be enhanced4 manyfoLd
by appropriate educational preparation.

What is true of the satisfactioA of nature applies
equally to satisfactions in the arts. Most people spend
their li\ es oblk ions to the intense, lasting satisfactions
of artistic expression. Most of us settle for fleeting
glimpses or halfhearted \ entures into the world of
aesthetic, ad \ enture. And we are Understandably put
off l those \\ ho feign kno\\ ledge of this treasure filled
1 ndscape in order to bolster their s,agging egos or
heir social status. Again, there is no need to devigrate

t untutored delights of most of us-as we react to
col monplace aesthetic 'experiences: a .pretty dress; .a,
haunting ballad; a good4otiking car; a handsome
buildingi pleasant flo\\er ai1/4rangett, a beautifully
furnished room. Nor does it folloW that unless one
really understands chamber music, opera*, classical
ballet, abstract art, that one has not livetl..No deviims, ,

measure inC6isities of satisfaction in aesthetic tams
and preferences., The classical philosophical ottiftrn-
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drum of, whether beauty Is objectk e or subjective is
still with us and is unlikely to be resolved. Some
art pleases precisely because it rolls over us 'like a
cool wave on a hot beach, because it massages or
stimulates noncognith e nem e end's. On the creative
side, some art pleases simply because it calls for little
effort. barbershop harmonizing; temple rubbings; Las-

_

ual picture taking.
Overall, however, those artistic experiences and

appreciations that lea e a legacy of long-term satisfac-
tion%N. hose :delights linger and, in lingering, enrich
permanently tend tote those that have been "worked
at," where literally "pains" have been taken: pains
of skill mastery , pains of discriminating thought, pains
of cultivated subtlety.

The essential fallacy in the more libertarian inter-
pretations 4)f the counter - culture advice of the 1960s
to `;let it,all hang out" is that exposed flab is ugly:

"Furthiermore, extemporaneous, undisciplined expres-
sion t is, within a short time, colossally boring. An
unrIearsed play, dn untuned orchestra, a slapdash
finger painting, an unedited manuscript, a loose pile
of, museum artifacts, an unchoreographed ballet
%hese .tend to attract limited .interest because mind
has, not been imposed 'upon emotion, arrangement,
or activity. All great art is an extraordinarily intellectual
exercise. On the creative side; it is the disciplined
manipulation of mil\ semichoate blips emerging from
the unconscious self. On the receiving, side, lasting
psy chic fullness seems to be a direct function of the
active contributionintellectual and emotional
%Niiich NA, itnesses and audiences are able to bring to
the aesthetic engagement. It is impossible to derive
substantial satisfaction from atching a Shakespearian
play if one is equipped with an English vocabulary
of, says only 1,500 words, just as most of the beauty
of an Andrea del. Sarto painting vti,puld be lost on
someone who is color blind. Ibsen's' Doll's House has
special meaning for those engaged in the struggle for
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\A, omen's Jibe ation. The beauty of the Parthenon grows
in aft mind's of those who have pondered aesthetic
proportions or the cultural imperati% es of fifth-century
Athens.

To repeat: the world of the free self can be titillated
but not fully and extensively fewarded;by undisci-
plined or meagerly disciplined artistic creations and
appreciations. Perversely, and7point too frequently
forgotten by the pedants of humanistic learning, both
artistic creativity and artistic appreciation can be
"sicklied o'er" if the "pale cast of thought' is too
elaborate, too mechanical, too patterned. Some canons
of rationality have to be temporarily suspended, if the
mind's holy -of- holies is either to,produce or to receive
artistic enlightenment. Generations of insensitive, lit-
erature teachers have parsed the euphony out of
Shakespeare for tens of tho&ands of bored and thus

s of symphonic
stalt evaporates.
due to lack or
1. As for music,
faction has been

dePri ed students. If Consciousnt
-structure is too insistent, the tonal

But most aesthetic deprivation
education rather than to miseducati
an additional enemy of aesthetic sati
the deafening decibels of electronic amplification and
the ubiquity of radio, tapes, and discs in public places.
The cheapening of music through oversupply and
ON erpo ering olume seems to the one of the saddest
of today's realities. What is surely one of the most
magnificent of life's experiences has been Made avail-
able to hundreds of millions of human beings by the
inexpensive wizardry of modern communications
technology. But the process has been lb indiscriminate
that much of music's savor has been concomitantly
retno ed. Young people have compensated, in part,
by;. investing heavily in superb stereophonic sound
equipment for home enjoyment. But in its mostelabo-
rate manifestationsthis delight is available only to
the rich'.

How to offer instruion in the disciplines and the
emotional conditions, conducive to personal enrich:

a
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went through the arts is, or should be, a matter of
highest educational priority. Whatever sense of na-',
tional community is promoted by network sports and
new scasts, we are being all but deadened aesthetically

. by the '1/4 ioleae and inanities ,of most TV programing:
Too: often, education in the arts 'is considered a frill.
that can be discarded when budgets are fight. The
shortsightedness of this valua decision is appalling.
If Kg?, is forced to disown responsibility in this
essential area, colleges and universities and chltbral
resources in the larger community must provide or-
recti1/4, e and compensating instroction: And 'government
,and voluntary financialsuPport for the Public Broad-
casting Service must be sustained and increased.

Enhancing the Satisfaction of Physical Activity
If the creation and appreciatton of beauty is an

endlesIs frontier in the world of the free self, it is
not the only area of personal adventure. The cultivation
of bodily skills and conditions is another area of
extraordinary satisfaction. I have mentioned the
importance,of diet and exercise in promoting longevity
and health. But bey and the therapeutic advantages
of bodily care, physical competencies and their con-
commitant sense of .well,being are, associated with
some of life's most delightful and sustaining ,experi7
ences. A moment's reflection will underscore: this
truism. Who Will forget the exiiilaration of not losing
ones balance in hop-scotch, balancing a bike, learning

, to dance, perfecting a 'second .serve, hitting -a stick,
ball, staying out of the gutter in bowling, learning.
to.follow through in agolf drive, being,able to negotiate'
a slalom 'course, making thsree out of Pour free-throws
in basketball, or of cutting to- the light as well as
to the ice hockey?

One of my. favorite people in,the world has derived
great satisfaction over the years 'from teaching people
how to swim. The development of this skill brings
not only the satisfaction of grace in movement and
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stamina in performance, it l?rings m ith it an enormous
-,..release from anxiet . Fe libea ioral changes are more

--`attwrked, or nu intrinsir:all satisf ing to bath student
and instructor, than the 'transformation o a timid,
sp4itiefing, awkward, helpless thrasher into a confi-
dent, racefill.. and \ ersatile s\% iininer. And ,%.iiiimilig..

'opens up a whole range of other aquatic sports-7-wa-
ter-skiing, sailiii, boating,'fishing, surfing,--which ,. I.

othe6kis'e would also be anxiety-ridden. -, f..
For mans -people, -great and lasting satisfactions -.come froth theipreparation and consumption of food..

If cooking and"sening a meal are N iewed as creative 1'

challenges that -bring de-lig& to Oneself and to others,
the feseisititient often 'associated. with this aspect of.9

. copingis transmuted into a haiwt. engagement. Simi-
larl>, the Cultiation of taste in food `and drink can ,

he a -ro6ti:cjing experience and a matter of .lifelong'
atislaction. Again, all bi thiflit-iTs,"working at y' and -----j-

can be facilitated 1-), appropriate instruction. Of course,
Al theinstruiliqii doesliot ha* e to take place-in formal

' ,a1ssroorns: TV, radio, tapes, plattersdiscs, inforrhal
acitill education rpi-agrams, and self-instruction through
reading can 4 make Substantial coritribntions:

Since the ,worldpf periodicals and-books has become :
surfeited el, ith instuiction> nn perfecting sexual tech:.
Inques,, nothing needs to be notes] here xcept for
underditang Ale' pl-ir s real .and pi), chic delights of 'con- ,.
textually

, appropriate sexual Jelatioli- sc hips. Edit! ]ion' 4 *

is most. pihfcrundl: rele'ant to sexual fulfillment, if
it reminds us (to: paraphrase Nlatthew Arn0d0hat . t''
tps.stiirit we are of dnd' the context we create ;cis . .
yrif initeln,, miite 4mportn it < thal the tecbniques

.We
employ,: ,' . ' '-' f . ' "- 0

Nfastery over
arise

thy'machints,s
s

andsdrtifa.eisif tec' hnolo-'-, , .
,
"frg), arise the agaries of nature is another avenge to

satisfactioh in the '$:%oild,;of the frees\elf, For millions

-

a

,-
of peopre, low)X;ledW4-f hoV, to make it," -how to
fix it," tOr '']posy to grow is a key td psychic

.,,.

.-.completesuess: The proce si S ma). involve skill with a . /
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se ing, machine. fa jc ha ifical -ta , , drill, a lImer,
clt-Ator. It ma: involve a knowle ge itf circuits,

solei1u s, carburetors, tensile strengths, ertilizers. It
may encompass dexterit. With needle an thFea4, a
potter's w, heel, a pltunber's snake, astrowelt once
again, "make it," "fix it,:' or "grow it" skills ca i bring
lasting satisfaction to the yorld of the free self; flwy
can tiring, free;self skills and attitudes to bear in the
,;)rlds of \\uric amid coping. Both formal and inforMal
educatkk' instruments and agencies can help to extend'
capacities Sand skills in tl.;;Abe ubiquitous preoccupa--
4-ions of modern life.

Patentl, all concern with pity sica. t witivity does not
ha. e to beust not bepurposiye.&xertion. Lazing'
or hacking about, watching sports live oron, TV,
latghig at inanities, phi\ ing cards \% ith friends, en-.
raging in festivals i limited (loses these are as
imp; s a fallo field is to growing
Tops.

1.

Performing Obligations of Sr
It ia semi strange to The modern mill 1k.

remin ed of concepts like "obligation- and lervice
\% Fitch, me.er d rich in their religious and ethical
ancestry , 'em to have lost much of their motive force
after the en I of the Victorian era. Perhaps their fall
from grace w..is a consequence of the static savagery
and unrelie et filth of trench warfare in World War

MilliOns of 't.ing people on both sides entered
that extended e on' Pict NA Mt a powerful sense of obliga-
tion. m mon. The Servic in those days meant military

,emph*inent,and de o Ment. The.shattering of ideal-
ism, so stunningly dep led in Paul Fussell's The Great
War and Modern Mem( I, has been one of the over-
helming realities of mod Ili existence.
And yet, even with the t% ,meth- century's massive

depreciation of Victorian the tic, Millions of people
have continued to find nouris nent for the free self
i» fulfilling perceived obligatim and in perfdrming
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voluntary services. I rememb(11 ins father donning his
greatcoat on .a bluster. night of snow and wind, prep.aring for a mile ..alk and sa.ing, do not want
to go to the meeting of the prudential ,conimittee of

')the church, but. I ought to go!" Upon returning, he
would smile and say simpl: I have clone my
duty.-

Some years ago during viii active political life in
Middletown, Connecticut, I came to know hundreds

, of people who found meaning and satisfaction in
performing community services. .olunteer firemen,
members of library boards, organizers of community
che4ts and United, Fund dri. es, hospital aides, readers
for the blind. These, activities vere frequently in
addition to service on PTA committees or church
boards and participation in service -chili benefits for
the crippled. .There is no wa. of measuring growth
oereduction ki this kind of activit:. The welfare state,:, ,fear of the streets, the lazy'' seduction .by TV have

, probably eroded the frequency and degree of the
service commitment. A substantial amount still re-
mains, including that of :oung *pie, and the oppor-
tunitis for effective service Jo. others- are almost
limitless. Schools and colleges, churches and syna-
goglies, ser. ice clubC.and media give conscious akten-
tion to identifying service opportunities. These bro-.
kerage functions could become more effective.if they
emphasized the importance of volunteer seryice in
the satisfaction both --to the volunteers and to those
dire&ly served.

Attention will turn in the next chapter to the ria-
t ionship of education to the formal polity. 'gut no
reform of the bureaucratic and political system can
possibly obviate the need for the intimate expressions
of caring that are associated with the .voluntary per--
forniance of. .cbrICs 'of obligation and service. Most
of our formal educational instruments give inadequate
attention to the psIschic fulfillments that derive from

r

.
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doing one's dut and from sek ing one's fellow human
beings in a spirit of consideration and friendliness,

The Satisfaction's of Intellectual and Emotional
Discovery

If apprbpriately exercised, the most durable and
ing organ of the human body is the brain. Just

how mental processes function is still a ter . The
mind is its n greatest frontier. Some patterns of
thought, of course, are pay chologically destructive. Yet
few human experiences can match in sheer exhilaration
the rew, auk of the cultivated human mind at play
and at. wopl, along the frontiers of its capacity.. Such

orl, and play- are often justified and financed on
the grounds that they will help to sofa e national and
international problems. And so they will. But- disci-
plined and ciTeatke intellectual actin its is also an end
in itself.

_Reflecting upon Ins seven decades of life, E. B.
White has viid, cherish the rememberance of the
beauty I has e seen. I cherish the -giave,ocompulsive
word.- That .Theauty and "the ,grave, Compulsive
\\ ord.' should occur in tandem in one of twen1ieth-
centin America's most truly cultiNated minds s surely
Dui accident. The distance between human beings and
other primates is most significantly marked by coin-
Munication. Words are the brain's instruments of
internal dialogue, of relating ideas to otheis,- of taming
objects and eents to a point conducive to manipula-
tion, and of resisting mainpnlation by others. Words
are the rhetorical weapons of peaceful conflict resolu-
tion. They are carriers as well im befuddlers of ration-
ality..

Abme all, they are the key tools of discoveryintel-
lectual and emotional. In . a world where physical
frontiers now need exploitation only to the point
of carefully considcred conservation, and space fron-
d" invoke high technology and the advanced, pro-,J. "
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fessional competence of a few, the lasting delights
of discos it for most people must be along the frontiers
of the mind. For natural scientists, t% orking and play-
ing along this 'frontier calls for a huge array of the
instruments of refined empiricism. For matt} social
scientists and humanists, a knowledge of the modern
paraphernalia of symbolic logic (and, its limitations)
is essential to rewarding discovery. But for most
people, intellectual adventure is the experience of
crossing clearings made. by others. Such is the fascina-
tion of k4tching Jacques Cousteau on tele% ision or
a' pla.. of Sophocles on the stage. It is especially the
fascination of reading the "grave, comptilsive word"
%, herei er it, in combination, appears in an' intellec-
tual13, challenging and. aestheticall), satisfying way.
--Reading is essential to most occupations and to most

successful coping. It is' the ke to Aderstanding and
improving the enveloping polity. But, it is also the
most liberating of all the instrumvits that- affect the
world of the tree self. The impmelishment of many
souls is a direct function of their inability or limn,-
lingnss to read.
.The rewards to the free 'self of reading are multifa-
ceted. Some reading is largel),, undemand,ing and is
undertaken for pu-re relaxation and delight: A. A. Milne,

G. Wodehouse, Agatha Christiethe reader's list
is as good as mine. Here, -the rewards of "discovery"
come from a felicitous turn of ,either phrase or events.
Some reading is ~imply .a pursuit of knowledge and
demands attention on the part of the reader and clarity
on the part of the author. Great reading, however,
is a search for wisdom through interaction 'with ideas
compellingly expressed on the printed page. Cite
reading makes one's own internal dialogue three-
dimensional. It creates explosions of insights and
sunburst!' of aesthytic pleasure. It can be suited to
mood. Of mall human activity: it is the one most
congenial to satisfying people's instinct, for Orienta-
tiontheir desire to know who they are, where they

. 8
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hake conic from, their destin>. If there are no filial
answ ers, human beings have jufinitel> more under-
standing of. the. in thi images that line the walls of
Plato's ea% e.than did their distant ancestors, And they
know the ps, etiological npuris ment which that
strange combinatiou of peace an excitement called .
rtn elation can bring to. the troubled mind. What tends
to distinguish re. elation through reading and revela-
tion through e% angelical preaching is that reading. .,

permits running and repeated criticism.*The mind can
_tinker with the heart and gixe it the steadying therapy
of continuing reflection..

For those who have, never been induced toenter
the w ritteil w orld of comparative religion, moral phi-
Josoph% , cross-cultural literatuie, or intellectual 'hid
tort', this, recitation may seem irrelevant and preten-
tious. The mood of our present age is both antihistorical
and antiproplietic.' But. ag Harvey Cox has pointed

:out, "Cut a man off from his memories onhis visions
:.

and he sinks into a depressed state. The same is true
for a civilization. . : . When a civilization becomes
alienated from its past and cynical about its future, r
as Rome once did, its spiritual energ> flags. it stumbles

, and declines." .

Cox's x iew sugges-ts9that a major key to reversing
the alienation and the cynicism of the modern era
is to rediscoker thepast and to postulate futures that
are both reasonable and desirable. Both the' past and
the intellectual stimulation for the futtire live predom-
inant4 and supremely in our libraries. Perhaps the
most exalted responsibility of profesSors and of literary
critics, is to guide, people to those books and articles
thA will help them in .the wprld of their free sekes
to discover or rediscover who they are and what they
have the chalice of becoming. i A

The literal-. and philosophical mood of the twentieth
,

century has been iliwierstaridahl. spessitiiistic. The
smugness of the Victorian era, ,unctitical projections
of the eighteenth-centurti faith in progress, the ideaz -

. 8 'L.)
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.that the conquest OF nature and the fulfillpent of
,universal democracy w ere just around the turner all
thew moods and notions hay e been sashed against
to entieth-centurx realities of -wars, depressions, and
Frankenstein technologies. -

This. disillusionment gi es a special urgency to
restoring man's sense of his own nobility "man" used
of course in its generic sense. The insistent message

the prophetic geniuses of history; is that there is
a qualitative difference between man and beastOat
man has the capacity to (niter into a special relationship
with the unix erne and that this special relationship
is man's glory and meaning. The Psalmist asked the
'appropriate question . and affirmed the appropriate
answer:

When I ton%ider Thy heSvens7-the ssork t f'Thy
the moon and the stars hick Thou hast ordaled, what
is mah that Thou art mindful of him, and the son of man- ,

that Thou N.isitest him? For
has

has made him a little
lower than the angels, and has cnmned him with glory'
and honor.

.We, in this ceiltur),., need no blind poet to remind
us of .our Paradise Lost, nor a William Blake to
illuminate the convolutions of hell. We in this cata-
0% stnic epoch know how far man has fallen. But to
fall is one thing, to despair is quite another. We despair,
'and we have forgotten why we despair. Fundamental-

we despair not because Of external horrors or
existential suspicions of personal mortality. We despair
because we h'aYe forgotten our place in the universb,
because %Ve have become so preoccupied with man
as animal and man as ject tha 'e have forgotten
man as creative spirit ai as noble subject. In
the name of realism we have fashioned a ,monstrous
caricature, W(; have accepted Jonathan Swift's View
of man, as "Yahm; while ignoring the nobility which
Swift transferred' satirically to the horse but which
call be discovered only in the hear and mind of man.
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Why do we forget so' easily ?Vhat has happened

to us in this generation that we ignore the capacities.
and promise of man? \i'e study, the ashes and ignore
the phoenix. We dwell upon our failings and shrug
off our triumph. We see London through the eyes
of }Iogarth and pretend that.Chribtopher Wren nek"er
liked. We hake become aliens in our Universal home
because \ke hake become.aliens to_ourselves. We are
stormw ear> . The turbulence of violeht.cjaarkge in this
century has plunged uslike a frail aircraftinto a
towering cloud of spiritual darkness from which' no
eseapeseems_possible. The difficulty is that historY's
lessons- art so frequently forgotten, or ..ignoredthe-

- transient Attire of all thunderheads no matter how
n-lasive, and the buoyancy of the v ings-of the human

',spirit for negotiating attenuated stress. In disproving
progress we hak e forgotten' the reality 'of the Pilgrim's
Progress. Writing in the dingy jail of _Bedford, JQhn
BunyalljD his great allegory, lots Christian fall into
the clutches of Giant Despail. Giant Despair's 'castle
(w hich Bunyan astutely labels Doubting Castle) has
a black dungei4n 'with no possibi,lity of escape But
finally the prioner plucks frhm his own bosom a
key called, Promise and open wide the dungeon door
into a larger life.

EN. m. educational inslitutioii is in part a -Donbting
Castlefor",,one or an education's prime responsi-
bilitiec is t(fdyubt. But the ether ',gem responsibility
of education is to affiiau, to establish fertile hy=potheses

the nature of man.,
Surely this :is the supreme,contribution of educators

to theti studentS' and to eac:h%othCr: to rekindle excite-
limit in life by touching the fire oft man's promise
to the v ick of learning. Far too often we have settled
for less. We dissect ,man. We put 6a"li'pers uppn his,,
littleness. We mechanize and quantify -him. We spell
out «ith excruciating candor his palpable failures,of
nerk e and intelligence and benek olenceindi
and collectikely. We thrust ourtelescopes into the

ry
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lilartness,ofinfinit., and poke our cameras into the
haul ttatj:ings of subnuclear acti\ it.; and kve ignore
the ondr of \\ hat 'a e obsere and the e'en greater .

under of the observ'er's e. e and mind. We measure
IQs.and dismiss as irreleant the ittotients of beauty
and goodness.

The nitimate business of education is human free- .

.dom. If human freedom means nothing but the sad
and sort-. flog' of existence upon a 'a elL- documented,

darktliug plain, the charge to graduates should be to
push the button w.hen they ha. e the chance. If the
human rat_ e has in fact been caught up in,an irreversible
ebb tide, if Nlattliew Arnold's transient mood at Dover
.Beach has become an eternal ,citnditiono. then It is
irreleant %hether fhe missiles fall. For the option
is an endless niVanuhol., a sullen ennui deaf to t
song of the thrush, blind to the evening sky, and
indifferent to the creati e w.oilders of man's mind and
hand.

Ifink purpose, ne achenture, nest excitement-in
lip ing are to emerge for Most people in 'their jobs
and in their copingif N ork is to be enhanced and
coping is to be subject to incjeased masteryit will
happen in part becauseof spill-oers from an enriched
world of the free self. But es en these gains will be
muted unless attempts are made to make the envelop-
ing polit. friendlier than it now is to the stages of
indiviligal des elopment and to ill three conscious
seginevts of the existential wheel.

c60
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k'
he American p6lit .may be chara cterized as a
sy stem of state-supported capitalism, political
and bureaucratic federalism, and constitu-

tionally protected criticism.
Global and dOmestic economic, political, aid social

forces are placing unprecedented strains .upon this
system. .

These twill propositions might simply be filed as
written \A, ere it not that, currently and prospectively,
they impinge massively on the existential realities
described in prex hilts chapters. Life begins and ends

a x ital statistic of gOvernment. National security
and liplomatic operations are justified as protectors ,

of life and liberty. Publics inx est in state- supported
schools in the belief that schools have the capacity
to comitribute substantially to the cognitive and affec-
tix e dex elopmeo of y Dung people. Laws governMg
child labor affeRA the trauma of adolescence. Social
security and Medicarj sulAstantially influence the
conditions of old age. All segments of the existential
XL heel are shaped and affected by the laws, institutions,
and hello.), iors of the political economy the availability
'and (plant> of .ibbs and the distribution of wealth
outside the job market, the coping agenda, including
coping w, ith taxes and v, ith my rind public regulations;
the external supports to the free self, including the

ailability of educational, cultural, and recreational
resources and facilities, and definitiops,of freedom
permttting the exercise of individual *ions.

92 77
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The America commonwealth is far too ,complex
for rational contr 1 atthe centerat least w ithout the
Ilse of Puniti go eminent sanctions quite out of
keepitig ith our peacetime national heritage. The
result is'a bizarre kaleidoscope of centers' of political
and economic pow er. Some of these centers are public,
some private, sonic mixed. The> exist 'at all, levels
of constitutional federalism: national, state, and local'.
Iii the cy, es of dex otees, the 4merican polity provides
most Citizens v. ith freedom and security and with a
high standard of liviiig..In the eyes of its critics, it
promotes real freedom and exorbitant wealth for a
few at the price of magtix e caste and class inequities,
demeaning bureaucratic strictures and .regulatiops,,,
militarism, and a cultur'al crassness that dehumanizes4

its citize.ns..
The fundamental conundrum is ,how to overcome.

the eils postulated k> critics without destroying the,
virtues claimed by. Motees. For rigid ideologues of
the right and the left, Of course, no answer is possible:.
"Free enterprise." reactiOnaries-, consciously or uncon-
sciously using Darifnian 'analogues, argue that ine-
tlualit i5 a law of nature.. Social a5 well as individual '
wealth, they assert, is the product of decisions by
Prometheans motix ated by the possibilitie's of Materi-
al gain. The appropriate job of government then is
InininTal. to' establish the framework within which a
ffte-market economy can prosper, and to handle social
and economic basket cases among the tinfortunate.
Critics to the left, on the other hand, believe that
a free market is an illusion, that state:supported capi-
tal[sni is inherently exploitative, protective of the rich,
and dangeniu"sly militaristic; and that either a strong
central authorit$, organized to Prairfor economic jus-
tice, conservaticin, and peace, or a pdlitical economy

di% intopastoral communes is the way to salvation.
MOst Americans .apmar to disavow ideologkcal ex-

tremes. To paraphrase Justice Holmes, they have little
-faith in utopias and almost none in sudden ruin. They

'
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hope to find a middle way that optimizes a number
of competing \ allies: options fin- the individual,
redress of the intolerable grie\ ances of caste and 'class,
a diplomatic and military posture consistent \Yid; a
progressi\ oly ordered_ and equitable &Aar netYVork
of nations and peoples, and a siajile'economy friendly,
fo the ecology of the bioSbliere. They believe govern-
ments are needed as major instruments in a search
for optimized trade -offs; They -also believe, however,
that go\ ernments are part of the problem as well as

,part of the solution. They know that statesmen can
corrupt and can be corrupt9d. They .know that, at some
point, the, apparatus of government monitoring and
regulation becomes a cure worse than the disease being
attacked. They have a vague sense that individnal
citizens ha\ e a' responsibility, to participate in the
political processes. Beyond ,Noting, letters' to editOrs
and politicians, and street protests, however, they are
riot clear how, pagticipatiOn cairor should be-exercised.

The test of the viability, of some middle way, some
"1, ital center," has never been more severe. If. the
Phrases -in the Preamble to the Constitution are ern-,

ploy ed as bench marks y'for measuring the adequacy
of our political economy, the shortfalls are patent:

A,,More Perfect. Union? There are ominous signs
Americamerica isheingretribalized into ethnic, religious,

racial, .ecorionr,ic, demographic, and sexual divisions.
White suburbs Iturronndlilac,k and brown inner cities.
Zoning ordinances keep die riffraff out. 6enerations
talk Nith each other fitfully across miiats.of 'misunder-
standing. Self-intereSt and self- indulgence Halt the
very notion of community.

Justice? Arnedea, in an orgy Of liti-
giousness, has overcrowded its court dockets,
pampered rich litigants, frustrated the poor and the
middle crass, and ;produced more lawyers than is
compatible with a nation built on unspoken-as;ump-

, tions.2f mutual trust.
Insure, Domestic Tranquility? The ,headlines of
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crime. and \ iolence and the-ubiquitous ads fur personal
and Ii lie securith de\ices tell _,the sad tale of \\ here
we are.

fro ide for the Common Defense? In spite of 'noun-.
pins of riches spent . oil armaments, America is part*
of an internatimal disordler that is almost bound to
cofront humankind \\ ith a continuation of interim-
ti(ni al kidnapigs, \ iolenee, find terrorism; a series
of small flames of belligerenc in a forest of tinder;
planetar eLononic bargainings that America 'la. not
\I in, and an escalating risk of I uclear piracy and
blackinaill . . ;

Promote the general Welfare? This entire es ay is
,directed at the disturbingl tine\ en state of the general
w, elfareps?,,chological, economic, social,' and politi-
cal. ,

SeLlire the Blessings of Libert ? Here; quibbles
asid., the United States on arty s,cale of nations is
still in The front rank of societies that enjoy. political
freedom. The question is \\ nether the parlous state
of the nation in other respects will erode and destroy
this cardinal condition of its self-renewal. Fear is the

- c!.most.brutalizing of human emotions. if social path-
ologiesfor .example, crime, unemplo>ment, racial
conflicts, intermitional tensionhecome sufficiently
unsettling. as to produce widespread personal fear,
people. \\ ill trade freedoni for security by electing
despots. So runs one of the oldest principles of political
action. This truth is so basic that it deser\ es etabora,"
don.'

Ancient Lore on the donditiods of Freedom
`the' ancient- chronicles of mankind are freighted
ith examples of domestic turbulence. The historian

`Tlit...dides believed' that domesti'c turbulence \va
ineitable. To hint it was simpl,, the overt manifesta-
tion of the c of histor> kept revolvin _Thy what
he'calleLl -excess of power. According to Tlinc> dides,

.9v
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pruniti: e despots start the wheel 'rolling. The more
power they get th more they want, and they go on

abusing the authority until inn itably opposition is
arooed and a few men, strong enough 'When they
unite, seize the rule for themselves'. These, too, can
ne: er he satisfied. They encroach upon the rights of
others until they are opposed in their turn. The people .

are aroused against them,' and democracy succeeds
to oligafelly.. But a rain" the evil. in all power is
no less operative. Democracy nings corruption and
contempt for until the state can no longer function
and falls easily before a strong .man who promises

.4,to restore order.- The ,rule of. the one,, of the few, of
the maw:, each is destroyed in turn because*there
is in them all an unvarying evil the greed for
power and no moral quality is necessarily bound

- up with any of them.",
Plato and Aristotle subscribecito elements of Thucy--

aideb' -cy clical,_therne of is toll. For them the two
great political e' ils were libertarian democracy and
dictatorship, and they' belie:cc) that the first led inex-

7 orably" to the second. Plato, for ,example, devotes the
of tiro third book Of his Lacs` to an examination of ,
the opposites, to Persian tyrant kings, -and' to how
an unrestrained 'dennicracy 'in Athens ruined it>elf.b>
an excess of liberty. Plato's Laws are 'to me la more
rewarding than his Pepubriic. The latter is totali-

. farianismidealized. The Laws, on the other hand, deals
real people in a real w,orld. The. eod or apprOxi-

mately good society to -which the third book of the
Laws is addressed, is _a society which 'maximizes
lins7abiding ralewhich features, in other 'words,
domestic tranquility . For as Plato and as Plato's pupil,
Aristotle, contended: iii any good state, the kw must
be the ultimate SON ereign and not any person whatso-
ever. They Rerceiyed a universal moral precept: that'
constitutional rule is consistent v ith the dignity of
the subject, whereas person4l, or despotic rule is not.

What, then, undermines the rule of law? What Causes

(i)
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1. domestic strife °and political decay I) Was Thucydides
right that greed for power is the basic cause of 'civil
unrest? Most political theory addressed to this question
from arNentito modern times has identified a sec*
causative factor: inequality.

Plato-fully belies ed that;at least in Creak experiemee,
exe,essi e-difference's between and poor hacl been
the chief cause of civic contention. Aristotle 'believed .

that re olutions are caused chiefly by inequalities" ifi
property, a theme later to be elaboratqd ByNmanyther.,
political theoristseincludirig,karr Marx. J,

Sir `Thomas More, in his biting sixteenth-eentliry
.satire' Utoppia, points, out that ',crime in tnglared is

,
alarmingly common but that,,in a grotesquely unequal.
society, crime. is the only livelihood open td a great
Otimber. of persons. In as terrible ei:'qicei as his pen
can conjure, More fairly shouts at The Eilgland of his
day, "What other thing do yon do than make thieves
and then pimish them?".-. i. , .

I e the nineteenth century-, in, the .quieter "vein of
a N ictor4an Oxford d'on, T. fl. Green: writes, *It ;is
idle to expect men to become responsible agen4 when
they live in conditions that destroy: the qualities of
character on which responsibility depends'r

When inequality and pdwer-bunger lernain uncor-
rected by government and by private virtue, the basic
corruption'o4 the political order ensues. Machiavelli,
in the sixteenth century:, describes political corruption
as including "all sorts of licedse 'and violence, great
inequalities of wealth and power, the destruction, of .

peace and justice, the growth of disorderly ambition,
disunion,' lawlessness, dishonesty, and contempt for
religion." And according to Machiavelli, when the
necessary yYirtnes hay e-ereCay ed, there is no possibility
of restoring them or of carry ingon orderly government
without them except by despotic power. And ,despotic
power is infinitely preferable to anarchy,

cThis last' theme appears in stirring eloquence in
the writing of Thomas Hobbes more than-a century

r .
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later. In his great w ork The Letdathan, Hobbes conjec-
= : tured that man is basically ,y1fish anti power seeking,

that 'the rewards of natoii-e are in short supply-, andr $

. . thtit,.in the ciimpetitiO for the scarce go9ds of life,
tfiere w ould be 'a ,"yffar of eqry lilan against every
qan" if it w ere pot fair a clintriy ance called got, ernmen.t.
Without goi.ernmeQt, life would he [perhaps Hobbes's
most famous phrase] "`solitary, poor, nasty,. brutish,

1-1d short." . I
If pow -1-bunger,and i'nequalit) constitute t le main

thre o domestic tranquility-, what then .are the
_- conditim s. of domestic stability ? Obvionsl< the an-

swers are 1) reduce inequality.and 2) set up.agreed-
-"upon rule, including checks and balances to ensure

that pow. e- iN contained and that'alterhations of power
are .petace ble rather than 'disruptive. ,-

On rec icinginequatity , Plato wanted to limit the
amount f properts that anyone could hold, in order\

\elude from.the state those exc6s-siVe 'differences.,
bet n rich and poor ,w WI Gre,ck experience has,
shown to be the Thief cause,of civic contention."
,

, Aristotle believed that equality (an. consequently
.

tionietic tranquility). was ay nonymous with a large
''Nraliddle classneither very, rich' nor very poor, As

Euripides hadsaid y ears before, the middle class is,
the class that "saves. states." Politically, Aristdtle
thoyfght that a combination of oligarchy and democracy
w as the most stable form of goNernmene. If not watched
by the 'people, the, oligarchsor privileged few
would become oppressive, and this oppressiveness
w ould breed disorder. Without the balance wheel of
the privileged few, the democratic masses would be
rudderless, and the'ship of state would foi nder.

Echoes of the Creek Philosophers' twii ideas of
mixed and balanced goN'ernment and greater equality
carrbe heard throughout the succeeding centuriesup
to and _including our-lwn Certainly these are, the
go/OA...themes of. our. Founding.Fathers. the oquality
'doctrine eslopeihIly .-. noted in our 1:leelaratima .of

,
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Independence, the, mixed and goverment
concept in our Constitution. ,

The essential legacy .of The theory of mixed and
balanced goN ernment and of greater .enuality most
tonstitute the bedrock:Af American citizenship educa-,
tion. The lessons are clear: there is no posibility of

1 domestic tranquility in a fl'e'e society without a 'pro-
gressiN e increase in social justice, if sufficient pqwer
is to he aggregated to 'make effective ,government
possible, both institutional a4I political means must, '
be found to hold such power. accountabf . In these
terms, the realities of ottr racia and econonic castes
and classes explain :a sizable' pr portion of our lack
of domestic tranquility. The trau is of Wa rgate. is

/ha reminder of the need to old pov, r accoun able. ,

I
,

Participation and Repres(ntation
Fundamental to the success of a free society is

Nvid4spread citizen participition in the politieal
process. This participation may include voting; party

li.and interest-gro'up activities, performing such public
Um -tions as jury duty, testifying as a witness, and
Nen, ing on public boards and commission's; and carry-

1..ing out honorably the mandates of obeying laws and
j paying taxes. Beyond this, citizens contribute to the
' ,politN by keeping inforthed about ,public affairs 4nd

,t .1)> sharing their A iews Nk ith Other citizens and with
elected wpresentatiNes. An independent preks and a

t ...
_ ir rich smiirgasbord of information pfirveyed by, TV;

' radio; journals of opinion, and books, are essential
i ,
p to the maintendnce of a politically literate society.

4
Much of the real.power of citizens, hoever, is latent.

It lies in the perpetual threat to politicians of yetribir- '

. ,tion at the polls if citizens, otherwisk, passive, are
outraged by the direction or corruption of public life.

this
liamard professor Carl Friedrich once called

this -the lase of anticipated reacilot.:' It,is a moralizing
force of incalculable sip ificance. to..-the4workings. of
democracy.

: 9D
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reason that are under'staiidable in 'the sociology
of reform, the air is- filled ,with romantic half-truths
about the postibicitjes and desirability of extending
and increasing direct citizen particfp4tidti beyond the
acthities and latencies just listed. Because the nation
has recetith keen, burned by abit'ses of power, some
high-minded refdrm' ers and concerned educators have
de% eloped ("refurbished- is a better word) a democrat-

arias supcqicially plausible as it is operationally
speCous.and ess,...n dangerous. Two prbpositions seem .
to domirrae. first, citizens should %whet:ever possible
participate directly in all olitical decision making;

, second, v here they cannot4articipate directly; the
deci. ion processes' of their .representatives must be
ope to detailed,,aral eiontinuous public mpnitoring.
Fol ow ing, in the footsteps of the reform movement
at the turn or the century -- especially the' ;tarnished

.. moemeits for the initiative, referend6m, and regall
modern Tefortrjers semi to, ha% e little:un ers,fanding

o( thi. inteiest grouRbuilding,blocks of pt. lic policy,
. of the complex' tY*4 the.agenda of modern veinment,

and' of the e. seritiaFcondition aggiegating and
exercising responsible -political power. In "co.nse-
quence, they establish reform paradigms thaf are. fre-
quently irrelOanf, naive, or mischievous.

For those reformers who believe in universal,'direct
.. . citizen participation in public affairs, sia,hose model'

t e New:Englard own eetihg (which,
Incidentally, x sually.w.as and is 'us- rigged), tech-
nology is sur N available. The goVernment could, at
molest expense, eqUip every TV set in the nation with

:: "`yes'''and"nd' buttons. Every Sunday night at 8:00
-p.m.!, three rational, three state, and tliree" local brolio-
sitions could be fliohed on .thescreen. The citizen
'would Simply .ote -y, es or no. Op'the first trial Sunday,
the propositions, for examplZ-, blight' be as folldVse.

. .; " .
.. Nattonat

Proposition One. The Federal Ptese!re. rediscount ,r#
.$houldbe lowered by a quarter of a point. Yes.... No

0.. . -
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;
Proposition Tw o. Ficc n'uclear ;id unarine, should be hat

instead of hw a :1'n-craft carriers. Yes, _

Proposition Three Cold should be feonetiztid for
purposes 1)1 stabiliiing international currencies, Yes
No +1 .

State
Proposition One. State encirouniental protawri hiws

should hunt sulphur emissions of factories to Ma' particle
mu 100/0 \ es _ No

Proposition Two Offender farms are 25c'c less secure
than traditional prisons, hut. their rate pf recidic ism is '25%
less Should the state substitute the farm s' stein for the
prison l titein?iye No _

Proposition /Three. The state !midget; should shift from
a line-item to a program.budget formatjo __ No .

'a
Lo( 1/

proposition One. School bonds should he marketed (nib.
If `the interest rate is under 10%. Yes No ,

Priiposition Two. Most recent {ings of.municipal em-
po*res haze been minorities and women. Now that 're-
trem hinent is necessary, senioritc% should still chitermine
cyho is to be laid off first. Yes ___ No

Proposition Three. The local police department should
anial4amatcd ss ith the nest Metropolitan polio

Yes No

E% en if a packet of printed materials were .(lelivereci
well in advance, or a two:page spread of editorial
comment appeared in the Sunda, newspaper, how
reasonable is it.to assume that most 'citizens woikild
have the informatiGn or would take the time to master
the data and to tilake analy6es sufficient for informed

, judgments?, Frequenth, propositions .placed on the
ballot under arious referendum) pros isions are decid-
ed on the basis, not of study, but of simplistic reactions
to PR tech'niques or to calls for part, or interest:group,

.

Because I have ,great faith in the ultimate capacity
of American citizens to make wise,,fundamemtal value
thoici-S., I lament attempts to induce theiiin to making
superficial technical choices. Representative legisla,

.
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tprs-and 'officials "supported, by af, educated bureatic-
racy , informed by my read interest groups andTexperts,
checked by an independent judiciary aid a free press,
o'id held accountabli; to the larger public through

. period. elections, intermittent cortesiloinle. nce, and
occasiomal face-to-face ineetings---all,th\is constitutes

o scot only a reasonable apparatus for conducting modern
public business in an economically and techno-
liig,icatly 'Complex free society like the Upited Stales; ''.
bpt also it ithe only reasonable apparatus.

But there are necessary ctiditions- if this complex
apparatus is to work effectiA ely . One condition that .

politicians aigl media must really work 1-educing
technical questions to the le. el of choi'ces that
Life iii`factatnenable to public discourse and to ultimate
resolution at the polls through expxe.ssions of prefer-
ence for per;ops And, parties. A, second condititnapis
that opportunities be pro.Vid.ed for` interest-group ,

into thedecisional ,processes goierinpent,
but not fir milfority;based vetoes of the actions of .

legitiniate..pkajorities and .authorities. This last point
ntxeds emphasis. James Madibon, in the tenth Federal-

' ist PapeC, w rote of the inev itability of ipterests. and
.

factiops in a free socle.6. He contended ithat the,.
regulation of these .arious

t

and interfering interests -

£ormsthe pr.int ipal task of modern legislation(empha-,
. , sis supplied). Madison's choice of regulatioti instead-,

of accomnhdation:implies authority.; that is, the ag-
-grtgarion df 'responsible pywca capable of making
decisions that ate something more than , dimple
acquiescence to r.4w, pressure, or a princiitie artering
of contending claims. At ,,,most levels of' A ieriwn
go\ eminent, the two i,ii.strnments of responsible rupve-
senfati,y e pow jr for moralizing ,and homo emzing,
group pressures are 6hief executi. es, whose le itimacy
normally depends on aui external party chol.ce ratified ,

by u plural 6'4 electoral votes, and legislativ leader-
ship, Is, hose legitimacy depends .on tke san liOn' of
,party Caucuses v ithin legislativ e horses. Any thing that

. 2
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\\ eokes the capacity of those centers of responsible
pOw er to accommodate 'differences, while searching
fur an oy erarchirYg public interest testable at elections,
undermines the leoitimacv and effectiveness of the

;entire political syslew
For a number of reasons, including recent abuses

of e\ectitiv e epwer, administrativ e violations of clue
,proces,"the propensity of leaislatom and 'officials to
(').erclassif> g,oVernmental,inrormation, and the urirea-
sonabre secre:c> within which some public ,business

Jails
been conducted,'' arious reform groups have at-

. tempted to open the entire s> stem to immediate public
scrutiny. By promoting -'simshind 14:s- ("sunlight
purifies as w ell as illuminates.), reformers have suc-
ceeded* in man> state, and at the national level
correcting sane of the abuses noted above. In 'the
process, however, the simplistic drafting of rigid sun-
shine lass has in man> places undeuninedor unduly ,

.
cmistrained essential political actix it> . 'At some point
in the process of public decision making, after various
groups hay e4'ilade their deniands known, after partie-,
ipatorY democracy" has taken place, temporal
spatial environments muye be created that permit'
responsible authorities to sort put claims aild,cOunter-
c,loims, anal> ze trade;offs,, and develop face-saying
formulae thaLoptimize a series'of inevitably\conflieling ti

In some !circumstances, this cardinal aspect
of democratic po'itics can bes.t.take place in the open.

cases,But in man> cases, enforced openness thrbugh, indk-
criminate sunshine Iii\s simply drives they prOcc4
underground, or provides interest gdeups with a moni-

'toring opportunity that the? not the general .public
or even the presswill exercise, and that inhibits the ,

free give-and-take of honest compromise:', Sunshine
purifies, but an excess causes .eanger.

Inasmuch-as the public cannotossibly know every; .

thing that is' going on, even in the open, the real
pibtection of the public interest 'rests in' !inkling
political authorities, responsible for results, not,,in,

103
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inhibiting the processes through which decisions, a e-
made. If the American publichas become so distrustf
of its public servants that it has to impose detailed
sun eillance techniques to monitor every moment' of
their public behavior, this nation will have designed
a sy stem which in truth is the "triumph of techn ique
o'er purpose." As Edward Levi has 'put it, "A right
of complete confidentiality in government could not
only produte a dangerous public ignorance' but also
destroy the basic 'representatie functions of govern-
meat. But a duty of complete disclosure would render
impossible the effective operations of government."

Similarb,, government can be immobilized if de-
mands by any group for participation in the processes
of decision making become a e,dpheinism for minority
control b, veto or disruption. Some weight must alway§
be given to intensity of feeling on the part of special
interests (for example, labor; business; agriculture;
banking, veterans; education; religious, racial, and
ethnic groups), but democracy tis meaningless if re-
sponsible 'majorities cannot be formed and given the
power to govern. This is why the health of American
political" partiesthe, great 'organizers of pluralities
and majoritiesis so important. This is why the
antiparty sentiments of the American public Vre so
dangerous. America's general ignorance about the
significance and' the workings of its party system
a defect so serious as to threaten the viability of the
entire*democratic enterprise.

Majorities, including party 'majorities, must, of
course, rule within the frainework of the Constitution.
Independent courts, a free press, and ultimately a
committed and informed citizenry are the fundamental
safeguards of this elaborate and essentially benign
system.

These fundamental propositions about power and
responsibility must be learned byttr6h new-generation.
Schools and colleges have a particular responsibility
to inform their charges of these byeic necessities. But
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all parts of the pylity , including 'the pre s, myKiad
interest- groups, political paides, and .the g wetiunent
itself, share .the burden qf instructing citizens in the
conditions of 'preset-% Mg freedom in a big democracy .

Indi% ideal courage and loyalty to high principles must
lae..ellanifest in abundance ill all parts of the complex
sy stein it it is to %lurk: indis,ltdual politicians, individ- His

nal bureaucrats. indi% itlimal judges; individual in-
terest-group representati% eS;i11(liN ideal party 'workers;
indi%Idual reporters, coynnentators, and editors, and

/ individu'al citizens who are mod% arc-cd only by a eon-
cern .foi the public Meal. But these persons must learn
,the art of ,usig or influencing the complex and often
ponderous maebi,nery of politics and government if
they ire, toimake construed% e changes in the substance
and (he procedures of the polity.

The Development of Political Skills
Abstract and general knowleche aboyt, the pblity,
one thing. The skills and atlitulles needed to make

the polity %%ork are something 'else. Schools and Col=
leges..do not do well at coin eying he knowledge.
On the matter of skill de% elopment, they are v%oefully
deficient:11(A\ can the American society educate future
gi.b.neratic ts of leaders (hundreds of thousands of them)

generatilms (,f informed and critical citizens
them) to ha% e the heart, the brains, and

and future
millions o,

t e guts Co think cud to beha% tesponsibly as political
beings. he late James Thurber admonished us not

lya bac -ward in anger, not forward iii fear, but
around us in awareness. By ancl large -we have not
heeded that tu.1%ice. We havcisreceived little help from
our schools and colleges in identifying the skills,

ietal attitudes, moral philosophies, and social com-
n itments needed for the sur% i% al of our democzatic

hies perhaps 'e% en for the sufA ival of the species.
Educational administrators and teachers do not, I

think, lack ties re to be helpful in the socialization
process. Consic rable,time and attention have been

1 05.
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paid by schools' t the inculcation of lattitudes of
patriotism and toler nee and to the underl> ing political
.philosophie; of our constitutional s> stem. And the
'best of Americ.:a's schools, colleges, and uniA ersities
ha% e stimulated .an honest social criticism that has
hid, I think, an important and healthy influence on
both foreign affairs and recent domestic events. But ,

w hen past and present educational practice is meas-
ured against present an I future national and.interna- ;
tibnal need, an enormo is educational gap becomes
ob% ious. Educators hav almost totall> ignored the
de%elopment t)f social nd political' skills wittiout

hich e%1;11 sophIsticatedattitud0 and cOnipendious
kno,wledgp are inutile.

What are these social and political skills, and how
can they be taught or, learned? .First, America needs
minds that e the skills of relating one thing to
another, of seeing connections. Dictionaries contain
an uncommon but useful \N ord: yndetie'," meaning
"connecting" of., "connective" the capacity to en-
compass ,relationships. S> ndetic skills are absolutely
essential. There is a compelling need to develop

ndetic".courSes and exercises that force students
to look for connections4--connections between the run-
off of farm fertilizers ant. the death of *Lake -Erie;
connections betNeen',the Mideast political crisis and
the price of gasoline in Peoria; connections among
drought in theANliddle West, Soviet economic priori,-
ties, airdSIEF% ation; in India; connections between
gadgetry, and pollution, tt,pnnevtions between corrup-
tion and inflatioh, connections between prejudice and
domestic crime.

014> if citizens understaAd the, complex ingredients
of social uausation, and the probabilistic rather than
the certain consequences olsocial choices, will they
de%elop the capacity to sole the probrem that beset
the #nation and, the world, r,, even to live stoically
with the maddening trade-offs (e.g., energy vs. envi-
ronmental priority ). that confront. decision makers. .
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Much of Amer.ica s scholastic and colfegiare'curricu-
linn needs to be reexamined to see wheie and how

ss ndetic" exercises can be insinuated into existing
materials, how new know ledge can be introduced t at
forces students increasingly to reckon with coin ex
interdependencies. Ethfcators has e long sense( this
need, but in new of th'e probable future, the resp nses
has e been insufficient in bOth quality and number.

Se,syactd, the educational system needs to turn out
generations of.negofratdrs. The past few2centuries of
Western history has e seen a secular weathering-down
of the,great peaks despotism symbolized by terms.
likerivine right" or "absolute monarchy:" Orders
do. not suffice in a world of manifold epicenter's of
power. In a world of 150 separate nations, a myriad
of pros incial and local authoritietens 'of thousands
of multinational and .subnational economic entities,
hundreds of professional and scientific, gu4dg, and
an immense yariety of artisan trades, horizOntalnot
serticalcon.nunications are the'condition of coop-
eration. Who ig willing any longer, to be at the beck
and call of either a domineering employer or sovereign
or es en a condescnding patron? J. H. Elliott reminds
us that this new relationship was symbolized ds far
)ack as the early s
ttempts of that, "nor
I,4o*,,calm down the e
"'nd induce him to return

.erlmg . . : the. mere artist
Christendom now met on eq

And so it is, no matter whe
States (hies not order the Sovi
president of General Motors does

xteenth century by the anxious
ally headstrong 'Pope, Julius
ually irascible Michelangelo

o Rome to paint the Sistine
and the spiritual ruler of

al terms."
we turn. The United

Union around. The
not order the presi-

dent of the United AutomobA W kers around. No-
body in his right mind orders a plan ber around.

If common,purposes are to be achieved d ip a world
of often ssillful autonomies, legitimate authority must
be ,coupled with skills of negotiation.., hese skills
inolse rhetorical abilities in the Aristote .1 sense.

10 7
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the abilitN to 'persuade (note the,'comment AristOtle's
great teacher, Plato: "Persuasion, not coer ion, i$ the' I

ine element in the world"). Be,ond rhetorie, the
negotiating skill'also in\ ol% es both the strbtletie and )

psychic resilieticies associated; with the ability to
resok e or defuse ciltifl ictsto 'talk people down,,from
,their "highs" of anger and mistrtiSt.. Negotiating also
in\ oho the most essential of all poli ical talents: the
capacity to Bargain; to discover areas, of agreement;
in the nonpejorative sense, to deal.

Except for limited opportunities in sttident govern-
ment, w e do little in eThcation to prepare y oung people
for the negotiating skills they will need for the appro-
pri.ite performance of their ci% is obligatidnslet alone
fur the mundane realities of personal and occupational
coping. American education needs to create a new
facet to the curriculum-4-a facet Ahatlames Coleman
would call "action rich - which exercises regularly
the negotiating abilities of yoking people. Through
imulation, role play ing, games, in-basket techniques,
odified T-groups, and through real participation iii
e governance of appropriate school and college

a tivities, y oung peoples milst.train their diplomatic
rii isc les. Negotiati,pg skills, are the underlying political
necessity , not jt4 showing y oung people how to pull
a voting lever;

ThiS necessity for negotiating skint confronts some
hardy values thit are deeply implauted in the American
psyche from childhood on. Americans put a high value
on winning, but negotiating implies the value of
settling equitably and fairly with no Winners in the
traditional, egocentric sense. Furthermore, negotiating
,uggestti compromise, and we are reared to believe
that one should not comPromise between right and
wrong. The oversinvlificatkons of our bimodal moral
perceptions ten to make, us reject the very essence
Of our political ess. In a universe of conflict, and

s, twolpeop disagree, neither'
neallibe wicked. This nation must have an enormous

1
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pool of skilled negotiators if its citizen
orld peace..and domestic tranquility; Et

taut, there must exist a general pypulat
to accept negytiated settlements of tough
laden issues. , 1.

,

The Education, of Leaders

ft.

of Education,

are to have
ually impor-
On prepared,
nd emotion-

Fear of the abuses of power has led many people
hi the insarce conclusion. that democrack. do not need -
leaders equipped 'a ith the knowledge.ant ,itte authority

to goveEn. The dismal reality is tl at all t o many parts
of this -nation's ,operating polity are. in the hands of
amatours ho hik e,.neilher the knowi lior the, 4.
aut 01*y-to go,. ern espOnsilk. espon -ably is ,used
her in both its moat and its p s 'use. Beyond
edi eating the general-. citizenry to tin stand the
coot stitutional. mid ,political system and to become
fam ith the sy ndetic and negcitiatihk skills need-

and
_1 1 \tO' relate-to the system u shade it, Alnerican

education needs to place ery special emphasis on
the presen ice and inser ice education of Its political
leadership. .

nforton'ately,, there are few useful hitorical or ken
theoretical models on alucatiori for political leader -
ship. The cultikation of Plato's' "Philosopher

, the- education or Chinese mandarins, the training of
British colonial seA antsthese come to,mind as"past
attempts ,to articulate the special preparation needed
by rulers ,But, each' of these models nva-s essentially'
undemocratic. Each had the good 4,f the pilbftc
heart; but that good, was to be determined largely by
rulers, not by the filed. .

Tlit aVnda ''oflfralcul.spublic policy is alinCist
,;\ unbelievably comple. Even a ,generation ago, T.

.-.. -,, ,
Swann Ftarding lath nted: '-,
It .,

1.,,-

tt Is tip to, ongre.sional con4tees and then tp.,tlie
Congress as. m!hole t }gap itud,decide upon the justice
of appropriations for such projects as. the use of endochnes

,

:
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to increase egg production, 'the role of Jane's disease,
cOecidiosis, and worm pahisites in cattle produption; the.

production of rthofla }rum milk h -prodirts. spot treat-

ment with soli Inimgants for (he control of Arot-knotnema-
tode on meSons, the use .of masv releases of. Macrocentus

Aup hvorus to control Oriental fkint moth injury,; and the

cohversion of lactose into methyl late to be poi} merized

with butildiehe for tlie prorduetion of svithetic rubber.

Nod.those matters were cited for' their complexity
wears before spice flight, intri'ate issues o'f telecoffi-

arcl, trade -offs l etween economic pro- [-

environmental rotection, subtle lint s
Opal and-intern tional fi'lance, the en-
omOlex commo

44.
,

6

ductivity and
between mun
ergy crisis;
threats; and anarthie
of ocean-- resources. Diseiplii
and 'professional c xpertise of
to be available to 4nd through

Pd. leadetsi site issues are to be understOod and
telligently resolved', The politY needs the intellectual

.

s vices and, frequently, the political of,

lawyers; 'doctors, biologists, engineers, cheiniSt's,

foresters, economists, - linguists, 'psychologists, social

, workers, military and diplomatic specialists, geolo-
geOgrapbersthe list of needed specializations

is as vast,as the services and regulatory responsibilities

of -all of our levels .and facets of gdvernment, in spite

of -valiant atteTpts of some colleges and universities

tq broaden their lqw school Curricula, to create schools

of public administration and'public- policy, and to'
launch inservice 'training courses for government per-
sonnel, most disciplinary and professional training in

higher education is ill-suited to the ,cultivation and

preparation of democratic leaders. Those who know

the rigidities and the vested interests that aboundAn

the academic' .world will not be surprised by this
observation. Yet no ,issue is of greater, emsequence
to the survival of this nation and of the world than

the adequacy .of t(We 4enerp1 ist political training ,'of

ity bar
ion in tt]

ains, nuclear
partitioning

ary, tidis A

he,I-Oghest oak r needs
>iir elected and !appoint-

rb

"
0 40;
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. the Nlaxwell chool at Syr. use and at many la -grantinstitutionsrested on tl aS-stimptioni that dmin- ),istration and policy-were. isttirict functions of overn- .ment. A fairly messy,,ip tly 'ineffable, . de oeraticpolitical process produce goals. The tun ition of"education for the public service" program, was toturn outtidy types Who could carry Out of iciently
, and economicaljy the tasks set by'untjdy but el ctarally

responsible political actors. The courses were labeled

96
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disciplinary. and professional specialists in all fields.Without going into specifics, it may be ioseful tsummarize :the insights that have been evolvedthose who iii thy past half century have been.chargwith developing .schools ,and institutes of" public,
ministration' and public policy. They have _bdert he,Persons most directly co cerned with educatiOn, forpublic leadership. What t y have leained niay save
those who feel the need to borrow:

Over the past fifty yea s or so, a nuMber of .nkajortrends have been obsery ble. Here, four curricularemphasei m y'be noted: tional managernent4PolitiL'cal $rocess, olicy analys s, and clientele servibThe manag ment emph sis;which dominate anyof the early programs in , publid, administrat nat

budgeting and accounting, personnel. administration;
planning, organizatiol.and methods, the legal frame-work of administratiOfi. More/recently, sibme of thisemphasis has reappeared Under theguise ofOperationsResearch, Program Planning and_Oudgeting Systems,and Management by .Objective's. The underlying phi-losophy has not changed: whatever the given task,it can lbe dane more effectively -with the help ofsophisticated management tools wielded by, public-.spirited: disinterested-generalists, i'

1Of all -the public figures in this -century, no one/ did rnorethan Paul Appleby to point out the limitations
Ilik"impartial manager," puliiiit service ideal. in.h is 'great post-World War 11 blooks, Policy and Admin-

istration and Morality andAdministration, drawn froth

i

A
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his own rich experiences as Undersecretary of Agricul-
ture and as Acting Director of the Bureau of the s whet,
ATIeb5, demonstrated that in 'real life, policy making
and

.
public management are inextricably intertwined.

s.

i

message was soft blit clear: if you- %.vant..-
tom clucate-people fo the public serjice, acquaint them
wi h the realities the political processwith con- .'
gr ssional beh ior,, with human foibles and amki-
tio s, w it terest ,groups, with internecine power
str ggles, %N, ith the court life of tice White House, with
int rgovernmental relations, with,' negotiations and
bk gaining and _compromise. Public service is not a

nage-dent science at all, it is a political art----Ah8
ar of utilizing complex machinery for the accomplish-.

"n)nt
of- Pblitical and personal goals..

rograms schoOls oriented toward public sri"'ice
(1. Ors clO not on them/hole, do vety well in educating

pedple in po itical process sophistication. Ini-
p Isv:ive-books and-.. hides by p ul Appl&y, Bettram

loss, Daid David. sfon, Charles Lind-2"
otlitii, an pu,mber of biographies, novels,

studies, article ; and ,ek-eii lays have provided ``\1
a g od anchuseful,bibliography4 ut there is something

, al ost tem egamental in a, get erational _sense that
m es it dif icult'for many yotu people to view the
ac, ommodations of the political proeess as moral and

. as' necessary to the survival of a deinocratic society.
(It toOk 'me a long time to understand that the reason

% rain falls on,the .just and the unjust alike is that he
is the .same fellow.), It is difficult to conceive of
educational programs designed tb train for the. public

icesere ice that would not attempt in one way or another
to introduce students to the fascinating and perennially
unsettling realities of the politic4 pfocess.

The policy analysis' emphasis ik a fairly recent
concept, stemming particularly from Harold Lass,.
vk, ell's seminal vork immediately following World War
II. Pioneered at the Brookings Institution in the 1920s,
and at Harvard's JJttauer Center in the 1930s- with

112
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$pe.-elal attentio n to macroeconomics, policy studies
nOw abound' in such fields as health, education, energy,
city ironinental science, foreiiTA affairs, and" urbanism.
Policy` analysis actiNities appear moretfrequently in
the profit and nonprofit think-tanks of the nation than
in univelsities. Nicy science tends to be eclectic in
method° orgy, although increasing emphasis is placed
on sophisticated quantitative- .techniques and systems.
-analysis nod-1 's. policy analy sis has developed a rich
and partly recondite A-.ocabulary . inputs, outputs, feed-
back; exaluation, tradeoffs, side effects, gaining, re-
gressiott cost/benefit, and so ott. If is -laden with
seductix ity .,,Itisfriend4 to computer play. It fonveys
both the hopes and the dangers of PlatOnic rationality
in the conduct of the public's business. On occasion
it edges t'oNt arc ,demonstrable truths-that are politically
compelling. Nio't Of the schools and 'programs of
public a( ministration and public policy in this nation

-*Peild at increasing atnotmt of time on this only
- partially lefined ield,of intellectual emphasis. The.main trot ble tt itPniuP,h policy analysis ..work is that

ts.produ is .ate rarely"geared to a political 'World of
unpredic ables and .:ititich. In d'onsequelace, political
process nsights are especially heeded by those wbo'"--, ",.
would p etend to prdict, of to influenoe, through
highl[r ional policy anal> sis techniques, the vagrant
vector3 f public affairs. . .-

All theories of:public leadership In a demOcracy.
.:must,be presumed,to` have, the welfare of citizens as
their ultimate goal.'Reforamovements, like Naderism
and Compton Cause, however, and a host of policy-
oriented groups in Witch fields as health delivery
sexvices, compensatory education;eivil ,rightst, envi-
ronmental protec. tion, and so on, have given new life
to a clientele orientation,, both in the sense of partici-
pation and of service-effectiveness, This. emphasis is
ha:ing a perceptible impact upon sclioois and pro'

,-grams of affairs, law, business manageme,nt,
., medicine, engineering, 'and so on. How:deep and

n. 4, 1F

-4,
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fundamoital client wientation reall> is, I'd npt
pretend tp lipti%. Within limits suggested e,atlie in .

this chapter, 1 find it heartening, for it causes stuck-tits
auarfacult> to focus on'' public-interest questions too
long ignored or taken for grarged. It also addresses
one of humankind's nipst 4clifficultLand seemingly
et:rnal'Olorat quetinns how to orgnize a polity so
dukt ukiniate, clients' as well as intermediate agents

,benefit from 'midi( ealthhovk to eickhre that pupils .

benefit as ell as teachers, patients as well as doctors,
'welfare clients as well as welfare-workdts.

Thesethen, are four salient, for'education pPograrti,S
:fOr Oublic service, A judicious mixture of All them, is necessar> if, in' borro wed and adapted _fdrdi, they

e th assist disciplinary and professional. specialists .
to prkare fur the public role.that will be-thrust ipo'rt

. ,
mans of. them bdUriug :their careers. congressional
staff, as lobby ists, as political execiitives, as judges,
as civil servants, as subject-matter -sbecialists,for the'
media. To paraphrase Don F. Price, nothing short of
the total resources of the liniversity'is adequate to ,

the task `if-preser ice andjiliscr% educatii'm for the
public ,setvice,. i

I Y.

1

The Knfikii 4\;CI Age.* of Governments
Efsfectie 'publ c I4 le4dership is quite impossible.
ithout c nfidence,in,public officials and in

the political s>ste n. So often ,citizens %ie%t puI lic li
through .clouded glasses. The-public- enterprise is fat

toe mportapf to be pulled. down by the Misdeeds
of a feN% mid is,ational derogations by the media.
Whkitevr the shortcomings, the public sector has ,as
its, ultimate raisbn d'efre such benign goals as:
to continue and to hasten the piocess of bringing

meaningful work and. a fair chance to all our.
citizens pggardlehj of background;

to open up and rocast our political and econbmic
institutions in paler to free people from structural

1 1 ,L;
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and procedural bondages that-crush creativity and
`joy;. .

proteet.aind
promote the health of the ci izeary;- ,

to revamp, the spirit of my late collea rue and
friend, Richard T.. Frost, the penal systen of this
country in order,- to, destroy .the last ve iges of

. ..riAdieval torture fro i our midst; , gs,- .., k

evolutionto stimulate the fut re and reworking
oCour ,educational la d cultural services so that

i they are a.ailable to all ages and types of people,'
... and ,so that -we can once again learn to revere
'' . the creative work of inspired and gifted human:

beings;
to remind. us that the squa or and famine and

eroWdedness`',ixf three.quarte s oi.the world is an
intolerable biir4pn, not only on 'the victims, but-
on the immediate conscience -rid long-range safe-

\ i s,ty of the prospr roils; i ., ,
. ,.to work uncea lingly 'for thei -eradication of ,war ,

as a- means o I settling inte ational at well as .

domestic lisp Nees, and to di ver those -rnecha-,
nism4of peace 1 confliet,res lution,that can give
sur .ceaSe to. fh nuclear anx ties of the himian

-,

race; i
to clean up ou oceans .an sfregis' and soiled

winds anci tawd 'y cities; , , .
.

. _

to discover energy sources th, will enhance rather'
than p Hine the biosphere; .. 4
to-set side and regulate 'ar s of speCial 'beauty,.
and f licity .ror the long-rt enjoyment of the
whole human rice. , , .

Some of these d irable ear.' he pursued by
nterested citizens kvithin their local communities

through volimteer action; thrdugh serving on ,boards,.
commissions, and study grouPs; through partisan pot,
litical aQthity, through achieving elected'office, This
k the level of actie citizen participation that comes

sest tq, the ancient ideal,,,of4Clire'et democracy. For,
most' people, The Focal community or neighborhooe

-

,
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..... *, ,,
is the fiist effective la )oratory for olitical involve-

,inebt, for.politicaredu ation by doing. Schools and
college, hae a rez,pons bil.it to communicate and to
underscore to ming an old the importaOce of local

42 Political. involvement. It cap be satisfying to the
individual. It can help to ,solve local problems. It is,'
the :'boot camp" 'for litfge'r palitical engagements. ..

. Most of the gieat issues that affect Our lives, hoVever, ;
are .%tate, national, or- global in characfei. Here the
enhanced, education of political . leaders rind pollyi

.
specialists is of the greatest moment. Here, the esSentiall ,
functions of The larger public ate to keep informed,1 - ,

to hold leaders accountable, to develop a capacity Tor
steadfastness throughstrid,is,. and to elevate the. sense
of community -'and civility that Walter LippmanOnce
called the public philosophy! . .4

The transiency of indi% idual liN
.:
es ean.be interpreted .

.. -
- as nature's assurance.of neWness.anti aliveness ail('

fleeting Ni wider in the Vorld,..But there is an ancient
/ .\% isdom that sun, ivies all 4 pasSings 'of human

beingsgreat and small. It is e wisdoth that f6rws
our sense of worth at it, highest; it is the' wisdom

.di Emerson's "incessant 'affir .iatives"; the wisdom ..
of those poets anti prophets 'w a have .in fact caught

- the patriot dream that sees eyond tlie, years our
1.alabastez- cities 'gleam pndimi ied by ,human tears", .
whO hay e alwa), s known that this i one 'world and
that we are in truth one peopl , and who have,alway's
,sensed that beneath the superf dial skulduggeries and ,
pettinesses,of the human ra e is an unquenchable

, , hunger for beauty and goodpe. s and truth:
,.

Releasing this still unrealized promise of the human
race is the ultimate reason for', and coni itiOn. of, a
civilized polity. Ultimately .only administratively ef-
fective and 'politically responsible government can.
secure freedom: and only freedom can permit the

- .''human spirit to evolve td its' next higher destiny.
. . . , t '',$.

For what avail, the plow _or sail,' , -.
'- Or lar4c1,.or \life, if freedom.faii?

1 .1 ,"
A. I.
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Implications an Directions

4

` he preceding chapters have identified some
basic realities in late twentieth-century Ameri-1
cabedrock existential realities that ball for a

restatement or a refouulation of the nation's educa-
tional purposes. Scatred throughout are references
to formal educational institutions and programs and

. to informal educative agents and facilities that can
contribute-to -those educational purposes'. No attempt
has been made to articulate a strategy of educational
change or to colas4uct rigid assignments directed to
v aricuti segments of the educational system, nor 'will
such an, attempt be made.

:ply' hope has been that readers who agree with.one
or more of the formulations herein will take stock
of the proitimate institutions or programs, with which

, they ,are affiliated to ask. seriously, What c n we 'do
from ,where we are with the levers we ca. 1 use to
make a difference? The Atmerican education 1 system

- .
has always bad the virtue of latent . pluralir-m, even
though its predominant structures and ciiiric liar Para-

' digms have been quite-standardized in practice. The
opportunity for local initiatives and creative salients
still remains, 'especially now that the 'educational
functions of nontraditional educative agents and agen-
cies are being increasingly recognized and accepted.
In sum, it is hoped that this study will stimulatejust
as it reflectswidespiead and diverse responses to
the problems_ and opportunities identified,

There are, however, a few comments I ,must make

117
103
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about iiuplications.and directions that seem to emerge
logically from the preceding pages. They are offered
tentatiNely . Their purpose is<ft) stimulate, not to direct,
the reader's own reactions and resptmse.

Learning and Education
- A: commonly employ ed definition of an educated

person is one who has learned to learn. It can be
argued that if our . formal educational sy stem were
doing its job effectively, people exposed tq its instruo-
tion would need no other eduoational serN ices. Tap-
ping the rich resources of krioledge and skill-
deN elopment that abound in our. society , those formally
educated in our schools and colleges would all be
self- starters and masters of their own fate. Turning,,

to books, the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature,
Psychological Abstracts, Li talented neighbor, a' sympa-
thetic foreman, an experienved executive, the Ency-
clopedia Braannica, the U.S. Government Printing
Off ice, and Pcipti lar Mechanics, lifelong learners would
need only time and initiative to cope with any and
all problems that might come their way.

It seems clear, of course; that with or without our
rural educational s1,1,tem, people would in fact learn.

T ey always have. tiperience_k each individual's
st effective tutor. In this sen7, all of us are life's

ap rentices: We learn,
and

hot stoves and Cold rejec-
tions, from parents- nd siblings, from friends and
enemies, fr m co-workers and supervisors, from TV

.and radio, f oM riewspapers and gossip, from indiges-,
tioriancl:ao ing.baokS.

But judgii g I-2y the tivality of our lives andthe critical
Strainx tlta have ti rted to lip the fabric of.' our

,we, are till dailgerously ignorant. Hit-
. an -miss lp4ming i obviously inadequate. That is

(he,,centiar locus p t,tiirmorograph is the .ecitea-
tiNe:Iristruments',--humpl inanimate, formal and
informal), actual and pi5tentialthat heed to be cori-
sciously fashioned or refashioned if lifelong earning
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Imp licatio is and Directions

is to b'e ,effectivel), and conti mously cataly zed for
most people. A series of tperer e problems of motiva-
tion, lack of .confidence pre( .cupation, conflicting
adx ice, and ignorance inh bit tl self-learning capacity
in all of us. If this were n( t so, nce initially schooled,

`° Nk e should all be as happy s ki gs were once supposed
) Adbe, we should all be able to nstruct a good society ,
4 in perpetuity. ,

,' The 4resources for selfIlearning in our society are
,prodigious, We 'do' not use them well because we have

__ ..., not lyorked hard enough to improve the educational
...

institutions, and to develop the educational services,'
that are the key s to the kingdom'of individual growth
over a long life, and to the maintenance' and advance-
ment of a civilized polity.

105
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Retooling the` Schools .

..ut4ing the middle citcades oflhe twerltieth_ce,ntury,
.

expanding enrollments, economic .piosperity, space
(2ompietitioit with the, So iets, parental enthusiasms,'
and Political' leadership greatly epanded the number
and range of school fAcilities and programs. Wealthy
school distriets.built co prehensive plants, many of
them replete with, elabo ate science and home eco-
nomics laboratories, art aid music studios, swimming
pool , gymnasiums and playing fields, professional
stag equipment, TV and radio centers, and vocational,
tech ical, and paraprofessional shops and training
simultors. In retrospect, st eh schools appeared* to .
assume responsibility for all aspects of human devel-
opment. Under one , model of 'America's educational
future, presumably the mille i'um. would -be reached
if all schools' or school syst i ns could command re-
sources adequate to tRe unive.saliption of these edu-
cational palates. .

Unfortunately, few of America'siyoling people have
had the ad.antages o,f enriched, carillons-style compre-

;
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jects that appeared to %offer knowledge, skills, and
points of iem, that could serve,as important resouirces
for the individual."

With all this as background, -it is difficult to see
how the education of the young can be significantly
iniproved in the absence, first, of reeducation of
professional teachers and educational administrator."
ani.1 second, of i iaginative articulations ,o,f inschot
actiy ities t ) qucitie resources in the larger commt

In relation to the children of the urban .poor, an
additional cot iment is needed. Most of the major
central cities of ,kmerica are becoming minority ghet-
tos. In spite of ourt decisions over a quarter of a
century, this nati s metropolitan areas are largely
patchm,ork quilts of separate and unequal educational
opportunity . There a more preponderantly segregat-
ed schools in this n \ti in the 1970s than there were

attempt to find' patentlong- rm redress for the atent
in the 1950s. Whille judic al and legislati e instruments

grioances of urbamminon ies, short-term educational
solutions call for heroic acts of invention and financial
underwriting addressed to the, locked-in educational
enN iroriments.of the poor. At the very least, attempts
should be made to decentralize learning facilities with

. u variety of safe miniquarters., Superbly preparecP
teachers and teacher aides should be provided in
sufficient numbers to help the childreln of the poor,
overcome their familial and economic handicaps.

On the larger canvas, how can school teachers and
supervisors be i--e4ducated at the same time that school

sk activities are linked to the educative resources of the
larger community ? And how can these7Changes take
place \N ithout breaking the bank of educational ffi-

nance? Experiments are going on all over the nation.
Drawing from these experiments, let me'.ppose a
possible model, not for universal adoption, but as a
way of inducing other models from disparate readers.

. ,
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SuppOse the school Week were r aced frorri rilve
days tb four. In many school districts, is shift would
automatically save transportation cost. on day a Week..
Suppose the money Saved were put into teacher-run
teachersicenter de oted to creatte ins mice education
activities, .01ere existing curricular c tent and peda-

i g is techniques could be reviewed and improved
b; e teachers themselves. The center. could a based. in t e schools, or in nearby universities, or in indepen-
dent.;stittings. Eve y Friday, teachers would learn
instead, of teach. In part, they would learn from each-

.,

oth r, part, they ,would use their te chers centers
as neeting ground: for coinsvgitttio s
par nts, supervisors, adMinistratOr.
me ibers, professional specialists, .akr
ari )us occupations with whonl.they.'s

tion I responsibility-. With the coo e
oth r members of the larger corn
wot. l consider, purposes Of educ
imp tant to the urger community.
on t development of techniques a
wo 11 help t''o modify existing prat
con nt. They would help to defi
of et ucation could best be handled
and which aspects shOuld involve
inst uments in the largo:society.

Ii the meantime, what Woirld pu
he ing on the fifth day==- -out of sch
e'd

the
pre

with selected
schOol board

leaders, in
an educa-

ion of those
.

inity, teachers
ion that seem
ey would work

d Materials that
ces and- course
which aspects

'Rhin the school
other educaive

ils and students..
ol? They wojuld

ing all kinds of things..'Slow learners might spend
fay being tutored in basic skills by slightly older
sl who in turn might receive compensation in the

form of scholarship Credits held. in escrow until their
college years. Volunts,er parents and grandparents
might play and fantasize with 'primary-age pupils and
take young people on nature walks or on trips to

,fakrisetirik, airports, factories,.TV studios. High school.
stiateWmight ha'e apprenticeship experiences in a
labor tinion or work expe'rience in an industry or in

lo
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i\eglected social, recreational, dand health s711trias of
the community thesis opportunities orchestrated by
Community -EaucatiOSVork Councils, of the kind

I '
recconmendedby Willard Wirtz. Some of these assign-
merits might imolve cash payments in the form of
part-time V.ages'or salaries, other assignments might
be recompensed, by postsecondary scholarships of-7,
fellowship grants.

For the gifted, beaking the five-day acadeinic lock-
step 'could' be a highly liberating and supportive
experienceopening up possibilities for independent
study 'MI for creati,Ne endeavors not readily.available
in most farnal academic and scholastic settings.

Performing arts centers might well reserve their
facilities on Friday for budding musicians, dancers,,
and actors: , r

The, details here are not important. :The general
*direction, iS, 'Teachers must be given the chance to\
recharge their batteries and imprme their knowledge \
and Skills; comraunity leaders of al1 Itirids must be
encouraged to partietpaterin the process of redefining
educational purposes, y oung people must be exposed
to the eaticapive resources and to friendly peer and

. models _in the larger /-ommunity. Since much
of the im..olvenient of the 'larger community would
involve ,the volunteer _services of adults, and since

. the suggested services and employments of youth
WVula be no greater,burglen 5,.ri public treasuries than
alternati,. es of welfa're, unetnployment compensation,
ar

.prison,i addttional costs of such a program to the
taxpayers would be minimal. An4 the results coula-
be' heartening indeed: the quality of life could be
enhanced for teacher's, pupils could find "heightened'
psychic satisfaction in"action-(rich additions to their
educational experiences, a vast number of older au-
dents and adults 6ould'serve as instructors and role
models to c-bung people starved for healthy
tions.NeN life and new .ptiblic support could be'given

.
k.)
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to 'lumbers of persims (including unemployec teach-
ers) and to 'cultural and cixic enterprises p ently
underutilized and underlinanced:,

Recent experieifce with is four-da. eek indicates .

no penal t'Y hatsoe. er inn lowered student achie. ement
in basic skills.

The: Role of Colleges an Universities
There.are more than 3,000 colleges kind universities

in the. United States. They vary greatly in size, gover-
nance, and program. Graduate,universities public
and privatehave had, and continue to have, stan-
dard-setting functions for quality work in advanced
research and in preparing exceptionally well qualified
oung people for the learned professions. Four-year

undergraduate colleges 'have provided, and will con-
tinue to pros ide, a rich smorgasbord of postsecondary
intellectual opportunities-,both career specific and
broadly cultural. Most two-year colleges have empha7-
sized, 'and will curitinue to emphasize, vocational and q
technical as well as liberal arts and paraprofessional
training. An increasing number of institutions of
postsecondary education. of all kinds and sizes are
reac-hing7oul to the adult communityoffering both
credit iand-noncredit courses, in a dazzling variet3 of
cultural and technical fields.

If the basic insights in this monograph have
lioweve,r, few colleges and universities, have

addressed themselves to the range of individual and,
societal needs that mark the existential realities of the
last decades of the twentieth' century: thv need for
long-life education tied to the predictabilities of stages
ofiuman.deelopment, the need for increased atten-
tion to "mastery skills" to overcome the draining
anxieties of existential coping; the, need to prepare ,

people for the repetitiveness and routineness of most
work; and the Importance of creating new forms,
mddes, and definitions of NN, , the need to educate
people in the negotiatPri arts, s)ridetic-skills, and

124
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moral philosophies of effectiN e political parlicipation
in a technological]) achanced and structurall ponder-
ous democratic s> stem.; and, above all, the need to
help people to haN e truly eteatix e engagement with
the taunting and frequent]) fretful world of the free
self. This last needs a special underscoring. If, as recent
data and analysis ha\ e demonstrated, the income gap
betmreen .college- degree holders and those without
degrees is narnn ing, higher education can no longer
justify its. actin ities alone on economic grounds. For
the overwhelming Majorit) of its students, higher
education can only hOld out the possibility that Colle-
giate and link ersit) study., will improve the quality 't
of existence for the indiviclual and ultimately ,for
society a4, a whole. But ,that promise is hollow sinless
higher eduGatioutakes its rhetoric seriously and works
aggress ivl> at those curricular and pedagogic reforms
that can in fact improves the quality of human life.
Surely the place to start is in reworking arrd restructur-
ing the tired, often archaic components of the "liberal

-cnrriculum. Liberal 1Qarning must become, in
fact and theory, learning that both liberates the free
selt and increases the individual's senseof civic duty.
I have fried in Chapters V and VI to stiggest desirable
direction's for those needed changes.

All thoge associated With higher education must keep
in mind that college and university 'trained people
in all disciplinary and professional fields constitute
the society's basic cadre 'of teachers. ionel Trilling
contended that the most 10% ineof huina . relationships
is the pedagogic relationship. Higher ed rcation's most
,ignificant service may vell be that f inculcating

the minds of future doctors, engi ers,, lawyers,
scientists, clergy, social workers, busin ss executives,
economists, Politicians, joignalists, and reformers drat
the>, riot just graduates oisChools of education, have,
the obligation and opportunity to bejifelong teachers.
For if education is a tibiquitous.need, all of us must
participate iri the,processes Of learning and teaching.
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Those with ad. anced training and \education have a
special pedagogic responsibility . In general, most of
the improvements in the nonformal educative instru-
ments in'the American society (TV, radio, museums,
libraries, union apprenticeship prograins, professions,
industry, got ernment, publisbing, houses) will depend
heat ily on the creative contributions of those who
have had the advantage .of a college or university
education.\

The Need for Educational Brokers .

If Americais to move, toward an educative society
in which all of its my:riad 'educative institutions and
instrument&, formal and informal, play a dy-namit and
t onstructit e role, one special gap must be filled.
The society will need a new breed of communicators
and cataly sts. educational counselors and facilitators
tt, ho can become informed. br8tkers between educa-
tional demand and educational supply. -In part, the
purposes of education hat e not been approximated
in this society because there has been a, breakdowri
in market communications. The diversity of educa,

. tional offerings and opportunities in this nation is
truly astoundirig. High school dropouts can,get diplo-
mas through GED epminations, correspondence
courses, and "external diploma''' programs; .college

. credits can be achie'ed in part through external eXami-
nations and the asessment-of experience, TV arid radio
courses are parts of many university-extension 4iro-
grams, the military, lbor unions, and industry .are

-deeply involt ed in presertIce and.inservice training;
in large -metropolitan -areas, museums, .14braries,
chieches, performing arts centers, community centers,.
provide 'a. variety of cultural facilities, programs, and
materials. Proprietary schools provide training in a
ariety of occupational skills. College and university

extension di% isions offer a range og credit anti rioncred-
it courses on And off campus in almost every coriceiv-.

,
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able subject for alniosteN'erl conc'eiulble segment of.the society.
'F'art of the task of approximating the purposes of

education as formulated here Vto reform curricular
contunt'and pedagogic techniques. But part of'the
task is to link those persons who have educational
needs to the extraordinafy range of educational oppor-
tunities that already exist in this society. Appropriate
educational and occtipational counseling services are
needed at all levels, but particularly for adults.

There a e no instant recipes for improving the human
lot, no pat 'lit medicine, no easy fixes. It Pis unreason-
able to expect a sudden and universal "greening of
America." For some, the' struggle for Meaning, for
happiness, may not be worth the effort. But for an
increasing number of Americans, g new perspective
is possible on, the chances of enhancing the quality f.

of personal existence and achieN ing a greater measure.
of social justice at home mid abroad, The educational
path suggested in this olu me is ardbous.'ItinvOlves
selkliscipline, and steadfastness. It cannot be traveled
successfully without company, or without leadeis who
belieN e in themselves and in their fellows. But for
those who set about searching f'Or wayst ,thrptigh
education, to enhance the quality of human stages
of deN elopment, enrich the various aspects of the.
existential w heel, and improve the .functioning
the equitS .of the en% eloping polity, the dividends may
be rich indeedin results-aehievid and as a ftinction '
of the unending search itself..

If the essential political need in America in the early
years of its third century is for a new. seii8e of
community, perhaps die infortiTed networles)f a truly
,educative society can begin the process of linking
people togetherrold and y oung, rich and poor, *bite
and colored ethnics, humanists and scientists., anists
and technicians. One thing seems clear. rf it *Artie
that enhancing the quality of the stages oFdeve1C15-

12y
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(
meat, the existential %%heel, and the en\ eloping polit)
is to consithite.the high purposes Of the American
educational stem in the ears ahead, Americans

tsurely need each other.
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Bibliographical Not's

'2

his monograph springs in 1 e part from per- .,
sonal observation, .exli is 'and reflection.'
Much' of it is based n insigh s derived from

active participation in both education andl3olitics over
,sekeral decades. In addition, as the youngest of eight
children, I hake had the adkantage of watching older
brothers and sisters and,their offspring cope with the
stages of Alek elopment and problems of likingand
halve .learned much from their example. My own
experience as a spouse.and a parent has been educative,
especially because of the understanding -and godd
humor of m), wife and children. To my parents,°noW

, dead 'a quarter of a century, I, owe special' gratitude:
y mto m mother, for her love of words; to my father,

for hisiove of beauty in all its Manifestations.
My years as a university teacher and educational

administrator have been mostly. joyoug" and 'always
,informatie. Of m) nonuniqrsity roles, I have derived

insights about both education and ,politics from my
experiences, as mayor of a City i as an administrative
assistant to a United Stales Senator; as a member c)
New 'York State's Board of Regents; and, since 1=973,
as k ice president of the American Council on educa-
tion in Washington..

I have read a fi I hae taughtand as I have run,
My wife and my daughter Lois, spent a number of
weeks in 1975 culling and summarizing a. literatyire
unfamiliar to me but tpatenol) important to t'he deve1-
-opment of this.mondgraph er than 'clutter each
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page andeach ch'apter with a my riad footriotes, I have
atterripted, in these bibliographical notes to select a
fe. major sources that ha. 6I)en particularly informa-'
tiveand helpful:

-
Preface

, There are a n un her of excellent surveys of the history
of educatiOnal and political theoty. For this *essay,
I bae.drawn special nourishThent from the overviews
of George H. Sabine's classic text, A History of Political
Theory (Harrap,.1937), and ,S. Curtis and M. A.
Boultwood-t Short History of Educational Ideas.
(University TUtorial Press 2nd Edition, 1956). Al-
though I found both John Dewey and A. N. Whitehead
less helpful as articulators of 'educational purposes
than I had hoped,. Dewey:s use of the term "growth"
and Whitehead' concern with_the "ugefulness" of
education helped to stimulate my tbinking. See Joseph
Ratner (ed.), Intelligence in the Modem World: John
Detvey's Philosoiihy (The 'Modern Library, .1939),
especially pp. 627-630, -673, and 675; and A.. N.
Whitehead, The:Aims of Educattoh (Macmillan, 1929),
passim; note, f6r example, in Whitehead, p.2, "Pedants
sneer at an education which is useful. But if education
is not ,useful, .what is it?" For my purposei, by-far
the most saluable summation of educational goal-set-
ting in the, United Stateslin the past century is Lawrence
A. Cremia, The,TransfoThzationof the School (Vintage,
1964). See also an, incisive summary of educational
purposes by. R. Freeman Butts prepared as a 'contri-
bution to the 1975 National Forum of the College
Entrance Exarninatidn Board.

The slipperiness of the term "the pUbitt interest"
was first remarked( in this century, by Walter Lippmann
in his great work, 'Public Opinion ,(Macmillan, 1922).

My, general 'description of the 'condition of America.
as it 'enters its third century is baspd upon ,direct
obsers ation, conversations, Sprcey -research, data, peri-
odic literature, and a few" kef books. Especially pro-

* .tt
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vocative have been the' fall, 19'75 issue of the Public
Interest devoted to The American Commonwealth;
Richard N. Goodwin, The . American Condition
(Doubleday, 1974), Carl Solberg, Riding High: Ameri-
ca in the Cold War (Mason Charter; 1974); Peter L.
Berger et. al, The HOmeless Mind (Random, 1973);
,E. J. Kahn, Jr., The American People: The Findings
of the 1070 Census' (Weybright and Talley, 1974); and
Robert A: Nisbet, Community and 'Power (Oxford \
University Press, '1967) and Twilight of Authorny
(OxfOrd University Press, 49751. '4

The parlous state of the world has been described
in Cassandra-like terms by Robert L. Heilbroner in
An Inquiry into the Human Prospect (Norton, 1974)
and Donella H. 'Meadows, et. al, in Limits to Growth:
A Report for the Club of Rome's Project on the
Predicament of Mankind (Universe, 1974). For a more
optimistic view, see the articles and pamphlets of
Harlan Cleveland emanating from the Aspen Institute
in the spling and summer or 1975, especially Planetary
Bargains:

!,

, -..

The Bedrock Realities .

My appreciation goes to Lawrence A. Cremin for
suggesting the key term "creative engagements" in
the first of my three key _purposes, and to Irael
Scheffler, ,Sam'ilel Halperin, and James Browne for
'underscoring the social and political responsibilitties
of education reflected in myThird purpose. )

Most of the questions raised t. under the rubric Of
"some of history's 's toughest phifpsophical-issues" are
hardy perennials in moral philosophy. William ntler
Yeats in hik poem, The Choice, raises one of the most
difficult problems of existence: does the concentration
and single-minded devotion neededto produce excel-
lence in any field mean that a person must abjure
the altruism and the manifestations of caring usually
associated with "perfection of life."

The late E. E. Schattschneider was, for many years,
,
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chair_man c fjhe,Departm o. Government at Wes\,
ley an. Hey also presic -it of the AmericAn Politica
Science Xssociation. A gift d teacher, his parables ant
aphoignis informed and i spired all who knew him.
The educatioii,of Plato's "Guardians- is to be found
in Book II of the Republ ic. I ha% e US'ed the translation
by B. Jowett (Oxford, 1924 TheAnotation from Pliny
the 'Younger is to be fonn in Curtis and Boulton,
op. cit., p. 47.

The firt4 % ohmic of Cremin s trilogy` is titled-imeri-
can Education: The Colonial Experience 1607-1783
(Harper and Row,,1970).'

Education and the Stages of DeN;elopment
Although many writers have increased,my under-

standing of liuman stages of deveiop' merit, I am partic-
ularly indebted to Cy ril 0. Houle for his wise counsel

,-,and his sage writings on the subjects One of the best
summations of the de%elopmenr of life -cycle theory
is to be found in his article, "The Changing goals
of Education in the Perspective of Lifelong Learning,"
International Review of Edi cation,' Unesco Institu
tion for Educatiop, 1974, pp. 30-445.

I found the refer6nce to Kier egaard in Robert Coles,
Erik H. Erikson: The Crotith of His Woric
Brown, 1970), p. 138. 'Coles' first chapter is a moving,
tribute to the place of Kierkegaard in the development
of modern psychoanalysis.

Cal G. Jung's essay is to be found in Collected
Works, Vol. 8., "Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche"
(Princet9n University Press, 1969)xpp. 387-403. Char-
lotte Biihler's, Der Menschliche Les benslauf als psy-
.chblogighes Problem (S. Hirzel, 193). is mentioned
by most bibliographers, in this field. I have found
her chapter "The,Human Life Cycle" i90 Psychology
for Contemporary L./Ling (Hawthorn Books, I968), pp.
127 -265, particularly helpful. See also her book The
Course of Human Life. A Study of Goals in the
4umardstiC Perspective (Springer, 1968). Erikson's.
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most succinct-exposition-of his views on the 1 fe cycle
is to be found in ChildhoOd and Society (Nortoi , 1964).
See also Identity and the Life Cycle: Selected,Papers
(International University Press, 1967), Vol. I', Mos,t
Of his ritings are, of course, germane. His cho-
biographies of Luther and Gandhi, for example, are

' studded w Rh' insights into their personality changes
oer time. See Coles, op. cit. for an excellent summary
of Erikson's k ork. personal contacts with Erikson
ha e been few but it*tremel rewarding. The theme
of my Sir John Ada is lecttire at the University of
California, Los Angeles in 1971 on `Education and
the, Vursuit of Happiness' vas a direct result of his
personal encouragement. Conversations with him at

. meetings of the National Academy ,ofrEducation, as
well,as my reading of his works, helped to, locus my
attention on the importance of the stages of develop-
ment as an existential base for a restatement'a educa-
tional purposes.

Among the Americans who have made spec ial con-
tributions to this growing field of interest, articles,
and books by the following have been particularly
useful to me: Robkrt J. Havighurst, "History of Devel-
opmental Ps), cholo*: Socialization and Personality.
Development./Through the Life Span," Life-Span
Detelopmental Psychology: Personality and Social-
ization, edited bL Paul B. Baltes and K. Warner Schaie
(Academic Press, 1973); Bernice L. Neugarten, espe-
cialls (ed.) .diddle Age and Aging: A Reader in Social
Psychology (Univers ity of Chicago Press, 1968); Roger
Gould, especially "Adult Life Stages: Growth Toward
Self-Tolerance," Psychology Today, February,, 1975,
pp. 74-78; Cyril. 0. Houle, op cit. Others who have
worked or are working in this frontier include Theo-

' lore Lidz, Daniel Levinson, and George Vaillant.
In the original outline of tl*. monograph, Piaget

was given a far larger place. ThV reason for reducing
the references to him has nothing to do with the
importance of his work, but to a growing realization

1_3 5
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'on my part, stimulated IA critical judgments by H.
Thomas James and DaN id Clark, that Piaget's cognitive
-buddin.gs" were of a different order of conceptu-
alization front life -cy cle theories. For an excellent
critique of Piaget's %%, ork see Herbert Ginsburg and
Silo is Opper, Piaget's Theo .of Intellectual Develop-
ment: An Introduction (Pr tice-Hall, 1969), and J.
MeV. Hunt, "The Impact ail i Limitations of the Giant
of DO, elopmental Psy cholo in David Elkind and
John H. FlaN ell, Studies iiy ognitive Development:
Essays in Honor of Jean Piaget (Oxford University
Press,,1969), pp. 3-56.

A reference to the Doubting ThOmas's of life-cycle
theo'ry 'is to be found in Cyril 0. Houle,- op cit., pp:
;13.1-2.

The list of "widely agreed upon" statements about
he importance of early nurture is my own Montage
raw n from a nmnber of sources. In addition to sources
lready mentioned, the writings of Benjamin Bloom,
runo Bettelheini, Jerome Bruner, and Uri Bronfen.;

b enner seem to me especially impressive.
The statistics for day-care centers are firmer ,thin

th )se far nursery schools. The'former come from the
Ilona.' Center of Educational. Statistics, Department

of ealth, Education, and,Welfate. There are no firm
fig res for the latter. NOES has a J:974 figure of
1,6 3,000 for\ enrollment in nursery schools for ages
;3,4, and 5, I have arbitrarily divided* that figure by
10 as a reasonable average for ear011ments for nursery
school.

The importance of the family in child rearing is
beautikly summarized in "The Family: FirSt In-
structor nd Persuasive Guide," Teachers College
Record, ecember, 1974. Note particularly the essays
by Leich er, Getzels, Cremin, and Bronfenbrenner.
In the ca ly 1970s, the schools of Brookline, Mas-
sachusetts undertook an experiment called Brookline
Early Education Project based upon the assumption
that "a child's fiat re intelligence, social conwetence,

3 I.
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and general ability to learn a% all largely determined
before the age of 3." See Maya Pines, "Parent and
Child: Head Head,Start," New York Times Magazine,
October 26, 1975, and an unpublished project descrip-
tion a% ailable thr mgh Dr. Donald E. Pierson, director.

I am indebted o Bruno Bette !helm, in a presentation
he made to the Natitinal Academy of Education in
1965, for insigh s into the socializing impact of the
kibbutz. \

There is a vast .terature on the pro leis of adoles-
cence. Erikson, I lewity: Youth and Crisis (Norton,
1968), is an import, of basic work. See also his "Reflec-
tions on the Dissent of Conterriporary Youth," Daeda-
lus, Vol. 99, No. 1, 1970, pp.. 154-176. Kenneth
Keniston's insightful essay, "Youth: A New Stage of
Life," American Scholar, Vol. 39, autumn, 1970,, pp..
631-54, has received deserved attention. For my
purposes, the most useful general work was James
S. Coleman ,(chairman), Youth: Transition to Adult -

hood Report on Youth of the President's ScienceAdvi-
sory Committee (University' of Chicago Press, 1974).
This contains an excellent bibliography. For a more
recent and quite disturbing analysis of late adoles ce

see Herbert Hendin, "The. New Anomie," once. ,

November, 1975, pp. 24-29. .---,-
Erikson's description of the problems of middle age

are to be found in Childhood and Society, 'op.' cit.
Biihler's ,reference to the mil dle.age "climacterum"
is found in her Psychology fol\ConteMpdrary Liting,
op,- cit. There is a growing literature on middle age.
I have relied very heavjly upon ,the writings of Bernice
L. Nengarten, especially including the,key collection
of estayl edited by her, Middle Age and Aging: A
Reader in Social PSychology (University of Chicago,
1968). See particularly-her essay;in this volume entitled
"Adult P .rsonality" see also', the contributions of
HoWard . Becker and Raymond G. Kuhler. Gail
Sheehy h is Oaten a sensitive article on middle age,
"Catch-30 and Other Predictable Crises of Growing

\
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Up Adult," sew, York Magazine, February' 18, 1974,Ipp. 30-44.
Again, the writing's on old age are increasingly

voluminous. Neugarten's Middle Age' and' Aging, op.
cit., has a number of valuable essa s. See particularly
those of \lurra\ ,and Epstein, Rose; and Reichard,
Zinser, and Petersen. Wayne Dennis' article, "Creative
Productivity Between the Ages of 20 and 80 ,Years,"
i an excellent surve of those creative capacities that
a >pear to be ital well into old age. For a more extended'
d scussion of this issue and of cognitive capacities
tl at endure th oughout adult life, see Never Too Old
t( Learn, Az demy 'for Educational Development;
,Jule, 1974; an 1 Paul B. Baltes and K. Warner' Schaie,

le Myth of t he Twilight Years," Psychology Today, ,

.f!a eh, 1974., pp: 3540.
he relation. liip o ,mfddle age behaviors to old age

realities is .re-p rted in a prodigious linear study ,by.
Henry S. Maas, and Joseph A. Ku> pers, From Thirty 1
to Seveilty: A Forty-Lear Longitudinal Study of Adult
Life-Styles and Personality (Jossey-Bass, 1974).

On what might happen to the .length of ,old age
if cancer, heart ,disease, and stroke are eliminated, see
Leonard Ha-ilick, "Wily Grow Old," the Stanford
Magazine; spring-summer, 1975, pp. 36-43.

For insights into the back-to-school move lei
among the old, see Catherine C.' Davis,.. "Fair -n 's
Senior Freshmen," American Education, Mai, 1975,
pp. 3-:10; and Saturday Ream, "Lifelong Learning.,"
September 20, 1975, passim.

Coping
Appropriate annotations for this chapte are particu-

larly difficult. The basic sources are the it RApections
and observations of living, and decades f reading
including the occasional peNsing of family and
women's journals in cientists' and doctors' Offices and
on airplanes. A few rvference are, h wever in order.
AlLinteresting survey of liow')oth uj per- a i d lower-
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,incdme grou aTi .ate their time Burin ur ng
hours of the wee to be found 'in Ric rd K. Br it
and F. Stuart Cha in ":ctivitY, Patterns of Urba

esidents," Encir and Behavior, Vol. 5, 1973,,
p: 163-187. ' .

The first report Onife adjustment stemmed from
a 1947 National.Cdriference of the Commission on
Life Adjustments for Youth. See'riraliting Secondary
Edtication. -Education for Life Adjustment, Bulletin

,No.- 3 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1951). A
second report from the Commission appeared in 1954.
Thesections of these reports dealing \ith work, faniii;r
relationships, and consumerism are worth renewed

4attention.
Cyril 0. Honle's aliment on health and illness

made in a marginal note commenting orr an early' ,
Version of the manuscript to this boo.I. For further
information, on the Bieslo study regardibCthe rela-
lioilship betmeen good health habits and increased
lrige it., see N. Moe, "Relationship of Health Prac-
tices andMortality," PreLentive Medicine, 19-7.'3,'Nol:
2, p.p. 67-81.

The ability of adult Americans to cope with personal
and family logistics Was studied by a University of
Texas ream in the mid-1970s. A summary report, Adult ,

Functional. Competency, was issued' in March, 19.75.
It claims that twentf percent of Amttican aditlts, are
essentially unable o cope. Only half of the American
adults can be considered truly Competent in a 'film-.
tional sense.,For fuisther informati9n2 write 4 Adult
Performance Level Project, Dr.. Norvell Northcutt,
Project Director, University of Texas at Austin. These'
findings are reinforced in at study .,by
Assessment of Educational Progress ,Niineh foluidflAt
less than half of young adults voulds determitie the

.most economical 'size of a priAucl, oni, s. ten percent' ,

of ke,n-agers and t\cii4 percent of young adults could
correctly calculate a, taxi faxd, ana,only ...bile percent
of 17-year-olds and sixteen perdent of adults conlft
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balance a c ok. Fur further 'det ils write to the
.Education ommssion of the States, Denier, Colora-
do.

.

On consum r edfication, the federal government is
beginning to s r. See Public Law 93-380, the "Ednca,
tion Amendments of 1974," .which provides for a

. , Consumer. `Education Program. The U.S. Office of .

Education is authorized.to fund projects "designed
to help indNidirals make informal, rational decisions
about consumertransactions. See -HEW News, No-

..vember 26, '197:S.,1_aw in a Free Society is a project
of the ,State Bar-of California in cooperation with the
Schools off Law of thestiniyersity of California and
Unk:ersity Exterisidn, University of 'California, Los
Angeles. It is p. chaps the most sophisticated of literally
hundKrds of curriculum' deyelobment projects in
America designed*to increase school children's under-
standing of ,the legal Eramework of American life.

,qn ,the. psychological tensions'of daily' life, I have
d4rked special insights through reading the works

.- _1:), Laing,. especially .Politics of tiperience.
(Pantheon, 1967),and Knots (Pai)tfie6n, 1971).

-, A useful work.on flie,,i,ssne of generalized probiem
ooh ing, is George David'A. Bamberg, and
John E. Adams (eds':), Coping and Adaptation (Basic

'Books, 1974); =liote. particiaarly Ch'apter '13, "Coping
arid Adaptation: Steps Towa,rcl a Synthesis of Bioloki-

and So i& 'Prospeotives:" The University of Cali-
fora_ ia, La Angeles Ifts deverb-pe'd a Creative Problem
,SblvingProgram that has attfacted attention. For

. further itiformation write A'o Architecture Building .
.1111LSCLA, Los dkngeles, Calif rnia 9U0-24. Although
; directed largitlY at soli ing so,tal problems, nan of

the skills featured. in the ixpggraM haVe egrfarmeaning
for personal arii.t.famijIP coping.,

The qiiotation.lfroin iefforri "Words
I Liyc ," Ph,:torial Living Caoroto Magazine, July-
27, '1,175, p.

liavidfliesnians interest in "mastery" was conveyed .

.
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;Work .. . , 7

l'
A. . .

. .. '

, ritynber. of. w titingh have been particularly useful;
;....

to'nle ill the developinolit of this. chapter. Chaptefsr,
three, and four of Hannah Arendt's',The.Human Coti4i-

., tigyf.{L'iiivtrsi,t,, of Chicago Press, 1958) are 'excellent
,statements of the distinction be ween "labor- _and .

..`''work." Thomas F. 'Green's WOr Leisure; and Ate ,,
:America ill Schools (Random, 14968) raises everr,richer

s ,. distinctions. A. Dale' ,Tussing, "The Future of fo4 ,

: Work" and Uistile," ;Educational Policy Res arch
-

/ :tenter, ',,S.>..ractise t:niversit Research Corpor4tion,
. 1 ' (nlimeo), Atigiist .1973 is a stunning ess_gy -on the, ?, .

changing mix of work.and. leisuie in .thei American ..A.

Society. Peter L. Berger (ed.), The, Human Shape of ,

Work (Regne6, 1973)cquipares a variety- of jobs in
terms oftheir rewards and s' trains: James O'Toole (ed,),

.-.

Work and the Quality of Life: Resource Papers for.
-Work-in America ( \UT 1974), Contains excellentessay .

. .,

.,
on Various aspects of the inatterstreated surierficially . ..

. in thi; chapter.: Willard Wirtz, 'Pie 'Boundless Re-.
source :A Prospectus for an Education -'II ork POtcy

-(New Republic; 1975), ti.s a graCeful and, practical
stdement (if possible policy optionsfor creating jobs ,
and for relating education to emplo ment through

L
communit), councils. Robert J. Havighit hat,.a per-

, cepttWe essay-.on the 'relattinisbiP between changing
societal pattern: and tilt! v. orld of Work. See hiS "SoCiul: ......
`Roles, Work, Leisure, an4.EthiCation,',. in Carl.,.4is
dafer.and :Vic:PowellLawton (eds.), The Psycholoky:.:
of .idult Detjlopmerit and Aging .,(American Ps."-eho-

.. logical Association,73). .

s...' The call f61 "career education".. is ,particularly asso-
ciatO with Sidney P. Marland,Ir.. whIen he ryas... ..>

T:',' ormni;siorrei pf EtIlication inthe early 1970s. See
,. SfurrAnd (CO, Essays oliCareer'Education (Northwest .

";Regional Ediit,,atiopa1 Laboratory, 1973) and 1Jarland,
, ,.

.' ' / 1 :ii
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. .
.

C r Education:. Proposal for Reform (McGraw,
19 i5). See also Kenneth Hoyt, Career Education-: .
Contributions to an EColuing Concept (0.1)ympi si
,1975, Joel H. Magisos (ecl,), Career Educ'ation', t -re
third earbookof the American Vocational Associatiim,
1973. 1

For a popularized % ersion of the declining economic
% aim of higher education, see Caroline Bird, Tiri? Case
Against College (McKay, 1975), Fur a more 'sstematic
and scholarl% approach see the article l) Richard
Freieman and Herbert Hollomim on "The declining .;
Value of College oing,7 Change, Septepiber,1975,-
pp.. 24-31. .

The source for references to youth unemployment"'
in the mid-1970s is Wirtz, op. cit., Chapter I.,

For interesting insights into the world of iinarem-,
ploy ment, see two articles by James %O'Toole; "The
Reser% e Arms of the Underemployed," Charge, 1I
1975 and June, 1975.
.I am grateful for the Delp of the Ropy, Qentero.n,..,.

Williamstown, Massachusetts, in provicraigaecA
rele% ant Gallup Polls from 1963 to
job.satisfaction. I ha% e also used the Ga1110Q0.1niori.,
Index Report No. 94, job Satisfaction ayidProdtielicay,',
April, 1973. A recent examination of asmArily
-trauma can be found in Barbara Gars:00,:::4/('';tife
Livelong Day. The Nlean ing and DemeanfligoleRgiiiiite
Wor k(Doubledii. , 1975); See also-, Dabiel. A'ankelivich,
"Turbulence in the Working Woild: Alikv Wqtkers;j7,
Happy Grads," Psychology Today; Dente.T4,19721; -
and Edmund Faltermaer, "Who W.aPo. the Pitty';"
Work?" Fortune, January, 1974,..pp. 13Z-138;.;

The Berger quotation conies frop?.his,V4
Human Shape of Work, op. cit., p.

The most significant legislati% e inktiatiVein'th.eArea.
if full emploment policy in recejit been `
the so-called Ila%% kins-Humphrey Full :,EroploYtnent
Bill, H1150 (Subcoinmittee on Equal Oprio'
print of March 20, 1975). o.

-I v %.
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. Foran impo,rtant staternent on how full employ ment
might help limit 'rather than exacerbate inflation, see
Peter Barnes; Working, Papers... Fall, 1975.

Stte also, Full mployrnelit as a. National Goal;
Prpc'eedings of thi 6th National Urban League Con- ,

..,,,, ferOce, 19:73, - ,.: ._:, _ , .
.

e

.. Perhap> tile mosviinpressive single force in 146dpipg
. Axe the '-issue. of the importance of basIsL:sjcilre is

: the cpun'ciI fok'Bas'c Education in. Washington, D.C.
Its hand-sized pam filets hae a readership of influen-
dais across the natipp.

The updating of people in their jobs especially
Members of the !leaned- professionsis a special
interest: of Cyril 0. hotileSie, tor example, "The, . .

'Lengthened Line," E'erspq'tjees in Biology and Medi-
- cineaLnivelsityof chic0,6kp.itumn, 1967); "TO Learn .

.,.!. the-Vptute," Mscliial :clinics of North A.niev:ic , Jan-
-* ... uary 1970.

?.-

6I the reorganization of work;see
'3/4See4s,o Robert L. Kahn, `-lhe Work Mdthic-eA Tonic

...

for Lfinchpa,ii_Lassittlae," Psychology rodayFebru-, ,

the Free
Most of tliis chapter must xemain without specific ,.,

attributions. Anyone familiar with the writings 'of my
father, Albert Edward,Bailey, reflected star-.
diest from the universe of his rich mind. See "particu-

, . The Use of Educa'tion' (The
Al?ington,Press; 1922) and Art and Character (The
Abintion'Presg,1938).,

r f-larve3. Cox .has made a'substantia' 1 coptribution'to
'sins, thinking about the free See,particalarly The

kvst of Fools (,lialliltr and Row,; I971) :'.
A

a'

y recent cliscoer.N.Joseph Campbell's.bautiful'
work, The Mythic .F page (Princetort,UnA'ersity',Preks;
1973), added new perspectives to ply: inher ited interestt
in 'art. Some of Lionel Trilling:s, writivgslave stretched .;
m mind in .del igh til way .-z--especially Sidc'crity and,

14i
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Authentieity. SixLect res Han ard UM% ersi Pryss,
19711. George Leon rd's Educations and Ecstasy
(Delacorte. 19681:at th 'School le% el. and Brand
shard. The Uses of a Liberal Education, and Other
Talks to StudcAis (Open Court, 1973), at the collegiate
le. el.artitulate existing and possible linkages between
educatiOn and the free self. But once again, experiekce

boen ni most basic tutors.
As to specitic references, note "TV at 25: The

Intellectual in VideohniC Saturday t iew, May 31,
1975, passim. Estelle Ramey's article, "Boredom: The
NIost Pre aieyyt American Disease,' is in Harpers,
\member, 1974. For a stunning anal, sis of the impact
of TV upon the society, see DouglaSs Cater, TV and
the Thinking Person, Policy Paper, The Aspen
Institute fur Humanistic Studies, 1975, which, among
other things, Contains the reference to Michael Robin-
son-See also Douglas-s-Cater and Stephen Strickland,
sT,V,olenee and the Child (Russell Sage, 1975), for
sa frightening story of TV-caused social pathology and
the power of the telecommunications lobby.

A documentation on the drop in verbal and mathe,
niatical test scores k to be fimnd in College-Board
Sen. ices 1974-75, ATP, College EntranceExam,inatjon
Board,1975;

Homer's reference to the, banquet and the harp is
to be found in Edith Hamilton's exquisite study, The
Greek Way (Nortc.m, 1948), p. 34. Fortunately, in recent
years there has. been a heal:telling increase in cultural
.centers across the nation, ,See, "Upbeat for Music,
Drama, Dance-2-New Growth of Cultural Centers,"
U.S. ,"ews and World Report, October 20, 1975, pp.
52-53:

Paul Fussell's The Great War and Modern Meinory
was published by 'Oxford University Press in 1975.

NI> reference to the mincl being its own greatest
frontier was prompted by, among other sources, the
issue of the Saturday. Review dedicated to "Inside'
the prain: The'Last Great Frontier," August 9, 1975,.

,.1$
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See
,
especially the opening essay by, Albert 111)senfeld.

and Kenneth W. Klivington, pp. 13-45.
E. B. White, on the occasion of his 70th birthday;

was inter. iewed b> a New York Times reporter.. See
New York Times, July 11, 1969, pp. 1, 43.

The quotation from HarVey Cox is in The Feast
of Fliols, Op. cit., p.. 13.

Inc Enveloping Polity

129

This chapter is the product of 25 yea(S spent as
a political scientist. My writings have been informed
by a varlet!, of experiences in' Practical politics at all
levels of the American federal s -stem. In the evolution
of my-- own thought I halve been particularly inf uenced
by the writings of E. .E. Schattschneider aid Paul
H. Appleby.

The quotation from Thucydiiles is taken fr m Ha-
milton, The Greek Way, op. cit., pp. 187-188. The
rem inifig quotations from traditional political
then ists are taken from Sabine, op. cit. The statement
by E 1W_ard_Levi is to be found' in n article by. Warren
Berm s, "Open Covenants Not So Openly Arrived At,"
The 1 ashington'Post, October 26,1975; 2.

Th Thurber aphorism was found in Pa eant, April,
1961, p. 31. J. H. Elliott made hid use ul' point irk."
"The Mannerists," Horizon, summer, 19 3. IncideA-
tally, of all the journals. I read, .I find Horizon
the most generally noprishing of the free self.

I -am indebted to Roger W. Heyns- for pointing out
to me the contradiction between "negotiated settle-
ments" and the. "win/lose" value environment of
contemporary America.

for a general survey of theoretical_ and historical
models for training political leaders, see my article
"Character EdUcation for the Public Service," in
Clarence H. Faust and Jessica Feingold (eds.), Ap-
proaches to Eddcation for Character: Strategies for

. Change in Higher Education (Columbia University
Press, 1969), pp. 137-151.
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11 he quotatibp froih T. Siva il-fard b - folynd
-' in .-ril Marriage of Science t Got Amvri-4';.

ca 1 joitrnal'a f, Pharzniacy; 0 t slier, 4. ',
.For an overv;iew.dttraditioi I an emerging theories ;,'

of eduCatiot,COt ipilblly tidini str ii career's see the
ings'IrYkigel.it.Nklalg, es ially. .`Developmejits'

4#$ ' its t'ulAteAdinligstrati.cm," mtals, Vol, 4Q4, Nor..,
vembe'r; 1972, pp. 217-54; ati d 'Education fot;Publio

-.;ylininAthition in the Sexviitiq," in Frederik Mosher.
(et1,14//wrican Public Admiriis,tration:.Past, Present,
tind-Fitture'(Univgrsit5: of Alabama Press, 1976), 4.- .
._.The final couplet is from Ralph Waldo Emerson's
poem, "Boston;" Lead in Faneuil Hall on .December

ruction- of the tea hi Iloslon Haybo,r,,-Einersoli's. -
16, 1871 on the Centennial 'Anniversary of the fie- .
q . .

.

,. . ,Woyks,-(G. BeJI, 1914 p. 234, e , .
.

..
implickiiiprs and Directions . .

0

e

.Anyone it4restp d.inve:fo'rming the Ametican 'clucai., ' .- 'F
* tional SI, stein should begin by reading a,sobering wor

by 44.5. Steinbere,..E ucational_ Myths and Bealitie
(Addison-Wesley, 106 .'Stein&rg s basic san e
that' ".. . schbols 'ar engdged, pe inanently i,r 'the
busines-s of mqintai g theivselvs in' continued

' operation under the pr ssure of co flicting pushes
and pullsxyithout engei dering or en vuraging severe
fri'ction-s in the' conimunity"Vp.'il'at)! In ills colorful
phrase, each school 6y-.steiu is.. its Own- individual .

°. s:varcip of accOmmodatiOns" (p. 237.). He 'contends that
'' "Ambiguity is"the.g.lue.that holds things ttther. It

is the sponge thatabsorbs.allt" In consequent , Stein-
befg believes 1,11.at ;we' must give it> the "nation of.

;Azducalional decision inakinigby Wink overview (p.
240).,He contends that ke,nerat policyoobjectives may
not; in fact, be 6'asily translated into directives for

" technically feasible school practices: 't8 adopt.gthool
, ,

. practices in the name of -such objectives may betd
promise to deliVer xvtiat cannot.be'delivered thereby!!
(p.'228). I would ;4.kbinit that his general de'se4tion

.* t
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of schools applies as well to most colleges and uni-
versities.

The issue for me, therefore, has been how to clarify
some basic human needs that might' ;be met in part
by improNed educational sera ices without postulating
a sib le, commanding pattern of educational reform.
I atu ncoluragefl by the fact that many of the insights
and opostions in,my monograph stem from experi-
ment recently or presently undertaken in this country.
Fortunately, 1 am /not writing in a vacuum. Others

/have sensed the' sane issues I have set forth, and
are busily at work in their own settings attempting
to.pqt things right. This 'book., is designed only to
further encourage a process welt under way. Another
excellent reminder of the barriers facing those who
would change education is to.be foUnd in John Good-
lad, The Dynamics of Educational Change,(1\1e raw-
Hill, 1975).

Ralph NV. Tyler comes close to being America' "Nlr.
LEducation." References in this chapter refer to Eck-

_ cational Requireinents fo a Modern Democracy," ._.

Center Report, October, 19745, pp. 1-6.
Schoctl Administrative District #2; in Vnity, Maine,

lhah experimented with a four-day week/teachers cien-
. tetcombirtation. For details, write t2) the State Educa--

tion Department, Augusta, Maine. An excellent survey
, of the teachers center movement is to be found in
--,Kathleen Devaney and Lorraine Thorne, Exploring
.Teachers' Centers,. (far West Laboratory, 1975). See
also my article; "Teachers' Centers: A British First,"
Phi Delfa Kamian, November, 1971, pp. 146-149.

Many secondary schools-in the mid-1970s are exper-
imenting v ith work and community- service activities.
See 25 Action Learning Schools, Nationat,Associatiou
of Secondary School Principals; Reston,Nirginia, 1975.
Sep also, Executite High School. Interns of America
Handbook, ikcadem, for Educational Developm,erit,
1975; and Richard F.errin, Project Director, Bridging
the Gap: A Study of Education-to-Work Linkages,

1I5
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College Entrance Exam n don board, June 18, 1975.,
Thereference to Wirtz is to The, Boundless Resource,

op. cit.
The director's of the foul' -da week prograju in Unit),I,

Maine conducted before -and -after tests that dem0.-
stratec gains for four -day week students in every basic
skill except spelling where there was a margin
decline. ,How much of the gains were du
"'Hawthorne affect" is, of course, im possible o kn w.

Although I stand behiiid the gene lizat n that ew
colleges and universities have acid "sse themselves

1 to f 'the range of individual and s al needs that
mark the existential realities of the 'a, decoide of the
twentieth ntur). ," there are a num er of heartening
exceptions, Tome of which have been referred to in'
previous pages. The major national source of informa-
tion about higher edwfation innovation is NEXUS,
an information retrieval system sponsored by the
American Association for Higher Education. NEXUS'

. address and telephone number as of this writing
2000 P Street, N,W., Washington,.D.C. 20036, (202)

# 785-8480. See als6 DesigningDicersity '75, Conference
Proceedings, 2nd National Conference ,on Open
Learning and Nontraditional tudy, June 17-19,,
Washington, P.C. (University of Mid-Atner.ica; 1975).'

The more responsible end of the, Free University
spectrum -is addressing many of the issues raised.in
thks book. Se for example; Na tonal Free UniverOtij
New.y,'No.1, December, 1975, and University for Man,
.Manhattarx, Kansas, Fall, 1975 bulletin of courses.

On thetnarrowing of the- income gap' between col-
lege- degree holders and nondegree holders, see Free-
man and HOlohnon,op. cit. -

The Fund for, the Improvement of, Postsecondary
Ethitation, of the'Degailment of Health; .Education,
and Welfare, has supported a numbei of experinients.
in educational brokering. See particularly James, M.
Heffernan, Francis U. Macy, and Donn F. Vickers,
Educational Brokering: A New Settice for Adu t

116
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Learners, Region l Learning Service of Celittal New
York, No ember 1975. ee also Nancy Schlossberg
and Alan D. Enti le (eds:), "Coming of Age: Counseling
Adults," The i "tinseling Psychologist, Vol. VI, No.
1, March, 1976
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